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If the sky's the limit, Iet us get you off the ground

When you're developing complex
systerns, your resources are
stretched in every direction. Satellite
manufacture and integration are no
exception.
The commercial pressure is on. Short
lead times, reliable performance,
stringent standards. Whether you are
building components for the payload
or managing the entire system
integration, talk to Hewlett-Packard
about making the test process
simpler and more cost-effective.
Leaving your people free to focus on
what they're best at.
You may lcrow that Hewlett-Packard
offers the widest range of test

z

products for satellite manufacturers
today. But have you heard that our
services range from straightforward
consultancy to the complete design
and implementation of test systems
for manufacturing, plus all the back
up training and support you need?

At Hewlett-Packard, our test
solutions will complement your
capability. We lanow how to deliver
test products, and take responsibility
for systems and services you can
trust. For more information on
sharing the load, call one of the
numbers listed or contact your
nearest HP sales office.

Denmark
Firiland
France
Germany
Italy

(45) 99 10 00
(90) 887 21
(1) 69 82 65 00
(0180) 5326233
(02) 9212 224r
Netherlands (02O) 547 6669
Norway (22) 73 56 00
Spain
9OO 723123
Sweden (08) 4442OO0
Switzerlarrd (l) 735 7111
(01344) 366666
u.K.
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SPACEFLIGHT DATA RECORDER

Producl Spotllght

Model:
Copocity:
Dole Role:

FDR-8500C

5Gigobytes(uncompressed)
10 Gigobytes (2:1 compression)
250 Gigobytes (50:l compression)
l0 Mbit/s per chonnel (burst)
4 to 12 Mbit/s totol (susloined)
16 lbs (7.3 ks)

Weighl:
Power:

l8 Wotts @ 28VDC
I1.8"x9"x6"

Size:

(300mm x229mm x 152mm)

lnterfoce:

RS-422

FDR-8000 series recorders are flight-proven,
high performance data storage units built for
operation within the Space Shuttle bay, on

heaters activate below + 10'C. During
initialization, recording is disabled until

space
platforms. Designed with 8mm helical scan
technologr, the FDR-8000 line provides
economical mass data storage. These

environment above

the aft flight deck, and aboard

recorders' unique characteristics make them
equally useful in avionics and satellite
applications.

Capacity
The newest member of the FDR-8000 family
is the FDR-8500C. The capacity of the
FDR-8500C is 5 Gigabytes of uncompressed
data. Hardware compression is typically 2:I,

Gigabytes of storage space.
Depending on data content, compression
rates of 50:1 are attainable. Peak data rate s
are 10 Mbit/s per channel into a 4 Mbit
buffer. Multiple input models are available.
Total sustained data rates from combined
channels a-re from 4 Mbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
depending on compression efficiency. The
error rate is less than one in 1Or" bits read.

yielding

10

Mechanical

The FDR-8000 enclosure is a sealed box
purged with nitrogen. The inert gas provides
an air cushion around the recording head
and protects the tape from common corrosive
gases during long term storage. Internal

heaters can stabilize the

internal

0'C. Shock and vibration

isolation allow the tape transport assembly

to surpass Shuttle launch and

landing

requirements.

The recorder's footprint measures 11.8" x 9"
(300mm x 229mml, with a height of 6u
(152mm). The mounting hole pattern is on
70mm centers for easy interfacing with ESA

cold plates and Hitchhiker pallets. Total
weight is 16 lbs (7.3 kg).
Electrical
Power dissipation

is 18 Watts at 28Y. Each
recorder contains its own DC/DC power

converter. An internal controller supports
serial data transfer, file structures, error
recovery, and regulation of the recorder's
operating environment.
Interface

communication

with the FDR-8000 is

provided via RS-422 compatible channels.
The command channel is asynchronous at
I2OO baud. The data channel is svnchronous
from DC to 10 MHz.

Let Amptek provide the solution to your
high-capacity data storage needs.

AMPTEK. INC. 6 DE ANGELO DRIVE, BEDFORD, MA 01730 U.S.A. TEL6171275-2242 FAX6171275-3470

Choose the European partner

with global vision.

Space-qualified onboard electronics' power conditioning
and distribution, data and video processing.
Accurately tracking Earth's ever-changing systems requires mission-critical
performance from liftoff to end-of-life.
At Sextant Avionique, we're meeting this requirement through the design
and integration of innovative, space-qualified systems for data management
and storage, power conditioning and distribution, data and video processing,
GPS receiver and inertial guidance systems, and man-machine interfaces
for manned-flight.
The result of in-depth synergies between our aeronautical and space
operations, our unique expertise in these areas is ready to meet your exact needs.
We offer 30 years of experience in equipping the world's leading space
programs. And a proven ability to successfully manage broad, international
partnerships.
Give us a call. Tell us about your mission. You'll
discover how our vision of space can help you see
AVIONIQUE
the Earth a lot more clearly.
Space Division

SDffANT

25 rue Jules V6drines - 26027 Valence Cedex - Frmre
Telephone (33) 75 79 85 11
Telex SXT 345 824 F - Fax (33) 75 79 86 00
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Has Space a Future?*
P. Creola
Advisor on European Space Cooperation, Federal Department of Foreign Affairs,
Bern, Switzerland

That conclusion

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Has Space a future? Many of you would
answer yes without hesitation, others may
have doubts. But how do matters stand
beyond these four walls, out there in the world
of politics and economics, where priorities are
set and money allocated? have twenty
minutes in which to give you my own answer.
You, for your part, will either confirm your initial
positive response or emerge with even greater

|

doubts.

The idea of the conquest of space is as old as

the human brain. Long before

Kepler

discovered the laws of celestial mechanics that

make interplanetary travel conceivable, an
intensive space traffic existed in myth and
legend. Men rose into the heavens and gods
visited the Earth in chariots of fire. The first
space novel was written in 160 AD. The first
solid-fuel rockets flew in ancient China, and
medieval Europe had not only fireworks
but artillery rockets. The first technical
drawing of a three-stage rocket dates
from . . 1526!
Do you have the feeling you're in the wrong
lecture theatre, listening to a talk on the Middle
Ages rather than one on the future of space?
Let me reassure you: without reference to the
past, the future makes no sense. The past is
much more than just the past: it is the only
known collectron of earlier futures. lt should
encourage us to reflect on today's futures. Our
rich range of ideas about the future feed into

the evolutionary mill, are pressed into the
present, and emerge as the past, once
evolution has made its inexorable choice Only
futures past will show which of today's futures
was the right one.

" Address to the Annual
Meeting of the Swiss Academy
of Technical Sciences, Berr.
22123 September 1 994,

o

Many people see the space endeavour as a
thing of the past - a by-product of the Cold
War, a piece of machinery left over from a

no longer

existing worldwide ideological
confrontation that will soon come to a
standstill.

is not only hasty but

demonstrably incorrect. Anyone who watches
the numerous daily weather forecasts (even if
they are not always accurate), telephones to
the far ends of the Earth, or steers a boat with
the aid of a GPS receiver, is using space
technology that has become commonplace.

And so are the people who, from a range
of thirty television programmes, delight in
choosing the most stupid one of all!

Commonplace space technology is even
writing history lt is quite plausible that the fal
of the Soviet Emoire and the breakdown of
dictatorships of all kinds was and will be
considerably hastened by a flow of information
that, thanks to mobile ground stations, can

no longer be stemmed. We have satellites
for meteorology, telecommunications, mobile
broadcasting, navigation, and remote
sensing. Whole branches of the economy live

with and through space services that have
become part of daily routine. Whether they are

operated by private or public bodies, their
value to the economy as a whole now far
outweighs the cost of their development and
operation Yet without the conviction of the
pioneers of space and without the politically
moiivated initial investment, they would never
have been conceived, let alone developed.

Perhaps we can draw

a

preliminary con-

clusion here. The space sector as a provider of

services quite definitely has

a

future.

lt

is

inseparably and irrevocably bound up with
our knowledge of Planet Earth - connecting

people, events and information

in

instan-

taneous discourse Of course, this also has its
drawbacks. But it nevertheless seems to me
absolutely essential if people are to learn at
long last, and never forget, that everything

which happens, happens just round the
corner, and that everything they do has
repercussions, even in the most far-flung
corners of the Earth

No category of satellites brings this home as
clearly as remote-sensing satellites
an area

-

ves lor europe In space

lJEspace a-t-il un avenir?*
P. Creola
Conseiller pour la coop6ration spatiale europeenne,
Departement f6deral des affaires Otrangdres, Berne, Suisse

Mesdames et Messieurs,

f Espace a-t-il un avenir? Beaucoup d'entre
vous reoondraient certainement oui sans
hesiter. d'autres peuvent douter. Mais
comment les choses se passent-elles en
dehors de cette enceinte, dans le monde de la
politique et de I'economie, ld oJ les priorites
sont fix6es et I'argent reparti? J'ai vingt
minutes pour vous exposer ma reponse
personnelle. Pour vous, il s'agira de renforcer
encore votre oui initial ou au contraire de voir
vos doutes affermis

Lidee de la conqu6te de I'espace est aussi
vieille que le cerveau de I'hommel Longtemps

avant que Kepler ait etabli les lois de la
m6canique celeste applicables aux voyages
interplan6taires, un intense trafic spatial

regnait dans les contes

et les mythes,

Lhomme s'elevait dans les espaces c6lestes
et les dieux visitaient la Terre d bord de
vaisseaux de feu. Et le premier roman spatial
parut en I'an 160! Les premieres fusees a
poudre sillonnaient deja le ciel de la Chine

antique,

et dans

I'Europe

du

Moyen-Age

existaient a cOte des pieces d'artillerie des
batteries de fus6es. Et savez-vous d quelle
ann6e remonte la premidre etude d'une fus6e
d trois etages? A l'an 15261

Pensez-vous vous 6tre tromP6s de
conf6rence? Entendre un expos6 sur le
Moyen-dge au lieu de I'avenir de I'espace?
N'ayez crainte: sans r6f6rence au passe,
I'avenir n'a pas de sens. Le passe est bien
plus que le pass6: c'est la seule collection
connue d'avenirs d'autrefois. Son etude doit
nous inciter d r6flechir sur les avenirs
d'aujourd'hui C'est dans l'6ventail bariole de
nos id6es sur l'avenir que l'evolution opdre
inexorablement son choix, le condense pour
en faire le pr6sent et le restitue sous forme
de passe. Seul le Passe de demain
nous montrera donc lequel des avenirs
d'aujourd'hui etait le bon!

Nombreux sont ceux qui ne veulent attribuer a
I'espace qu'une place dans le passe lls ne
voient en lui qu'un effet pervers de la guerre
froide et ou'une machine de la confrontation
ideologique mondiale, aujourd'hui depassee
et courant d sa fin certaine

Une telle conclusion, non contente d'etre
hAtive, est en outre notoirement injustifiee.
Quiconque consulte les nombreux bulletins
quotidiens de la m6t6orologie - m6me s'ils

-

ne sont pas toujours verifies telephone avec
les points les plus recul6s de la Terre ou pilote
son bateau d l'aide d'un r6cepteur GPS, utilise
des techniques spatiales devenues courantes
C'est naturellement aussi le cas de tous ceux
qui, parmi trente programmes de t6levision,
choisissent finalement avec d6lectation . . . le
olus stuoide.

On peut dire de I'espace au quotidien qu'il
contribue aussi a 6crire I'histoire: il semble
plausible que I'effondrement de l'empire
sovi6tioue et la chute de dictatures de toutes
sortes ont 6t6 et seront encore notablement
acc6ler6s par un flot d'information qu'il est
devenu impossible de censurer du fait des
stations mobiles au sol. Satellites de
meteorologie, de t6lecommunications, de
radiodrffusion, de navigation, de t6ledetection;

aujourd'hui,
l'6conomie

des branches entidres

vit et se sert de ces

de

servlces

spatiaux int6gr6s dans le quotidien Leur utilite
au plan de I'economie generale, qu'ils soient
geres par des organismes priv6s ou publics,
depasse aujourd'hui largement leur co0t de

realisation

et

d'exploitation Mais sans

la

conviction des pionniers de I'espace et sans
les investissements initiaux qui ont et6 motives

par des

considerations politiques, leur

cr6ation e0t ete impossible et ils n'auraient
certainement pas et6 realises
Pouvons-nous tirer un premier bilan? La
fonctlon de 'prestation de services' de
l'esoace a incontestablement un avenir'

.

Communication prononcee
devant la session annuelle de
I'Academie suisse des
sciences techniques, Berne,
22123 septembre 1994
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of space technology in which Europe plays a
leading role The eye of the satellite sees night
and day, clouds or no clouds. lt alerts us to
icebergs, floods and swarming locusts, and

and beyond into the depths of space. That

will soon be able to warn us of volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes lt monitors the

subject than 'Apollo' A quarter of a century
ago, the rivalry between the two superpowers
culminated in man's first steps on the Moon.

burning of the rain forests, detects oil slicks

from leaking tankers, and measures

the

shrinkage of the ozone layer. Since knowledge
is the prerequisite for all action, the eye of the

is

what has fascinated humankind for thousands
of years, Has such spaceflight a future? In

1994 there

is no better

keyword

on

that

The United States had overcome

its

humiliation at the flight of the first Sputnik in
1957 and the first cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin, in

1961 , and shown the world
technological superiority over

its striking
the Soviet

Unron. The two giants had played for very high

stakes, and tacitly agreed

to turn to

other

games.

In the space

sector, the Soviet
on building a manned
orbit, while the United

concentrated

Union
space

station

States

in

embarked on the development of the ultimate

and most fascinating flying-machine of

all

time: the Space Shuttle How symbolic that in

a

year after the twenty-fifth
1995, only
anniversary of the first Moon landing, a Shuttle
will be docklng for the first time with the Mir
Station. Once again, the world is a witness

CentraSwtzerandseenfromtheERS-1 satelte/LaregioncentraledelaSu6seyuepar/esatellileERSl

satellite shows us the way and will hopefully at

long last provide us with legs on which to
tread more carefully around our planet in the

next century. The most important thing

is

careful management of the Earth's biological,
fossil and mineral resources Remote-sensing
satellites should not only enable us to compile
an increasingly comprehensive inventory of
our natural resources, but should also help us
to understand more clearly the finite nature of

those resources and incite us

to

better

housekeeping.

Thinking about what has been said so far: we
can see that we have dealt only with aspects
of space activities that in a sense have little to
do with spaceflight or space as such Virtually

satellites function in relation to the
- whether as telecommunications
relays, fixed points for navigational bearings,

all

Earth

or observation platforms
Let us turn now to flight away from the Earth,
towards the other bodies in our Solar Svstem

-

the rivals have become partners Their aim
now is to build an international space station
with contributions from Europe, Japan and
Canada, who are already involved with the
United States The station will have many
different tasks, with the accent on materials
and life sciences, and Earth observation.
The overriding goals are the integration
of separately developed elements in a
functioning whole and the establishment
of multinational management. For what
purpose? Will man ever again blast out of
Earth orbit towards the Moon or another
planet? Many think not Manned spaceflight
bears the brunt of the criticism directed at the
space
whether justified or
shortsighted. At the heart of the matter is the
future division of labour between man and
machine or, more correctlv, man and robot

sector

In the spring of 1994, the first International
Lunar Workshop was held in Beatenberg, at
Switzerland's and ESA's initiative For the first
time, representatives of all the major space
powers discussed a return to the Moon, this
time conceived not in terms of comoetition but
as an internationally coordinated prolect
divided into logically connected phases ESA's
idea had met with widespread approval After
a series of exploratory satellites, the next stage
will be a 'permanent robotic presence' on the
Moon. Most of you will have seen pictures of

earthbound prototypes Weighing from a few
tens of kilos to a few hundred, they clamber
over the crevices and fissures of the lunar-like
landscape, powered by curiosity, descending

future perspectives for europe in space

f espace appartient de faqon indissociable et
irrevocable d la prise de conscience de la

planete Terre. ll reunit les hommes, les
6venements et les informations dans une
communaut6 de I immediat Une telle
6volution n'a certainement pas que des

aspects de l'activite spatiale qui. dans un
certain sens, ne sont aucunement des vols
soatiaux La ouasi{otalite de ces satellites ont
des fonctions li6es a la Terre: relais de
t6l6communications, points fixes pour la
navigation, plates-formes d'observation

aspects positifs ll me semble toutefois qu'il y a

la une condition indispensable pour que les
hommes apprennent enfin et n'oublient plus

Voyons maintenant ce qu'il en est des voyages
spatiaux loin de la Terre, vers d'autres objets

jamais que tout ce qui se passe se produit au
coin de la rue, et que tout ce qu'ils font a une
repercussion, meme aux antipodes Aucune
cat6gorie de satellites ne montre cela plus
clairement que les satellites de teledetection,
domaine de la technique spatiale dans lequel
l'Europe a pris une position en fleche: l'oeil du
satellite voit de lour comme de nuit et traverse
les nuages ll previent du danger d'icebergs,
d'inondations et d'invasions de sauterelles, et
pourra prochainement annoncer les eruptions

.la n^tra crrcfAmo cnlairo oi arr-dolA loc
profondeurs du cosmos, C'est cette forme de
l'espace qui fascine l'homme depuis des
siecles, A t elle un avenir? 1994 ne peut
apporter a cette question de meilleure mot cle

volcaniques et les mouvements sismiques. ll
garde trace de la destruction par le feu des
for6ts tropicales, decouvre le rejet petrolier
d'un tanker negligent et mesure la reduction
de la couche d'ozone. Etant donne oue la
connaissancd est a I'origine de toute activite,
I'oeil du satellite nous aide d rester sur la
hnnna

vnio

of

nor rt-nn

I'acn6rpr

que: 'Apollo. ll y a un quart de sidcle,

la

competition entre les deux super puissances
culminait avec les premiers pas d'un homme
sur une autre planete Les Etats-Unis avaient

surmonte I'humiliation provoqu6e

par

le

lancement du premier Spoutnik en 1957 et du
premier cosmonaute, Youri Gagarine en 1961
et demontre au monde ou'ils avaient reoris
leur eclatante superiorite technologique par
rapport a l'Union sovietique. Les deux geants
avaient mise tres haut
et s'accorddrent en
silence pour se tourner vers d'autres leux.
,

-

ra

Dans le domaine spatial, l'Union sovietique

donnera finalement des jambes pour nous

s'est attach6e a la construction d'une station

occuper plus attentivement de la planete Terre
au prochain mill6naire, Sur ce plan vient avant

spatiale habitee sur orbite terrestre et les
Etats-Unis d la realisation de la machine
volante la plus fascinante et la plus folle de
tous les temps: la navette spatiale Quel
symbole de songer qu'un an apres ce jubile
lunaire, en 1995, une navette ira s'amarrer
oour la oremiere fois a la station Mirl Mais
cette demonstration vaut oour l'ensemble du
monde: les rivaux sont devenus partenaires

tout

a

I'esprit

nnr

la gestion 6conome

des

ressources biologiques, fossiles et minerales
de la nlanete I es satellites de teledetection
doivent non seulement faire un inventaire de
plus en plus complet de ces biens naturels,

mais aussi mieux faire saisir leur caractdre
nriaaira ot rio no fa
it nous guroer vers une
,*,..
meilleure gestion de la Terre

lls ont pour objectif d'edifier une Station
la participation
des Europeens. des Japonals et des

spatiale internationale avec
Si nous revenons rapidement sur ce qui a ete
dit jusqu'ici nous nous apercevons que nous
n'avons aborde pour le moment que des

Canadiens, deja associ6s aux Etats-Unis Ses
tAches seront multiples: biologie et science
des materiaux et observation de la Terre sont
les maitres-mots. A une plus grande echelle, il
s'agit d'integrer en un systeme fonctionnel
global des elements mis au point separement

et de

mettre

en place une gestion

multinationale. A quelle fin? Les hommes
vont-ils jamais se catapulter d nouveau hors
des orbites terrestres en direction de la Lune
ou d'une autre planete? Beaucoup le nient

Les vols spatiaux avec 6quipage sont la
principale cible des critiques de l'espace,
aussi bien critiques fondees que visions a
court terme Au coeur du debat se trouve la
question de la future repartition entre I'homme

et la

machine,

ou plus

exactement entre

I'homme et le robot

Au orintemos de 1994 s'est tenu a
Beatenbero.

d

l'initiative de la Suisse et de
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even into the craters of active
volcanoes and reporting back
eagerly on everything they see,
the state of the terrain, and what
can be extracted from it. Thanks

lo nrnnress in olcctrgpigs and
micromechanics, these robot

researchers, working partly under
partly
remote control
,^1,,
^, ,+^^^'n^,
auronomousry.
oecomrng
increasingly agile and intelligent
The next robot generation, at the

and
are

latest, will outgrow practice on
q5266
trnr+h
nnrl ^,,oh I ^'
Lqr
Lr I ot tu PuJt
il rtw ovquv
uutrt iqf6

And unlike the Apollo astronauts,
they will not have to wait for the
development

of giant

launchers

- conventional launchers like
ESA's Ariane-S can already land
them on the Moon, or on comets,
asteroids and Mars
The N,4oon/La Lure

Will tomorrow's astronauts then be armchair
adventurers, sitting back comfortably with a
glass of beer in easy reach and exploring the
Solar System through permanent contact with
a horde of robots? | am convinced that an

organic division of labour will emerge The
only logical follow-up to the international
^r^ri^^ I
)POUE )tAtlul

i^
lJ

research base

on

normqnoni
rr rqr il ruu
lJvrr rrqr rur rL mqnnorl
the Moon The Apollo

^
d

hypothesis. based on our present understanding, that life developed on Mars long ago
and subsequently disappeared, is bound up
with the mother of all questions: Are we alone
in the Universe? lf so, why? And if not, where
are the others and shall we ever encounter
them?

astronauts are already grandfathers lt seems
to me unthinkable that their great-grand-

Whether Mars will be the object of manned
expeditions in the foreseeable future is much

reduced overall cost, to live and work.

harder to say than in the case of the Moon But
our clever little robots will certainly explore it
Perhaps the tlood of messages they will
be sending us will finally crystallise into an

Never forget that the Moon is literally in our

urgent summons: 'On your feet, you armchair
astronauts This is something you simply have

own backyard In terms of distance,

to see for yourselvesl'

children, in the years 2010 to 2030, with
technology fifty years younger than that of
Apollo, will not return to the Moon, at greatly

ten

revolutions around the Earth would take the
international space station to the Moon

provided it was on the right lrajectoryl The

Moon's
nn*nn{ial

PUtEr rLrdl

scientif
dJ

^
d

ic and oerhaos
^^+,,"^l
|dlutdt

Spduu

economic
^}^li^^
JLdLtut
I

;^
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practically limitless, lt is the perfect condensed

record

of the

development

of our Solar

System, a gigantic laboratory for life away from
Earth, and its far side ls the ideal platform from
which to conduct astronomical observations
free of all terrestrial influences An impressive

list of

Moon-based research activities is
included in a report by an international
working party headed by Professor Balsiger of

Bern. which has attracted

a great deal

of

attention

And after the Moon? Mars is certainly the most
fascinating target. lt is of course a hundred
times more distant than the Moon, but it is an
independent planet with a history that is both
mysteriously difterent and at the same time

10

fascinatingly similar to that of the Earth. The

And beyond Mars? As I speak to you, ESA's
Ulysses probe, carrying an experiment from
the University of Bern, is making the first ever
flyby of the Sun's south pole. In Vevey and
Zurich. people are building the structure for
ESA's Huygens probe, which will land on
Saturn's moon Titan tn 2004. And in our
institutes of technology, more Swiss teams are
on instruments and observation
systems for other highly interesting projects in
ESA's Science Programme, such as lSO, XMM
and Integral, designed to observe distant

working

stars, galaxies and the more exotic celestial
objects in the infrared, X-ray and gamma-ray
ranges Those are examples of space missions
in which direct human involvement is forever
barred by the laws of physics as we know
them today, However, visions of what might be
are not only permissible but necessary They

:ir tho drrctv nnrririnrc nf

nr

them young and fresh, and

rr hraine koon
an enormous

-
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l'ESA, le premier 56minaire international sur la
Lune Pour la premidre fois, les representants
de toutes les grandes organisations spatiales

Terre et exploreront notre systdme solaire par
l'entremise d'une nu6e de robots? Pour ma

ont examine les plans d'un retour sur notre
satellite, non plus bases sur la concurrence,
mais coordonn6s au plan international et
divises en phases logiquement liees entre
elles Cette idee de I'ESA a recueilli un large

organique des tAches se mettra en place Le
seul successeur logique de la Station spatiale
internationale est le projet d'une base de

satellites
6tre

astronautes d'Apollo sont dejd grand-pdres ll
me semble impensable que leurs petits-fils et
leurs petites-filles, entre 2010 et 2030, et avec
une technologie plus jeune d'un demi-siecle
nrra
n^ -,^n\/^l^^+ pdJ AA
u
vvilu rl'Annlln
Vuv nollo
^Vvilv, llU J Ul lVUlUllL
nouveau vers la Lune moyennant un co0t total

6cho. Aores une s6rie de
d'exploration de
mico

an

la Lune doit d'abord

nlana

I

rno 'nroconna

permanente' Pour

rnhntic6o

la plupart d'entre vous,

vous avez deja vu des images de prototypes

de tels petits "bonshommes " Pesant
a quelques centaines

quelques dizaines

de
de

kilogrammes, ils crapahutent les yeux d l'affOt
sur des terrains crevasses, grimpent dans le
cratere des volcans en activite et transmettent
sans tarder ce qu'ils voient, comment le terrain

est fait et ce que l'on pourrait en tirer d'une

faEon

ou d'une

autre. Ces

chercheurs

robotises qur travaillent partiellement sous
tel6commande et partiellement de faqon
autonome seront, grdce aux progres de
l

electronique

et de la

micro-mecanique,

toujours plus agiles et plus intelligents Ceux
de la prochaine generation au plus tard ne se

contenteront plus de travaux fastidieux ou
dangereux sur la Terre, mais fileront dans
l'espace. Et ils n'auront plus besoin, comme
en leur temps les astronautes d'Apollo. que
l'on mette au point une fusee g6ante: des
lanceurs classiques, comme par exemple
I'Ariane-5 de I ESA. oeuvent sans difficulte les
transporter jusqu'a la surface de la Lune, ou
des comdtes, des ast6roides et de Mars,

part,

je suis convaincu qu'une

repartition

recherche permanente. occup6e par
I'homme, sur la Lune Aujourd'hui, les

largement inferieur

afin d'y vivre et d'y

travailler.

N'oubliez jamais que la Lune est litteralement
d notre porte En termes de distance, il suffirait

a la Station soatiale internationale d'une
dizaine de r6volutions autour de la Terre pour
atterndre la Lune - ia la condition d'etre
placee sur la bonne trajectoire! Le potentiel
-^in^+i{ia'
ltlllLlUU.
JUIUI
'n

main
lllalJ

nor
urrv
VvuLri-6tro

ona jomont
vvqrvrrrurrL

6conomique, de la Lune en tant que station
spatiale naturelle est purement et simplement
inepuisable: c'est un condens6 des archives
de la creation de notre systeme solaire, c'est

un gigantesque laboratoire pour vivre en
dehors de la Terre, et sa face cachee est la

olate-forme ideale oour les observations
astronomiques, a l'abri de toutes les
influences de la Terre Un groupe de travail
international, plac6 sous la direction du Prof
Balsiger, de Berne, a fait un rapport tres
appr6cie de I'impressionnante liste de ces
activites de recherche

Les astronautes de demain seront-ils donc des
fonctionnaires qui, un verre d portee de main,

paresseront dans une chaise longue sur la

Et au-deld de la Lune? fobjectif suivant le
olus orobable est certainement Mars. En
termes de distance, il est vrar
qu'elle est cent fois plus eloignee
que la Lune. Mais en revanche,
c'est une planete autonome, avec

une histoire qui est

a la fois

mysterieusement diff6rente et, ce
qui nous fascine, similaire d celle
de notre Terre Que la vie s'y soit

d6veloppee

il y a longtemps et

qclnn nos Con.r
Yv"rp denrriq
naissances actuelles, elle se soit

evanouie, voila la question primordiale entre touteq: sommesNOUS, NOUS IES hUMAiNS,

SEUIS

dans l'Univers? Si oui, pourquoi?

Et si tel n'est pas Ie cas,
ou sont les autres et les
rencontrerons-nous jamais?

Que Mars soit dans un

delai

previsible I'objectif d'expeditions
humaines, voild qui, d la dif
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emergencies survive - conflicts over the
distribution of resources among a world
population growing by a hundred million every
ten years, and to counter all manner of threats

to our free. pluralistic civilisation. unless

we

know more and more about the overall state of
the planet and are constantly aware of what is
going on and where? We have to ensure that
we have unrestricted access to the only place
from which an overall and real-time view of the
nlanoi ic nnccihla - iho cnano arnr rnd lho
Earth.

on the matter of cost, We have
already seen that Earth-oriented satellite
services not only pay their way, but are
generating more and more profit for the
general economy What of the costs of
Secondly,

scientitic research in space? Like every other
form of basic research, it is an investment in
the future that not only leads to innovations,

but also stimulates lhe

production

of

antibodies against irrational ideologies As for

^ ^. ,^ 6+^
^ ^ uy
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nothing at all

!^. ' S Standards
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the cost of much-maligned human spaceflight,
which will apparently require such inordinate
sums of money, lust think for a moment of the
other areas, apart from basic material needs,
in which enormous amounts are spent year-in
cosl

year-out

-

sports

of all kinds cars of

all

colours, drinks of all sorts The German market
in

Mention of 'cost', the keyword in this context,
brings us down to
Spaceship Earth'
an image from the Apollo years, Right enough,
the Earth is a spaceship
and a highly
dorrolnnpd nno Reninn thrnr rnh tho Snl:r
System at 100 000 kilometres an hour, its
velocity through the Galaxy, in the company of
the Sun, is no less than nine times as great
Nevertheless it is in a sorry state The crew are

Earth

-

plundering the ship's supplies, tinkering with
the temperature and life-support controls, and

haven't yet managed to get hold of the
rnstruction manual Apparently, they haven't
had time to look for it yet, since they
have nothing better to do than engage
in bloody skirmishes in every corner of
the vessel. while increasing the size of the
crew. week in week out. by a further two
million.

Given these problems, isn t Space a cynical
flight away from the urgent agenda on Earth?

We must not dodge this question, Let me
sketch out an answer in three parts:
Firstly, regarding the state

of Planet Earth

I

to the role of
remote-sensing satellites in environmental
havc alreadv referred

monitoring and better management of natural

resources How can we expect
environmental disasters,

to avoid

to prevent

-

and

in

ocniorinru
uovLUr

nrnrir
rntc
Vr vuuuLr
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twelve to eighteen billion marks per
year. For a tenth of that amount, the
Germans could almost f inance their own
lunar base There would be plenty left
for the exponents of esoteric philosophies,

at

while those more attracted by the
unfathomable mysteries of the Universe
would no longer be dismissed as idle
dreamers

Thirdly, and lastly, a few thoughts about
long{erm survival on this planet, We recently
witnessed the spectacular collision of Comet
Shoemaker-Levy with Jupiter The probability
of a similar collision with the Earth over the
next 150 years is estimated at 1 in 10 000. Do

you find this probability too small to worry
about? Enormous sums of money are spent
on technical measures and insurance against
lesser risks originating on Earth Nor does it
have to be a whole comet Every ten years,
statistically speaking, as in 1908 in the
Siberian taiga and in February 1994 in the
western Pacific, the Earth is struck by a
meteorite with a force eouivalent to 10 to 100
times that of the atomic bomb dropped on
Hiroshima, easily capable of flattening one of
tha rnrnrlr'l'c l:rnoct
nitioc Onlrr
an2.o
v|||Jvyqvv

technology could give us the possibility of
diverting such dangerous debris f rom its
trajectory
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f6rence de la Lune, est bien plus difficile d

pronostiquer.

Mais nos robots

astucieux
pourront I'explorer sans risques Dans le flot
ininterrompu de leurs messages, peut-6tre
jour cette appel
entendrons nous
imperieux: 'Venez donc, espdces d astronautes oui oaressez dans vos chaises
longues, voild une experience que vous devez
vivre vous-mOmes!',

un

esquisser devant vous une rdponse en trois
oartres:

Premierement, en ce qui concerne I'etat de la
planete Terre, I'ai deja evoque les satellites de
teledetection, instruments de la surveillance

de I'environnement et d'une meilleure gestion de nos richesses naturelles Comment
pourrons- nous prevenir les catastrophes
environnementales, comment pourrons-nous

au moins survivre les

Et au-deld de Mars? Pendant que je vous

eviter ou

parle, la sonde Ulysse de I'ESA est le premier
vehicule spatial d survoler, avec a son bord

qu'occasionne le partage des richesses au

une experience de I'Universite de Berne, le
p6le sud du Soleil. A Vevey et d Zurich, on

d6cennie d'un milliard d'habitants, comment

travaille d la structure de la sonde Huygens de
I'Agence qui doit atterrir sur Titan, le satellite

de Saturne, en 2OO4 Et dans nos grandes
6coles, d'autres equipes de Suisses travaillent
projets
instruments

sur des

d'observation

et des
destines d d'autres projets

passionnants du programme scientifique de
I'ESA, comme lSO, XMM et Integral, engins

sein d'une population qui croit

conflits
chaque

pourrons-nous
et rcr pense incontestablement d notre civilisation de type liberal
ot nlrrraliqtc - Ieire faCe aux menaCeS de

-

le

toute nature si nous ne connaissons pas de

mieux en mieux l'6tat general de la planete et

si nous ne savons pas d tout moment ce qui
s'y passe et ou? C'est pourquoi nous devons
nous assurer le libre acces au seul lieu qui
garantit une vue generale du globe, l'espace

qui iront analyser dans les domaines du
rayonnement infrarouge, X et gamma, des

nrri antnr tra la forral

6toiles lointaines, des galaxies et des objets
c6lestes encore inconnus Voila des exemples
de missions spatiales auxquelles, selon les
lois de la physique enoncees jusqu'ici.
l'acces direct de l'homme reste pour toujours

Deuxidmement, d propos du co0t des activites
spatiales: que les satellites d'application axes
sur la Terre ne se contentent pas de couvrir
leurs frais, mais apportent de plus en plus de
profits dans la caisse de l'6conomie 96n6rale,
c'est une verite que vous connaissez dejd
recherche
co0t
Qu'en est-rl
scientifique dans I'espace? Comme pour

ferm6. Mais

il n'est pas interdit d'avoir

des

visions, elles sont mOme n6cessaires, car elles
aerent les circonvolutions de notre cerveau,
nous gardent leunes et avantage maleur de
nos jours

-

-

du

de la

toute recherche fondamentale, il s'aqit d'un

ne co0tent rien!

Le mot cl6. 'co0t', nous ramene sur Terre, 'Le
vaisseau spatial Terre' une image du temps
d'Aoollo C'est vrai. la Terre est un vaisseau
spatial et, qui plus est, hautement developp6:
avec 100 000 kilometres d l heure, il file dt
en tant
systeme solaire
travers
qu'ensemble
900 000
Soleil,
kilometres a I'heure d travers notre Galaxie Et

le

li6 au

et,
a

pourtant il est en bien triste etat fequipage
gaspille les reserves du bord, tripote les
boutons du systeme de regulation thermique
et de soutien vie, et n'a m6me pas encore
trouve le manuel de vol de son oropre
vehicule. Manifestement, il n'a pas trouve
jusqu'ici le temps de le chercher. Car
ne semble rien avoir de plus intelligent a
i

faire que

de livrer des escarmouches

sanglantes dans tous les recoins du navire,
alors qu'en meme temps, le nombre de ses
membres augmente chaque semaine de deux
millrons.
Au vu de ces probldmes, la recherche spatiale
n'est-elle pas une fuite cynique loin de ce qui
reste d faire sur laTerre? Nous ne devons pas

eluder cette question. J'aimerais malg16 tout
nuygens
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Another example is global warming, the
number one issue at climate conferences
However, the battle now raging about natural
versus human causes is likely to prove futile,
not only because our increasing greed for
energy will probably impel us to send all our
reserves of fossil fuel up in smoke anyway, but

also because there

is

more and

more

evidence that abrupt swings of temperature

have occurred in the past, even within the
larger climatic cycles, which would have had a
catastrophic effect on our highly technically
developed and highly regionally concentrated
civilisation, Although ridiculed today, the idea
of positioning a filter at the libration point

between the Earth and the Sun in order to

of

the amount
solar radiation
reaching our planet, or other devices for active
regulate

climate control could become a real lifesaving proposition in no more than a few

from the immediate environment between

the Earth and the Moon for our

own

purposes?
My time is up I would like to encourage you to
formulate your own answers to the question of
whether Space has a future in the light of the

thoughts

I

have offered Give

a

f

uture

including Space the chance to undergo the
strict selection procedure of evolution on terms

at least equal to those of other possible

futures Have the couraoe to be visionarv, lf
you don't, others will,
My own answer to the question, 'Has space a
future?', will not surprise you 'Without space,
there is no futurel' lf you share this view, then
spread it in the outside world, where policies

are made and money allocated

No

opportunity is too small and no event too

oecaoes

impressive for you to put your case with
convincing arguments and with that inner fire

Large structures in space - and it would take
a whole symposium to discuss them properly
- could also become a real possibility in the
form of solar-energy satellites, long rejected as
unrealistic, By the middle of the next century,

that is the mark of youth

all fossil-fuel reserves have been
exhausted, the Sun will have to make a much
larger contribution to the Earth's energy
supply. The Earth itself receives less than
a billionth of the energy which our star pours
when

out into the Universe free of charge, noise
and exhaust fumes. What would be more
natural than to divert a further small fraction

Thank you.

@
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investissement sur I'avenir, qui est 2t I'origine

d'innovation mais stimule 69alement la
production d'anticorps contre les ideologies
irrationnelles. Et les co0ts des vols habit6s tant
decries, qui exigent apparemment des
sommes disproportionn6es? Reflechissez un

moment aux autres domaines dans lesquels,
au-deld de la satisfaction de leurs besoins
materiels, les humains d6pensent annuellement des sommes colossales: sports de

toute nature, autos

de toute couleur et

boissons de toute sorte. A lui seul, le marche
de l'esoterisme est estim6 en Allemagne d 12

a 18 milliards de marks oar an. Avec un
dixieme de cette somme, les Allemands

lierement brutal sur notre
hautement technologique et

civilisation
des
populations par endroits extremement denses.

sur

C'est aujourd'hur une hypothese dont

on

sourit, mais dans quelques decennies, I id6e

d'un diaphragme mis d poste au point de
libration entre la Terre et le Soleil afin de
169ulariser dans le long terme le rayonnement

de I'astre sur notre Terre, ou d'autres moyens

d'intervention climatioue pourrait devenir

d'actualite. De grandes structures spatiales il faudrait tout un symposium pour traiter la
question en detail - pourraient egalement
prendre la forme de satellites d'energie

solaire, longtemps repouss6s

comme

pourraient financer une base lunaire presque
seuls. ll en resterait encore largement assez

irrealistes.

pour les voyants extra-lucides! Et ceux qut
oreferent les miracles insondables de
l'Univers ne seraient plus rejet6s comme

Lorsque les combustibles fossiles auront ete
epuis6s au milieu du prochain sidcle, le Soleil
devra fournir une contribution beaucouo plus

d'

d la consommation en energie de la
La Terre elle-m6me regoit moins
d'un milliardieme de l'6nergie que produit
gratuitement, silencieusement et sans 6miselev6e

irresponsables r6veurs

Planete.

Troisidmement, une derniere pensee pour la
survie d long terme sur cette Terre: vous avez
suivi la soectaculaire collision de la comdte
Shoemaker-Levy avec Jupiter. La probabilite
d'une catastroohe semblable sur la Terre au
cours des 1 50 prochaines ann6es est 6valu6e
d 1:10 000. Pensez-vous que cette probabilite
soit trop petite pour que l'on s'en soucie?
Mais contre de faibles risques de caractdre
sommes
depense
terrestre,
gigantesques sous forme d'assurances et de

on

des

mesures technioues ll est d'ailleurs inutile
qu'il s'agisse d'une comete entidre En 1908
dans la taiga siberienne, en fevrier 1994 dans
I'ouest du Pacifique et, statistiquement, tous
les dix ans, des m6t6orites se pr6cipitent sur la
Terre avec une 6nergie equivalente a 10 a 100

sion de gaz notre centrale solaire, ce qui nous
inciterait
en prelever une part supplementaire dans les regions proches de
l'esoace entre la Terre et la Lune.

d

J'arrive d la fin de mon temps de parole. Je

voudrais vous encourager d formuler
vous-m6mes votre propre reponse d la
question de I'avenir de I'espace a la lumiere
de ce kal6idoscope de r6flexions. Parmi les

nombreux avenirs possibles, donnez aussi
une chance a celui de l'espace, une chance
au moins eouivalente aux autres dans le
difficile processus de choix de l'6volution

Nri^"^r\ d.yuz PdJ

Psul

d'avoir des

visions.

bombes d'Hiroshima, catastrophe qui pourrait

Autrement, d'autres les auront d votre place.

an6antir sans difficult6 l'une des capitales
mondiales Seules les techniques spatiales

Ma r6ponse personnelle d la

question:

nous donneraient les moyens de faire devier d
temps de leur trajectoire d'aussi dangereux
d6bris.

'l'Espace a{-il un avenir' ne vous etonnera
pas: 'Sans espace, pas d'avenir!'. Si c'est
egalement la vdtre, transmettez-la dans le
monde ou se fait la politique et ou se repartit

Autre exemple: le danger d'un r6chauffement
global figure au premier point de I'ordre du
jour des conferences sur le climat. La lutte fait

rage pour partager les causes d'origine

l'argent. Aucune occasion ne sera trop banale
et aucune reunion trop huppee pour defendre
votre conviction avec des arguments solides
et avec un certain feu int6rieur, celui de la

naturelle et les causes cr66es par l'homme.

Jeunesse.

ll

s'agit d long terme d'une controverse sans
doute futile. D'une part, parce que l'humanite,
avec sa soif toujours croissante d'6nergie, va

vraisemblablement envoyer dans I'atmosphdre d'une fagon ou d'une autre la totalite
des combustibles fossiles, et d'autre part,
parce que tout montre que, 6galement dans le
pass6, sont apparues
relativement

de

brusques variations des temp6ratures a
l'int6rieur des grands cycles climatiques,
variations qui auraient un effet particu-

Je vous remercie.

G
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esa's lunar exploration initiative

LEDA

A First Step in ESA's Lunar
Exploration I n itiative
D. Kassing & M. Novara
System Studies Division, European Space Research & Technology Centre (ESTEC),

Noordwiik, The Netherlands

Why to the Moon?
The first International Lunar Workshoo held
in June last year in Beatenberg, Switzerland,

carry a payload consisting of a rover, a robotic
arm, a soil-processing test facility and a

defined the overall objectives for a staged, but

measurements in the lunar envrronment (Table
1) All of this must be accomplished within the
budget of a medium-sized ESA mission

evolutionary Moon Programme. About '1 40
representatives of space agencies, scientific

number

of

instruments

for making

in-situ

institutions and industry from around the World

considered plans for the implementation of
internationally coordinated programmes for
robotic and human lunar exploration lt was
agreed that the time is right - scientificaily,
technologically and financially

-

to initiate the

first phase of this programme of lunar exploration would make a

survey of unexplored regions on the lunar surface and an inventory of
lunar resources by means of remote sensing and by in-situ
measurement. lt would also develop a range of technologies of direct
benefit for the later phases of the lunar programme. This article
summarises the initial results of an ESA study being performed in
cooperation with CNES (F) and ASt(t).
first phase involving Moon orbiters and landers
with roving robots to prepare for 'Science of the
Moon' (illuminating
history
the
Earth - Moon system), 'science from the
Moon' (for astronomical projects) and 'science

of

on the Moon' (biological reactions to

low

gravity and the unique radiation environment).
The details are to be found in ESA Soecial
Publications SP-1150 and SP-1170 (availabte
from ESA Publications Division)

The enthusiasm expressed in Beatenberg
about the rich opportunities offered by the
exploration and utilisation of the Moon was
really the trigger for LEDA, ESA's study of a
'Lunar European Demonstration Approach' lt
includes a series of in-house and external

activities

to

range of mission options, landing sites
spacecraft/rover design concepts and
technologies are presently being assessed by
a working team of experts from ESA, the

French Centre National d'Etudes Soatiales
(CNES)and the Agenzia Spaziate ttatiana (ASt).

The proposed ESA Moon Programme is based on a phased approach.
The current end goal is the establishment - in phase 4 - ol a lunar
outpost to serve science and the utilisation of lunar resources. The

the

A

define an exploration mission

consisting of a spacecraft that would soft-land,
in the year 2002, on the lunar surface after
having been put into orbit by Europe's Ariane-5
launcher. This spacecraft (Figs 1 & 2) woutd

Mission design
Lander missions to the surface of the Moon
require a total velocity increment (delta-V) of
3 km/s or more from the initial orbit into whiclr
the launcher delivers the spacecraft. ldeally,
this initial orbit is a Lunar Transfer Orbit (LTO)
with its apogee in the vicinity of, or beyond the
Moon However, the need to transport a

significant useful payload to the Moon,
combined with the high velocity increment
required, implies that relatively large launch

masses are needed for this kind of mission (in
the order of 3 t or more). One way of containing
the launch cost for such spacecraft is to share a

launch with a commercial payload bound for
geosynchronous orbit; this permits a saving of
one third of the cost in the case of an Ariane-S
launch. The lunar lander would be delivered
into a 620 x 35 883 km Geostationary Transfer
Orbit (GfO) inclined at 7o to the Earth's

equator. The available payload mass with a
standard Ariane-S launch, assuming 58% o1
the total were allocated to LEDA, would be
3330 kg
Depending on the relative orientations of the
apsidal line of the GTO and the line of nodes of
the Moon's orbit, the delta-V required for the
subsequent transfer varies over a year. as
shown in Table 2 (where the corresponding
velocity jncrement for a direct LTO injection is
also indicated). Under the most unfavourable
conditions, the duration of the transfer is also
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Table 1. LEDA mission summary
Objectives

Europe to soft-land a spacecraft on the lunar surface using ARIANE 5
Carry a payload to undertake investigations pertinent to future phases
of ESA programme
Budget of a medium size mission

Spacecraft

Mass: 3330 kg in GTO, 1007 kg on Moon surface
Size: diameter 4 1 m, height 2 m
Prooulsion: 7 x 4OQ N, 8 x 1O N thrusters, pulsed-mode operation for
thrust modulation during descent
Power: 300 W bus power from 5 m2 GaAs fixed solar panels (207
W/m'z), 16 kg Ni-H, batteries (60 Wh/kg), 5 kg RHUs
Thermal Control: passive + active (radiator louvres)
GNC: 3-axis stabilisation, coarse sun sensor, Inertial Measurement
Unit, radar altimeter, Doppler radar, camera vision system
Data: 8 Gbit MMU (video sequence storage)
Communications: 20-W S-band transponder, omni antennas for orbit
and landing, 0 5 m high-gain antenna for surface operations
Landing: 4 legs, O 5 m stroke, 5 m/s vertical speed, <5 g landing
shock

Payload

Payload mass: 200 kg
Payload may include rover, roboiic arm, soil processing test factlity
In situ measurement payload: soil characterisation, imaging,
ooerational environment evaluation

Launch & Orbit

Shared ARIANE 5 into GTO (58% of launch mass capability)
Manoeuvres to LLO: perigee, mid-course, lunar orbit injection (total
aV = 1734 m/s)
Duration 81 days from launch to landing (including lunar orbiial
phase)
Lunar polar orbit at 100 x 100 km altitude, period 2 hours
Orbit lowering to 15 x 100 km, 1-2 orbits prior to landing, for site
survey
Descent & landing (aV = 2000 m/s) in Moon South Pole region,
83-85" S, 0-20" w

Operations

Communications: S-band (2,07612,255 MHz)
Data volume: 44 kb/s to 44 Mb/s, on-board 1:4 video data
compression, 2 ESA 15-m ground stations
ESOC operations centre
Operational lifetime. 4 lunar days on Moon surface
No orbital relay, direct communlcations to Earth (<73% of time)

Programmatics

ESA cost <350 MAU
Phase C/D start in January 1998, launch in November 2002
Based on European capability alone (except RHUs)
ESA provides shared ARIANE 5 launch
Payload contributed by National Agencies

Table 2. Comparison of velocitY increments for various lunar transler strategies
Strategy

Manoeuvre

Direct to LTO

GTO to LTO Injection
Mid-Course Correction
LTO to LLO (100

x 100

874

km)
20

Lowering of Periselenum (15 x 100
Km)

Descent Manoeuvre
1

Landing

965

2894

Total

Im/s]
Duration of Transfer to LLO

<29 days

<77 days

3-5 days

leda

to 50 days may be
required to compensate for the Moon's
declination above the Earth's equator, plus
up to one lunar sidereal period of 27 3
days for phasing with the Moon's angular
position, A four-week window occurs
JUSI twice per year during whrch a 'short
transfer' is possible (Fig. 3); the corressignificantly longer. Up

ponding GTO launch mass can be
reduced by 7o/o, and the transfer duration
may be up to 50 days shorter, with a
somewhat reduced choice of potential

launch companions lt is presently considered that the LEDA mission should

esa's Iunar exploration initiative

of the spacecraft's orbit comes close to, or
crosses this area, the periselenum could be
taken down as low as 15-25 km. Overflying the landing area at this altltude for the last
one or two orbits before descent would allow
an onboard vision-based navigation system to

assess

the morphology of the terrain to a
of better than 1 m, so that an

resolution

obstacle-free spot could be targeted for the
landing.

A

further burn would initiate the descent

tralectory, bringing the spacecraft down to
within a few kilometres of the landing site

A

take advantage of this window

-

terminal burn phase would then begin,

Other strategies have been considered to optimise transportation
to the Moon, including:

- A

dedicated launch directly

into LTO. Although technrcally
sound, this alternative would

be quite

expensive. unless a

as

cheaper launcher, such

Russian Proton, were

to

a
be

made available

- A shared launch into

GTO

with the upgraded Ariane-5
Evolution vehicle (Ariane-5E),
whlch would allow two 3 7 t
spacecraft to be delivered to
GTO for the same target cost

as a basic Ariane-S

- A

shared Ariane-S launch

directly into LTO,

together

with an exploratory spacecraft
bound for the Moon or its vicinity (e.g
for a lunar swingby manoeuvre)

-

A shared Ariane-S launch into Low Earth
Orbit (LEO), with a companion bound for
the International Space Station, e,g by
sharing a ride with an Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV)

None of the above options is currently a
clear-cut winner, since the most promising
ones in terms of performance and cost rely
on other, as yet unapproved, Agency

programmes (eg Ariane-SE or one of the M3
scientific missions). The basic Ariane-5 launch
into GTO has therefore been analysed in detail
as the reference mission model

Having reached the vicinity of the Moon, the
currently foreseen strategy for LEDA would be
to enter a 100 x 100 km polar Low Lunar Orbit
(LLO), which would provide
best
opportunities
remote sensing and
landing-site access The landing site area must
be known within a given uncertainty (typically,
an ellipse of 5 x 10 km) Once the ground track

for

the

during which the spacecraft could be steered

towards the target site by the onboard
cameras, matching their images against the
landing-site images previously stored from
orbit When objects as small as 0.5 m or less
are discerned, some hovering could take
place, allowing the lander to avoid such
obstacles (Fig 4). Finally, the engines woutd
be cut and the lander dropped from a height of
a few metres for a soft landing, with a vertical
speed of less than 5 m/s and a shock of
no more than 5 - 10 contained by the

Figure 3. Orbital transfer
manoeuvre from GTO to the
Moon. When the angle
between the GTO apsidal
line and the line of nodes oI
the Moon's orbit is small
(18o in this figure), the
delta-V required for the
manoeuvre is minimised.

This condition occurs twice
per year for periods of
about four weeks

g

landing-gear design

Landing-site selection
The Moon was extensively visited during the
1960s and 1970s by both automatic and
piloted missions Nevertheless, there are still
many sites which were not, or were only
summarily investigated and are deemed to be
of great interest to the scientific community. For
exampre:

-

The polar areas are little known No lander
missions were ever flown at high or polar
latitudes, and even orbiter data are scantv
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Figure 4. LEDA relies on a

vision-based navigation
system during the final
descent phase. From an
altitude of 5000 m, the
onboard cameras track a
pre-determined landing
spot. At 200 m above
ground, when obstacles as
small as 0.5 m become
visible, the navigation
system steers the lander to
a safe touchdown in a
hazard-free area

-

it

to

for those areas; the Clementine imagery, for

very well known. but

example, is limited to a resolution of 100 m
and no altimetry data were obtained
Scientific interest in these areas is manifold,

considerably rougher, in general, than lowerlatitude sites Such morphology has several

ranging from the search for water ice.
residue from cometary impacts, which
may have survived in the permanently

-

shadowed areas that are likely to exist near
the lunar South Pole, to the possibility of
installing infrared interferometry devices in
these same shadowed, and thus extremely
cold, areas Access to unique geological
features, such as the Aitken Basin (covering
a large portion of the south polar region) is
also a highly regarded opportunity.
Research into the Moon's volcanic history,
radiometric age, and heat flow are areas of
investigation not previously pursued. and
ones for which the lava-flooded areas to be
found at mediumihigh lunar latitudes (up to
70") are ideal sites

Besides the scientific and exploratory interest,
technical and operational considerations affect
the choice of landing site, The south-polar
region, which is of the highest interest. is not

appears

be

CONSCOUCNCCS:

-

The risk of not finding a suitable, obstaclefree landing site is higher.
Both the Sun and the Earth will be visible at
very low elevations from the landing site, so
that both the availability of sunlight and
communications with Earth will be very

much impacted by local features (peaks,
valleys, etc

-

)

Operation of a mobile payload (a mini-rover)

on the surface will be constrained by the
difficult local terrain (slope size of boulders),
and also by the fact that sight of the lander

maybe lost very soon after moving away
from it
In oarticular. it has to be remembered that the
regions around the Moon's poles (beyond
approx 83o latitude) periodically disappear

from sight for an observer on Earth

(the

so-called 'optical libration phenomenon ). This

phenomenon lasts for half a lunar day, i e.
about 14 Earth days, at the pole itself. Given
that the lunar night also has a comparable
duration of 14 Earth days, there is an annual
periodicity pattern during which the Earth can
be seen from the Moon's polar regions during
local daytime, as shown in Figure 5 The best
conditions only occur for about four months
per yea( and this would seem to determine the
maximum duration for a surface mission to the
poles, as well as imposing a 'landing window'
at the beginning of the four-month period
Given that there is already a launch-window
constraint for a shared launch to GTO a waiting
time in lunar orbit for phasing purposes would
thus be necessary

The low elevation of the Sun also means that
solar generators would be required to cope
with the full 180" azimuth variation of sunlight
direction in order to receive sufficient energy
(while at lower latitudes a simple, flat, horizontal
solar array may suffice) Also, long shadows
reduce visibility, implying that a vision-based

landing could only take place around local
noon, thereby losing surface-operations time
during the preceding morning

The fact that no high-resolution mapping of
polar regions is available to a sufficient level of
detail is also a concern, lmaging to better than
10 m resolution will be required to select the
areas that are of highest exploratory Interesl
digital elevation model, from either
stereoscopic imaging, laser or microwave

A

altimetry,

is

to assess the safest
lf the mission is to
search for particular chemical
required

landing-site conditions.

include

a
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species that are rarely found on the lunar
surface (eg. water ice) then remote sensing
from orbit will be needed to oinooint the

to 0o longitude (near side) for best

locations
detection

Should the South Pole landing site turn out to
be too risky from an operational pornt of view, a
less demanding site at latitudes lower than 70o
could be chosen lt would allow the validation
of technologies and operational capabilities
required to perform complex tele-operated or
automated robotic tasks Landing on the far

Otherwise,

of such species (e g

neutron
hydrogen)
finding them

for the search for
the probability of

within the limited surface mobility range of
the LEDA mini-rover, which is expected to be
lust a few tens of kilometres, is unacceptably
low.

The recently announced NASA
Prospector' mission, planned

for

'Lunar

a

1gg7

launch, may provide lunar geochemical
information crucial to LEDA mission planning,
lf no other orbital missions to the Moon can
be flown to obtain the necessary high
resolution mapping beforehand, LEDA would
be required to carry out its own remote
sensing This would have to be limited to the
latitude of specific interest, since a global
mapping would require a drfferent spacecraft

design

e

Moon-pointing, instead of
Sun-pointing attitude) The 83-85o latitude
band is currently being taken as a reference,
this being the lowest at which access to
permanently shadowed areas and to Aitken
(i

Basin features appears possible. The landing
site would in any case be as close as possible

Earth-

visibility conditions.

Figure 5. Visibility of Earth
and Sun from a lunar

landing site at 85" latitude.
Elevation of both Earth and
Sun over the Moon's
horizon varies slightly in

different periods, so that
simultaneous visibility of
both occurs for periods of
about 4 months. once a
year (e.9. January to April
2003)

side of the Moon (in regions not visible from
Earth) would require a Moon-orbiting datarelay satellite and is not financially realistic for
Phase 1 of the Moon Prooramme.

The main characteristics and

constraints

associated with the various landino sites are
summarised in Table 3

It is therefore clear that, to cope with such a
challenging landing site as the South Pole

region,

a

thorough assessment of the

technologies required for both survival and
operations is a prerequisite before committing
to the mission Whether LEDA would be able to
tackle the hurdles posed by the prime landing
area near the South Pole, or a safer approach
should be taken in a first mission, is an issue
central to the current investiqations.

Table 3. Comparison of lunar landing-site characteristics
Thermal
Environment

Pola r

-230"t-40'Q

Regions
(80"-90" N/S)

c

Earth
Visibility

Sunlight
(Energy)

Landing
Opportunities

lntermittent

Very low

14128-day

(50o/o -100o/o

elevation

of the time)

(affec1ed by
topography)

interuals
4 months per
yeet

Direct

Low elevation

Exploration
Opportunities

Required
Data
Base

Geology
Environment
Water ice

Mapping
Thermal
Chemical

intervals from
polar orbit

Geology
Volcanism
Environment

Mapping
(Clementi

High-Latitude
Regions
(70"-80" N/S)

-1600i+60"

Equatorial
Regions
(0L10" N/S)

-150"/+130" C

Direct

Near zenith
(no shadows)

Continuous
from equatorial
orbit

Geology
Environment
Historical

APOLLO

LimbiFarside
(>80" EM/)

Function of
latitude

IntermittenV
lndirect

Function of
latitude

Function of
latitude

Geology
Environment
Access to
EM-quiet cone

Function
of latitude

14128-day

ne)
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A mini-rover (Fig 6) weighing 100 to 200 kg

Payload
The need for a large velocity increment in order
to land on the lunar surface implies that the

mass available for the
whether of a scientific, exploratory or
useful payload

-

is thereby
technology-demonstration nature
limited. Choices therefore have to be made and

the hardware that is flown should have the
maximum possible performance{o-weight

is

regarded as the primary LEDA payload,
essentially because:

-

a range of a few tens of kilometres from a
safe landing site is necessary, in order to
explore more difficult but interesting terratn
surface mobility constitutes one of the
most important technology demonstrations
preparing
subsequent Moon
Programme phases.

for

in

ratro

The main mission requirements for the
mini-rover are highlighted in Table 4 A typical
payload to be carried by the rover has been
defined as a reference for the studv, as shown
in Table 5

Depending upon the available payload mass,
additional hardware may also be installed on
the lander itself and operated in a stationary

mode Candidate facilities include:
- Instruments for geochemistry, environmental measurements and imaging, some

-

of which could be back-ups to those carried
on the rover, mass allocations permitting
A robotic manipulator, which may be used in
other payload items (e g
support

of

tasks. soil-sample
feeding), but which would be flown primarily
to demonstrate the technology needed for
tasks for later missions, such as structural
pick up/deployment

assemory

-

A drilling unit, able to penetrate 0 5- 1

m

(and possibly 2-3 m) beneath the surface
for thermal-probe installation.

- A soil-processing

test facility, aimed at
evaluating the critical technologies (e.g

Figure 6. The ground
demonstrator IARES
(lllustrateur Auton6me de
Robotique Mobile
d'Exploration Spatiale), a
programme by the French
Agency CNES, which will
help develop some of the

critical technologies
needed for the LEDA

Table 4. Summary of lunar-rover mission requirements

Exploration

Over 4 lunar davs, about 50 km radius off the lander
Including the (presumed) permanently shadowed areas

ln Situ Measurement
Support

mtnt-rover

Mostly while rover is stationary
Minimum of 6 stations per lunar day, minimum of 10 hours each
Position instrument sensor heads
Feed samples to analysis instruments

Technology
Demonstration

Assess performance of criiical subsystems (locomotion,
communications, power, control)
Test lunar survival skills (maintaining communications, use of natural
or artificial shelters)
Demonstrate key capabilities for future missions (assembly,
maintenance, repair of infrastructure)
Allow teleoperated locomotion control, camera positioning, robot
manioulation
Downlink sufficient imaging data (not necessarily in real time) to
reconstruct environment for "virtual reality" model on Earth (for
scenario and path planning, simulation, training, public utilisation)

leda

chemical reactions in hypogravity) needed

for such future applications as

-

-
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rover operational limitations (power, control):

very low speeds (less than 1 km/h), long

oxygen

pauses may cause operator boredom and

production from lunar soil.

fatigue
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lunar-surface payload

operations is important for exploration, in-situ
measurement, technology demonstration, and
information coverage lt provides a powerful
user interface to rover, robot and scientific-

instrument operations. lt offers 'sensory'
feedback (images of environment and
spacecraft, rover and robot states, instrument measurements), either on- or off-line
(stored) lt grants an interaction capability

(commanding at various levels), either on-line
(immediate execution) or off-line (planning in

simulated environment, validation,

Possible user interfaces to the payload in a
tele-presence mode include:

-

augmented reality' (virtual image

of

predicted rover position in real video image)
for tele-ooeration

-

fully simulated scenes (virtual rover in virtual
world, alternative viewing points) for
planning, supervision
autonomous
execution
offline replays of (condensed) real data in
virtual environment (for analysis, planning,
training, validation
new algorithms,

of

-

of

later

simulation of future operations, research,

execution), In terms of public information and
education, such tele-presence involvement

teaching, entertainment, etc.)
'virtual dome' from real images for users to
move around and explore ('hot spots' for
interaction) as depicted in Figure 7.

can be offered on a worldwide scale to
participants ranging f rom scientists and
experts to students and the general public
The constraints to be faced are essentially:
the communications time delay (up to 10 s),

-

which requires inieraction at a sufficiently
high level and the implementation of
sufficient onboard autonomy

-

limited telemetry bandwidth (less than
for image data,

0 5 Mbit/s): only critical

requiring on-board data compression, low
refresh rate (but compatible with dynamics
of scene and level of interaction!)

Table 5. Potential complement

A

long-ranging result

exploration and utilisation (exhibits, contests)
Media products could eventually be derived
from the development and operations tools

and scientific data made available by

a

lander/rover mission, eg 'Moon Rover Rides'
(like today's flight simulators) for education and
entertainment.

ol rover-mounted instruments

Mass

Power

tksl

t!\4

Sensor Unit
Alpha-Proton-X-ray
Spectrometer

GRS

Gamma-Ray Spectrometer

05

NED

Neutron Detector

0l

Data Rate
[kbit]

Electronics

o25

APX

Analysis

tele-presence

maintaining public support, stimulating
multi-disciplinary participation in lunar

Rover-Mounted Instruments

Geochemi€l

of

applications is the possibility of winning and

03

32 I
sample

o4

10

I

o2

02

o032 I

/ sample

sample
Evolved Gas Analyzer

CPM

05

o2

30

Complex Permittivity Meter

80

1000 /
sample

tc

0016/
mrn

Environmental

1/s

GPR

Ground Penetrating Radar

50

10 0

SAS

Sample Acquisition System

20

50

TAP

Thermal Array Probes (2x)

015

o2

10

o05l2

RDM

Radiation Dose Monitors (2x)

o2

025

20

o4t
meas

lmaging

PCS

Panoramic Camera Svstem

o75

075

40

CU

Close-up lmager

01

o2

40

5121
rmage

512 I
rmage

Total

<15
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Figure 7. Virtual-reality
applications to the rover
mission on LEDA Rover
orientation and localisation
can be performed by a
ground operator by
switching between various
viewpoints in a virtual
environment, and by
adding 'widgets' (e.9.
target points) to the
landscape. The rover's path
can be shown on

conventional monitors, or
on a horizontal planar
screen with stereoscopic
vision. A 'virtual dome' can
be created by
reconstructing the
landscape observed around
the rover by a movable
camera
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payload accessibility to the lunar soil, The
current baseline foresees four deployable
hinged legs with crushable dampers, which
have been traded-off against alternatives such
as air bags and crushable cushions,

The guidance, navigation and control system
controls the spacecraft's tralectory relative to
the landing site during descent, hovering and

a

of radar altimeter
(range{o-surface measurement), a three-beam
landing, by means

-

esa s lunar exploration initiative

Microcameras. which are already under
development in Europe for other applications,

will be needed, Fibre-optic gyroscopes are
also an interesting new development thal

promises further mass

reduction.

Technologies for unar-surface operations
Two main critical issues immediately spring to
mind in this context, namely lunar nighttime
survival and surface mobility
I

Doppler radar (three-axis velocity measure-

The lunar night of 14 Earth days (with

ment) and an Inertial Measurement Unit (lMU)

seasonal variation between 10 and 18 days at

combrning gyros

and accelerometers

(for

attitude and position determination) Accuracy

a

the LEDA target landing sites) constitutes a
major challenge for the designer. No solar

and safety in landing are accomplished by
using a vision-based navigation system
Stability and pointing requirements allow
^^^^^^+^
^++i+.,le stabilisation and
ruvvtJ +^.
rur atlrtuL
uur
measurement relying entirely on the use,
respectively. of a set of eight 10 N attitudecontrol thrusters, and of the vision-based

power is available during this period, and the
temperature of the surrounding lunar-surface

navigation cameras as Moon horizon sensors
(combined with a coarse Sun sensor) This
synergy between the various equipment items
has been devised to minimise both power and

this problem:

environment droos to well below -160oC
(temoeratures as low as -230oC have been
predicted for polar locations, although these

have never been measured) There

are

essentially three design strategies for facing

efficient thermal control to
- highly
drnmn+innllv
rarlrrno
ulqlllqLluqlly

lvuuuu

haet
rruqL

loakc
ruor\o

drrrinn
uurilrv

mass requirements

a solution attected by residual
uncertainties in terms of both system

The radar altimeter and the Doooler radar

performance and the surrounding environment

represent new developments for Europe for this
application, although the radar experience with
the Huygens project can be exploited to good
effect The vision-based navigation system also
represents a new development. particularly
terms
onboard software required.

in

of

nighttime.

-

adoption of equipment that is qualified to
survive. and even operate. at extremely low

temperatures typically in the range -50 to
- 100oC; availability of such equipment
/esner:iallv eler:trnmechanical items such as
motors) is currently quite limited and

Table 6. Gomparison of energy-storage systems for nighttime survival

Use for LEDA
RFC

. Electrical power for

Other Users

. Uncertain

nighttime survival
. Possibly: electrical
power for locomotion
and operations in
darkness (but mass
appears prohibitive)
RHU

RTG

Technology lssues

. European technology

100 W) increases launch
cost
. Power can be distributed
by electrical heater system
. Very complex, contains
water, requires high
operational temperature

available
. No off{he shelf system
(specific low-power
adaptation to LEDA needed)
. Alternstive US and

. Extremely mass efficient

. European development
envisageable (large efiort)
. US source disappearing
from market
. Alternative Russian
supplier

. Heat for nighttime
sun/ival
. No use for
locomotion or payload
operations in darkness

. Used

GALILEO,
CASSINI/HUYGEN
S, MARS-96
. Some interest for
planetary missions

(5 kg for 100 W)
. Simple technology
. May give problems with
unplanned re-entry
. Concentrated heating
source, requires heat
distribution
. Requires daytime heat
rejection capability

. Elecirical power for

. Used on
GALILEO,
ULYSSES,
CASSINI, MARS98 rover
. High interest for
planetary missions

. Proposed PLUTO

nighttime survival
. Electrical power for
locomotion and
operations in darkness
. Rover only
(excessive for lander
application)

on

Procurement

. High mass (>150 kg for

EXPRESS device (16 kg,
90 W) very interesting for
LEDA
. Power can be distributed
by electrical heater system
. Requires daytime heat
rejection capability

Russian suppliers

. No European know-how
. European development too
costly, too long (>15 years)

. US source disappearing

from market, anyway high
recurnng cost
'Alternative Russian
supplier
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-

considerable qualification efforts would be

Conclusions

requrreo

The LEDA Assessment Study has shown that it
is within the capabilities of ESA, working

use

of

highly efficient energy-storage

crrctomq 2nno2rq tn be the SafeSt and mOSt
flexible solution, but no optimum system has
yet been identified: conventional systems
such
chemical batteries are too
heavy, given the LEDA requirement of
some 40 kWh per lunar night, and the
most interesting candidates appear to
radioreoenerative f uel cells
isotope-"based sources (Table 6)

together with other European agencies, to

The mobility issue will focus on the design
of the mini-rover's chassis, including the
locomotion, control and power subsystems
The availability of a suitable locomotion

tion concerning the various options and
technologies provided by the LEDA study

as

or

be

subsystem, able to cope with the terrain of the
target South Pole landing areas, currently relies

undertake a lander mission to the Moon early in
the 21 st Century, and to demonstrate safe and

effectrve landing and surface operations A

number

of

mission ootions and critical

technologies, for which either a development

activity

in

Europe

or

procurement from a

foreign source is required (e.g radio-isotope
power systems), have not been finalised at
this stage However, the available informa-

should allow the managements of ESA and the
national agencies to generate programmatic
initiate the necessary
directives and
ag reements on cooperative undertakings

to

on a further

develooment of the Russian
Marsokhod rover chassis designed for the
Mars-98 mission, However. the adaptations
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Future Perspectives for Europe in Space
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Svstems Studies Division, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlands

lntroduction
ESAs 'Space 2020' study has attempted to
provide a programme-independent view of the
possibilities and constraints for the European

space sector, and for ESA in particular, by
interacting with external consultants from all
mainr

dicninlinac
v,Jv,t/,,,,vu

tn

rlorirro

:

ctr:tanin

assessment This independent view is of the
utmost importance in covering the complex

industrial organisational base

network of factors influencing future prospects

This objective is the focus of the following

for the soace sector

qu

estions:

-

Can soace resoond better to the essential

-

Can the space sector support

-

Can the progress of technology. the

The events of 1989, symbolised by the fall of the Berlin Wall, Presented

Europe as a whole with its greatest challenge of recent years. The
adaptation process to cope with this new continental order has now
entered a critical phase and for space activities too the context for
current and future plans is changing rapidly for various reasons:

-

The end of the Cold War has eliminated the principal structuring
feature of the international space environment and precipitated a
dramatic contraction in defence budgets.

-

The 'Space 2020' study constitutes both a
prolection and an evaluation of potential
developments not only in space activities in
general, but also within ESA itself with the
oblective of anticipating and preparing the
possible future infrastructures of a dynamic
and efficient Agency with a competitive

International economic competition has become a central issue in
international affairs.
Economic and political constraints now require that space agencies
adapt the ambitious plans put forward in the 1980s to the realities
of the 1990s and beyond.

It was with these factors in mind that in 1993 ESA initiated a study
cafled 'Space 2020', to examine how such issues might impact on
space activities in the next 25 years. This article provides an overview
of the objectives of 'Space 2O2O' and the scenarios considered
possible at that time, as well as a discussion of some of the areas

needs and aspirations of society?
more

valuable and competitive services?

efficiency of space industry. the visions of
space organisations, as well as the political.

social and economic awareness

of

governments, support a strategic and stable
lnnn-iorm rlorrolnnmont nf iho cnana contnr?

Answering the above questions calls for an

of methodologies and organisational structures that could contribute
substantially lo a visible improvement in
efficiency and thus in the competitivity of
assessment

cn:no-hqcoal corvinac

The scenarios
In the first phase of the Space 2020 study two

is

as the
reference models for the time horizon chosen;
the 'Grcater Frrrone Scenario and the Little
Europe Scenario (see sidebar). Regardless ol
which of these two scenarios proves to reflect
more accurately the situation prevailing by the
year 2020. is expected that the major
challenges for the European space sector are
likely to stem from the mounting needs for
commercial services in the most dynamic
general
regions of the world There
agreement that the role of public authorities in

expected up to the end of the decade, particularly as far as monetary

the economy will be reduced and that a free

specilically relevant to the future of European space endeavours.

Greater Europe Scenario
Around the end of the decade, the European Union will, in principle, have
monetary union, convergence of economic policies, an integrated
defence system and a common foreign policy.

Little Europe Scenario

In this scenario, no real progress towards European integration

important scenarios were selected

it

is

union and the convergence of foreign and defence policies are

market will be the dominant feature of the

concerned.

economic order up lo 2020 and beyond,

ZI
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Space activities have so far been driven mainly
by the programmes and initiatives of national
governments and/or European institutions

would be imposed on the key players and ESA
would be faced with permanent struggles for

such as ESA Sometimes these efforts have
been motivated more by national prestige

mandate,

rather than more altruistic goals In the future,
such motivations will gradually fade, with
increased cooperation and competition
Companies will come under increasing
pressure to tind new outlets and applications
for their products and services, and this

Table 1 shows four scenarios for lhe European
space sector includirg ESA Here the two
^1 \f,tL-.-,
^^^^^tclt't^^
r-^i^rdJUr Suut
tub ut
^-=zlar Fr rrnna anrl I ittlo

growing dynamism has important implications
for the space industry

budgets and a limited political consensus on its

Europe are further subdivided into scenarios

lor strong economic growth lGNP growth
above 30/o: low budget constraints) and
a scenario assuming low economic growth
(GN P growth below 3%o : high budget
constraints)

For the European space seclor, and ESA ir
particular, the political future of the European
Union (EU) will have a major impact Within a
Groatar Frrrnno ,--,,Jno.
cnonerin ino
contnr
tne cnano
space sector
would gain additional momentum from an
economic as well as f rom a technological push
FSA cnr rlr-l ho nrnnncorl :c an intonr:lirro

agency not only for the continuation of the
existing mandate, but could also evolve to
incorporate the former CON/ECON countries
and so extend its international influence with
respect to the USA, Russia and the Far East

International cooperation vs competition
To remain appropriate. space activities must
take place within a new world order of different

political, economic, military, social and
environmental structures, where sustainable

development. quality of life and stability
become paramount The global. interlinked
nature of many of today s problems and
possibilities points to international cooperation

as the best course

Furthermore, ESA could strengthen its ties with

The objective of international cooperation is not

other countries with fledging space industries

merely the exchange of existing data and
information; it is also a medium for the
acquisition of new knowledge through a

in a number of ways

On the other hand, if no real progress is made
towards European integration up to the end of
this decade. the space sector will split up into

several regional alliances to serve the
commercial and national demands Strong
competition from the USA and the Far East

common programme of research in which the

to

pool their
intellectual. financial and logistic resources
different partners agree

Today. space can be considered the epitome ot

internalional cooperation

-

especially where

Table 1. Scenarios for the European space sector and ESA
GREATER EUROPE - ABOVE
3% GROWTH

GREATER EUROPE -

3%

EXPLORATION - International cooperation with
(Public

funded)

&
PUBLIC
SERVICES
(Public funded)
SCIENCE

-

Europe in the lead
Long term space exploration
including a human return to

-

moon/mars
Space as a research lab (e.9.
mrcro9ravrtyI

-

Contribution to developing
and controlling the new
power structures
Europe leads in environmental
monitoring, disaster relief,

GROWTH

- A human return to
-

UNDER
moon

is

excluded
Unmanned missions still in
the range of possibilities but
strong competition f rom

Emphasis is on "quality of
life" together with defense

3% GBOWTH

-

Limited to unmanned

-

-

mtsstons
Space at best as a private
lab for closed groups

-

Some environmental

programmes decided by EU
Surveillance organised and
dominated by defense
Subsidiarity is the key word

LITTLE EUROPE

.

UNDER

Strong diminishing of
expenditure for
exploration missions

{chemistry, physics,
electronics etc.l

terrestrial institutes on the
available budgets

ot^

-

LITTLE EUROPE - ABOVE
3% GROWTH

-

-

:

Only limited survival
functions - subsidiarity
controlled by a central
a ge ncy
Defense bilateral
Besearch for cohesion is
the key word

Scientific missions
remain the only
"recognised" space

Only few new users
{cities, regions, bilateral
groups)

aclvrty

surveillance
COMMERCIAL

-

LAUNCHERS

-

-

The need for "mobility" raises
many value added
applications for new users
ESA has strong influence on
the network

Demand size is strongly
dominated by EU
Organisational principle =
su bsidiarity

-

Many newly emerging self
organised users ( cities

-

Private sector uses space
eg as Microsoft projects)

New coherent projects
(including manned
programmes) favour new
developments, e.g. upgrading
of Ariane 5
New systems concepts

Europe will try to maintain
its market share

-

Search for small private
launch facilities (cost per
kilo in orbit decisive)
European market share is
fragile: some European
countries no longer using
European launch pads

emergrng
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Strongly dependent on the
demand pull from Asian
countries versus their
competition

-

Insurance, etc

)

Europe loses out
depending on the
Asia/US competitive
success

future perspectives for europe in space

new large and expensive or globally-reaching

programmes are concerned The 'success
story' of international cooperation in space is

exemplified by Space Science, and the
opportunity to develop further international

cooperative ventures in space applications of
existing and evolving technology has never
been better. However, it is by no means certain
that a comparable degree of cooperation can
be reached in other areas of space activities

foreseeable future, because of the
growing risk of commercial conflicts (e.9.
in the telecommunications satellite market).

in the

The balance between cooperation
is thus subtle and

competition

and
continually

nological breakthroug hs
New technologies are increasingly being
developed in all areas. As far as the space
segment is concerned, it is widely accepted
that the miniaturisation of systems is a vitally
important breakthrough which will allow the
Tech

launch of extremely high performance systems

within

a reduced envelooe in terms of size,

mass, power and cost compared with today's

systems Technology advances in the USA
have already enabled the miniaturisation of
satellites (particularly for science and earth
observation), and a target reduction by a factor
of ten is olanned for the next decade. Several
missions will be accomplished using satellites

weighing no more than a few tens of kilo-

evolving

grammes by 2020 State-of-the-art technology

Evolution of R&D policy in Europe
Until the beginning of the 1980s, European
policy for science and technology relied on the
innovation'
so-called 'linear model

According

of
to this model inancing the
f

upstream process of innovation (basic science)

will progressively generate new products,
markets and opportunities for growth
downstream. Moreover, there was a broadly
accepted principle that governments should

participate strongly in research f unding
because of the lack of incentives from the
private sector

Certarn areas, such

as

will permrt the

development

and

smaller

lightweight large-capacity recorders, artificial
intelligence, etc. will allow flexible mission
designs with fast reaction times and improved
scientific and operational returns.

In the ground-segment area, technological
advances will also embrace both hardware and
software Fibre-optic networks, data-dissemination satellites and information superhighways
will revolutionise the distribution and exchange

of data, and thus the

nuclear

of

as well as smaller instruments.
Onboard data compression, fibre optics.
platforms,

of the

structure

value-added service market

high-energy physics and space activities, were

considered 'big science' and thus prime
candidates for government funding because
they had high fixed costs, results and output
were remote from markets, and activities
required a high degree of collaboration
between countries. While early evaluations of

such R&D programmes provided positive
evidence for continuing government-funded

Access to space

Present developmental activities for future
space launchers (of classical concepts) are

targeted towards low-Earth-orbit

(LEO)

missions, These developments usually go in
the direction of capacity improvements by
increasing tank sizes, increasing the thrust of

the engines, and providing

launch-assist

big-science projects, the situation nowadays is
being reconsidered, particularly for space
programmes.

strap-on boosters to create 'families' of
launchers There are also a number of

Even if some oarts of soace activities exhibit the

the USA Since several of these concepts
are based on technologically-advanced air-

features of big science (ever-increasing fixed

inf rastructure), space is being
considered as an activity the essence of which
is to integrate a wide range of other activities
from pure basic research
and technologies
to advanced technical developments There rs

costs and

-

thus not only reason to expect spin-off from
space projects. but also 'spin-in', i.e, the fact

hypersonic technology programmes related to
aerospace planes in Germany, the UK and

breathing hypersonic engines, performance
and cost projections are not firm lt can be
assumed, however, that the technological
problems of hypersonic flight are too difficult to
be solved within the next two decades, and

thus expectations for commercial

satellite

launches using novel aerospace planes by the
2020 timeline are low,

that space should be considered as something
that pulls together other activities To a large
extent, it appears that space has hitherto been

The satellite launching market is expected to

thought of as a closed

be even more competitive in the future in that:

sector developing in

isolation from other sectors. Future R&D policy
for space should correct this assumption and
ensure that space activities are open to these
other areas.

-

newcomers will enter the market

communications satellites will experience

strong competition from terrestrial fibreootic networks. and
29
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-

satellites will have longer operational lifetrmes.

An

analysis

of the

present

space

launch-vehicle situation indicates several
important reasons why Europe's Ariane should
continue to maintain a laroe market share:

-

an ideal launch location in Kourou

optimisation

for

transportation

to

stage.

Figure 1. Total broadcasting
and telecommunications
market

more or less permanent base of support from a
public rnterested in learning more about the
space frontiers and tantalised and intrigued by
the prospect of finding life on other worlds On
the other hand, preoccupation with personal
and social problems means that public

sympathy
geo-

stationary transfer orbit (GEO)
availability of a launcher family
use of an optimum-sized high-energy upper

Europe's strongest rival for future commercial
satellite launch services is likely to be Japan.
Russia is seeking financially-strong partners
and thus that country can be viewed either as a
future rival or a future partner with excellent
launchers. China is not seen as a serious rival
in the longterm, but does have good launchers
possibly
and is also looking for cooperation
with Brazil with its optimal launch location The
US launcher fleet needs imorovements to its
existing models, but this will probably not lead
to vehicles superior to Ariane-4/S.

-

Space science
Space science is a field that seems to have a

alwavs

for space-science funding is

not

as oreat as it could be, While

soace-science research has been conducted
in universities and research establishments for
many years, the creation of space agencies
has given rise to other programmes, with a
consequent reduction in the amount spent on

space-science projects despite

the

over-

whelming successes in this area.

These achievements are, however, no longer
sufficient to mobilise enough support in the
face of mounting budgetary pressures. The
long-term trend, certainly in the USA, seems to

a

be move away from large expensive
space-science missions (only tyo are currently
foreseen within the next ten years) in favour of a
greater number of cheaper missions using
srnall spacecraft. This plan is being followed
not only
NASA (with its Discovery

by

programme), but also by various universities
which are again beginning to take the lead in
soace scrence.

In Europe, the Horizon 2000 and Horizon
2000+ Programmes are paving the way for
Space 2020 in space science and the relative
financial stability of the European programmes
means that space science may not suffer from

the problems

encountered

in the USA

However, in the long term, Europe too will
require a more cost-effective strategy if it wants
its space-science programmes to survive what

is thought to be an inevitable decrease in
government funding The trend towards
smaller and cheaper space-science missions
will also occur in Eurooe because of the
competitive pressure from the rest of the world,
where the requisite technologies are already
being developed for other applications.

Space exploration
It is only through international cooperation and

coordination between the various soace
agencies throughout the world that suffrcient
resources can be mustered to accomolish the
goal of space exploration.
The initial (unmanned) exploration of Mars will
require landers, rovers, balloons and a new
generation of technologies, since planetary
exploration places uniquely stringent
constraints on the mass. oower and data rate of
the equipment used.
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Closer

to

for

opportunities

the Moon also

offers

though satellites will have a large part to play in

exploration and scientific

feeding cable heads and in remote areas
where it is not practical to rnstall cables The
space sector will also have a major role in
specific services required across a broad
geographical area by end-users in niche
markets, for example tele-education and
distance learning, tele-medtcine and

Earth,

utilisation:

-

as a research field in itself. to improve our

knowledge

of the unique

Earth

-

Moon

system

-

as a laboratory for the development

o{

-

resources and biological systems, and
as a platform for astronomy.

A

Moon Programme would be based on

longterm objectives and on the principle

a

o1

tele-health, home shopprng and banking, and
interactive TV The projected total market value
of the broadcasting and telecommunications
market and the satellite market values in 2020
are shown in Figure 1
.

phased approach, with

international
cooperation becoming increasingly important
Its implementation must comply with the

availability of financing, starting with small,
low-cost, automatic missions and progressing
to more complex robotic endeavours, and
eventually to manned missions Such a phased

evolutionary approach allows uncertainties
over the role of humans in space and the
economic utilisation of the Moon to be
assessed later, in the light of results from the
^^"t;^"
^h^^^^
UdI
IIEI UIIODED.

The key issues, then, in the development of the
soace service sector are a liberalisation of and
demand in end-user markets in the information,
entertainment and communication fields, and

- both of which lead to a
demand for suitable delivery mechanisms.

economic growth

Open access to space segments together with
orbit, spectrum
market-based access

to

resources, technological progress and R&D
have an affect on the availability, cost and

quality

of

space-based services.

The

availability, cost and quality of terrestrial cable
networked services are also important factors

Space and the information society
The commercial telecommunications satellite

In summary, it can be concluded that:

market is the most mature of the space
markets, lt is currently dominated by world ano
regional systems and by American private

operators Each satellite application

-

has

delivery mechanisms, such as cable and
terrestrial

licence rather than in an open market

-

however, the present-day communications and media/entertainment indus-

-

tries will have merged in the multimedia
revolution. Voice, data and visual-image

broadcast

in

nature. Already,

many
services
are
exoeri mental nteractive television
planned.
Key
emerging
or
either operational
services that aooeal to mass users are home
shopping, video or movies on demand,
tele-banking, sport and games, and mobile
services (such as vehicle tracking and
communications, and personal communications). lt should be noted, however, that the

b

roadcasti ng

regulatory change is essential to facilitate
improvements in economic efficiency

improved economic efficiency will allow
satellite services to feature much more
prominently rn the multi-media environment

that is expected to be well-established by
2020

services are likely to be offered through a single

digital distribution system which will
be interactive and narrowcast rather than

efficiency

competitiveness vis-a-vis alternative

specialised service providers and a particular
terrestrial competitor. The frequency spectrum
is a scarce resource normally allocated by

By 2020,

without improved economic

throughout the European satellite service
industry, there will be a progressive loss of

-

of scale and scope will give
multifarious service aoolications the
potential to flourish (see Fig 2)

economies

i

likely focus

for

multimedia services in
is expected to be the
personal computer, as opposed to the

Space technologies also have enormous
potential in the health and medical field
Satellite video-conferencing can be used for
long-distance medical diagnosis and keyhole
surgery, while remote sensing, geographic
information systems and meteorological data
transmitted by satellite will be used for
assessing the geographical distributton and

of

European homes

soread

television set in the United States

navigation systems will permit a more efficient
transport of medical supplies, personnel and

infectious diseases.

Satellite

patients, while better communications will
It is apparent that fibre-optic cable will play a
major role in the provision of telematic services
over the so-called'information superhighway',

provide more effective and timely emergency
medical services (e g the GATES concept in

Fig

3)
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Figure 2. Key issues in the
development of the space

service sector

Satellites can transmit medical, nutriticinal and
agricultural advice to large numbers of people

in

remote areas. The information can be

delivered to those who need it fast, when other
means (e g land telephone lines) may be poor
or even non-existent lt has been shown that in

India.

for

instance. huge advances

in

knowledge about health and hygiene, family
planning and political awareness have been
made via educatronal programmes beamed
direct to small villages
The global navigation systems are expected to

be widely used by civilian aviation, For this
reason, plans will be put forward to develop a
civilian satellite navrgation system that can be
used internationally. Such a system could

he

r-ieveloner^l

and built with

internatiOnal

cooperation

Although one cannot yet fully appreciate the

For too many years, the Earth Observation (EO)

communities have been

in the situation of

'having a solution and looking for a problem';
i e the development of products and services
has been driven by technology. This is not
unique to EO technology, but it fits the pattern

of

introduction

of most new technologies.

There are a wide range of applications relating
to ecological monitoring that remain mostly
untouched by remote-sensing technology.
Many such applications have been discussed
and potentially the biggest is cross-disciplinary
and relates to treaty verification/legislation
enforcement. Largely untouched
the

at

moment, it is an area with huge potential in
which EO can make practical contributions to
global problems. More than anything else, the
user community (governments, international
organisations) still needs convincing of the
value of EO data

future development of the services made
possible by the above information technology,
f
for
applications will open up

one can exoect that new rontiers

The prospects for remote sensing
The remote-sensing market is a fast-growing
area with nearly triple the number of satellites
being launched in the period 1992- 1996 than

detection and monitoring of major risks (natural
and technological disasters) will most likely be
on the political agenda even more prominently

than today Disaster monitoring and relief
capabilities may well be a major requirement
for f utu re satellite constellations

User education and environmental awareness,

in the previous five years, Although the current

and easy access to data coupled with fast

market value for data is in the order of $200
million, it is increasing by some 20o/o per year.

delivery, are also sure to be deemed important

In the long term, remote-sensing data is
expected to be exploited for a wide variety of
applications including arms control, environment and climate monitoring, resources
exploration, land management and disaster
orotection.
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Closely related to the above application, the

Conclusion
In recent years, it has become evident that the

space community has to prepare for new
challenges, both in technrcal areas and in the
commercial sectors. Space is expected to start

future perspectives for europe in space

The Trends
The trends highlighted below represent a condensed summary of the major issues addressed during the Space 2020
study:

-

No matter which of the scenarios proves to reflect the situation by the year 2020 more accurately, rt is expected that the
major challenges for the European space sector and ESA are likely to stem from the mounting needs for commercial
services in the most dynamic regions of the globe, There is general agreementthatthe role of public authorities in the
economy will be reduced and that a free market will be the dominant feature of the economic organisation up lo 2O2O
and beyond,

-

The future cooperation with the European Union (EU) will depend: on the need for greater market drive in space; on the
synergy, or lack of it, between civil and military space activity; and on the political organisation of space in Europe.
Working agreements with the EU will evolve (including industry and international operators) to support the development
of the European informatics/telematics infrastructure and the locating network for global transportation.

-

The potential for international cooperation will rely strongly on the similarity of problems which can result in the adoption
of a common approach in technology applications; the nature of problems which often transcend national boundanes;

the pooling of resources which could avoid duplication of effort; and the wish to increase cost benefits and to contribute
jointly to sustainable development.

-

In advanced and complex economies, innovation appears more as a 'demand-pull' process or even as an interactive
process relying on continuous feedback between different steps in the process Thus basic space research can no

longer be considered separately from the demand side. Technology advances in the USA have enabled miniaturisation
of the size and mass of satellites (particularly for science and earth observation) and a target reduction by a factor of ten
is planned for the next decade Several missions will be accomplished using satellites weighing no more than a few tens
of kilos by 2020.

-

The long-term trend seems to be a move away from large expensive space missions in favour of a greater number of
cheaper missions based on small spacecraft. Europe will require a more cost-effective strategy if it wants its space
programmes to survive what is thought to be an inevitable decrease in government funding, The trend towards small
and cheap space missions will also occur in Europe because of competitive pressure from the rest of the world, whicn rs
already developing the required technologies for other applications

-

tr,,.^^^'^ s slrongesl
^+.^^^^^+ rival for future commercial satellite launch services is likely to be Japan, Russia is seerrng
Europe
financially-strong partners and can thus be viewed either as a future rival or a future partner with excellent launchers The
technological problems of hypersonic flight are considered too difficult to be solved within the next two decades, and

thus expectations for commercial satellite launches using novel aerospace planes by the 2020 timeline are

low.

Nevertheless, technological research funding will support future launchers specially targeted to serve low Earth orbit
/l trf)\ a+ nnmnolitirra
--,,,i--.,.,,- pIces

-

Without improved economtc efficiency throughout the European satellite-service industry, there will be a progressive
loss of competitiveness vis-a-vis alternative delivery mechanisms, such as cable and terrestrial broadcasting.
Regulatory change is essential to facilitate improvements in economic efficiency The latter will allow satellite services ro
feature much more prominently in the multi-media environment that is expected to be well-established by 2O2O
Economies of scale and scope will give multifarious service applications the potential to flourish.

-

Considering the present evolution in technologies and products,

it is expected that by 2O2O public-supported
earth-observation programmes will mostly be concerned with science and defence, while all other applications, whether
operational or commercial, will in the main be privately run Yet to be established environmental policies (executed via
the newly founded European Environmental Agency) will lead to a demand pull for space-based monitoring services.

-

Substantial technological progress will be achieved (especially from terrestrial expertise) in miniaturisation, automation
and high level simulation (including virtual-reality applications), as well as in the field of added-value techniques for
remote-sensing data

-

Modularisation, standardisation, miniaturisation and intelligent software will characterise future satellite engineering
The introduction of mass-market components will enable the development of 'mass market' LEO turn-key systems at
competitive prices. The ground segment will benefit earlier from these mass-market technologies: smart and mobrle

mini-terminals will further improve, contributing

environment,

to more efficient utilisation of satellite services. Within this

new

commercialisation will have the potential to flourish,
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can we encourage private investment

in

economically convincing services? How can
public services with more convincing social
benefits be provided to governments?

The

innovations

methodologies

in

technologies and

are emerging as

a

f

uture

challenge for space agencies, industries and
operators. The technological challenges lie
primarily in low-cost launchers and low-cost

autonomous spacecraft, probably much
smaller in size and benefiting from commercial
mass-market technologies, as already evident
the computer, automobile and com-

in

munications sectors. Technology transfer,
synergy and cooperation are certainly key
factors for achieving 'more with less' at the
global level lt is likely, however, that in order to
make space more accessible for both public
and private operators, some kind of technical
and cultural revolution has to take place.
Therefore there has to be a systematic effort to
explore innovative concepts and the frontiers of
addition, the
technological research,
problems
research and
funding
development by both the governmental and
private sectors have also to be addressed in
a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation. G

of
-

Figure 3. Tele-medicine

scenario (GATES concept)

the

transition

f

rom an

undisPuted

government-supported engagement (tele
communications excluded) to a serviceon-demand type of business There are various
reasons for this:

Firstly, the budget deficits of many
European governments are at a critical
level.

Secondly, ground-based systems are
competing directly with space-based
inf

rastructures.

Thirdly,

it takes too long

Europe)

to convert

(especially

research

in

into

applications, then into a real service and
finally into a globally competitive service

The space sector clearly needs innovative
ideas and a visionary spirit, to broaden the
scope and the destination of space services
and at the same time reduce their cost How

In
of

-
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total tystem.

Vhen Aerospatiale supplies

a satellite, it doesn't only supply a satellite in orbit. It supplies total
system backed by almost thirty years experience; from satellites and
launchers to ground stations, the software to control them and training for local personnel.
\fith all of it specifically designed to meet individual customer requirements. Aerospatiale can
even go one step further and provide assistance in program financing and insurance, thereby
covering every aspect of your communication system needs. Because Aerospatiale understands
that the only way of mastering the complexities of satellite communication is to master every
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Three Missiohs, Three Launches,
Six Spacecraft for Science in 1995
J. Credland, F. Felici, M. Grensemann & J.A. Steinz
ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Introduction

that will carry the four Cluster satellites into

The first mission 'to go' will be the Infrared
Space Observatory (lSO), launch of which
is scheduled for Seotember 1995 With its

space. The four spacecraft will fly in formation
in a near-oolar orbit, in one of the most

scientific instruments cooled to the
temperature of superfluid helium, ISO will

ambitious space missions attempted so far.
They will chart, in three dimensions, the
tenuous olasma structures that fill the Earth's

observe the heat radiation from very weak

immediate space environment

celestial sources out to extreme extragalactic
distances. Launch will take place from Kourou
in French Guiana, on an Ariane 44P rocket.

lf everything goes according to plan

the contrary so far

-

-

and there are no indications to

the second half of this year will see an

unprecedented series of events in ESA's Scientific Programme. Three

launches are scheduled in the period September to November,
sending a total of six scientific spacecraft into orbit around planet
Earth to explore its magnetosphere, the Sun and the infrared radiation
sources deep in outer space.
These missions will demonstrate the high technical standards of ESA
and European Space Industry, the desire of European scientists to
explore the Universe with their state-of-the-art instrumentation, and

the merits of successful cooperation with other international space
agencies such as NASA and Japan's Institute of Space and
Astronautical Sciences (ISAS).
This launch will be followed by that of the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) at the
end of October 1995. SOHO will be placed into
a halo orbit around the first Lagrangian point,

between the Earth and the Sun, about 1 5
million km from Earth. This special orbit will
be ideal for the mission's scientific objective

The Infrared Space Observatory (lSO)
The mission
lSO, the Infrared Space Observatory, is a
telescope facility to be placed in orbit around
the Earth for use by astronomers in Europe, the
USA and Jaoan to make scientific observations
of very weak celestial sources of heat radiation
(Fig. 1) The observatory has to be put in space
to avoid the Earth's atmosphere, as it masks
almost all of the weak infrared radiation from
space. ISO will be used to study a very large
variety of infrared radiation sources in every
field of astronomy from solar system ob1ects,
through the birth and death of stars, to the most
distant extragalactic sou rces.
The first major step in this direction was taken
with the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS),
which surveyed almost the entire sky in the

- 120 micron wavelength range in 1983.
Compared with IRAS, ISO will have a longer
operational time, wider wavelength coverage
(2.5 - 2O0 microns), better angular resolution,
B

more sophisticated instruments, and

a

sensitivity gain of several orders of magnitude.
Most importantly, ISO will be operated as an

of continuous study of the Sun, including
the solar corona, the solar wind and the
solar interior structure. Being a cooperative

observatory, able to point to specific objects in
space and observe them continuously

programme with NASA, SOHO will be put into
orbit f rom the Kennedy Space Center in Florida
by an Atlas Centaur llAS launcher.

The ISO mission was approved by

The year will be rounded off with another major

highlight for the Scientific Programme with the
launch of the Cluster mission: for the first time in
the Agency's history, four identrcal scientific
spacecraft will be put into orbit by a single
launcher. lt will be the first qualification flight
(V501) of Europe's biggest launcher, Ariane-S,

ESA's

Science Programme Committee (SPC) in
March 1983. The design and development
phase of the project started in early 1987. The
project is currently in the final systemtesting
phase and is getting ready for the launch from
Kourou in Seotember.

The satellite will be operated from ESA's
Villafranca ground station, near Madrid, for
at least 1B months. A second ground statton, at

six scientific satellites for launch in 1995

Figure 1. Configuration of
the ISO satellite

Figure 2. The ISO

flight-model satellite after
mechanical/ environmental
testing at ESTEC in
Noordwilk (NL)

Goldstone in the USA, will be used to relay
telecommands and telemetry for some time
eacn oay
The spacecraft

The spacecraft has to provide an extremely
cold environment for the telescope and its
Instruments to detect and measure extremely
weak heat sources In the case of ISO this is
done by placing both the instruments and the

a

in large. thermally insulated
vacuum vessel filled with superfluid helium at a
temperature of less than 2 K (about -271'C)
The helium slowly evaporates to provide the
necessary cooling. and is vented to space, The
initial volume of helium in the tank therefore
telescope

determines the satellite's lifetime,
The spacecraft consists of a payload module
(the upper cylindrical parl in Fig 1) and the
service module (below) with its interface to the

Ariane launch vehicle The main characteristrcs of lhe ISO snacecraft are summarised
in Table 1 Figure 2 shows the flight model
spacecraft during testing at ESTEC

Table

1

/SO spacecraft characteristics

Dimensions: height
width
Total mass
Superfluid helium (2 K)
Telescope aperture
Pointing accu racy (litte0
Flantrinal nnurar
Telemetry rate (S-band)

53m
3,5 m
2500 kg
21001
600 mm
5BO W

32 kbit/s
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The payload module is essentially a large
cryostat, with a long toroidal tank filled with
superfluid helium In the centre of the cryostal
is mounted a 60 cm-diameter telescope The

control, The attitude-control subsystem can
point the satellite with an accuracy of a few
arcseconds The onboard computer system
also orovides for safe autonomous satellite

scientific instruments are mounted behind the
telescope's primary mirror. Some instrumenl

ooerations (in the event of loss of control from
the ground)for at least three days This system
ensures that the telescooe will never be
pointed towards the Sun or the Earth, to avoid
damaging the scientific instruments.

detectors

are strapped directly to

the

liquid-helium tank to keep them at very cold
temperatures

(2-4 K)

Infrared radiation from

an object in space passes through

the

telcqr:nnp anrl intg the inStrUmentS aS indiCated
by the red arrows in Figure 1 The payloadmodule cryostat is well-insulated with thermai

blankets and the sunshield mounted on the
side protects it f rom direct heating by the Sun.

The service module at the bottom of

the

spacecraft provides the traditional spacecraft
functions, such as power conditioning, data
handling, telecommunications and attitude

Wavelength
(microns)

Camera and polarimetry
lsocam, Saclay (F)

3

maging photopolarimetry
lsophot, Heidelberg (D)

3

I

- 17

Two channels 32 x 32 element detector

atray

-

200

(l)
(ll)
(lll)

Short-wavelength spectrometer
SWS, Groningen (NL)

3

Long-wavelength spectrometer
LWS, London (UK)

45

-

cryostat and telescope were built and tested.
Similarly, the attitude-control system is very
complex and its development was also highly
demanding. Considerable effort and care were
dedicated over several years to the develop-

ment of these three critical-technology areas
in order to solve all potential problems prior
to the assembly and testing of the flightmodel satellite The aooroach taken was
very successf ul: the final flight-model test
programme was a great success and was

Table 2. iSO sclentific instruments
lnstrument

The spacecraft design employs very advanced
technologies and therefore demanded an
extensive development prog ramme, especially
for the payload module's cryogenic system and
telescope Special development models of the

Photo-polarimeter (3 - 1 10 pm)
Far-infrared camera (30 - 200 pm)
Spectrophotometer (2,5 - 1 2 pm)

45

Two gratings and two Fabry-Perot
interferometers

- 180

Gratings and two Fabry-Perot
interferometers

completed on schedule and without any major
pro0rems
The scientif ic i nstruments
The ISO instrument complement consists of a
camera, an imaging photopolarimeter and two
spectrometers (Table 2). Each instrument was

developed by an international consortium of
institutes using national funding. and then
delivered to ESA for integration into the satellite

These instruments are all very sophisticated
and have been optimised to form a complete,

complementary and versatile common-user
Figure 3. ISO's orbit

facility

srx scientific satellites for launch in 1995

The development of these instruments was also

The concept for ISO operations is shown

highly challenging and took place over many
years, starting before the satellite Phase-B The

Figure 4. Astronomers submit their proposals,
which are screened by peer review groups.

result of these efforts is a set of advanced
instruments which perform very well in the
flight-model satellite, and the scientific com-

Following selection, the full proposals are
entered electronically, scheduled taking into
account all relevant constraints, and then

munity

executed by the satellite, which sends the data
that has been gathered to the ground.

is already eager to exploit them.

Orbit and operations
ISO will be launched by an Ariane-44P vehicle
into transfer orbit and its hydrazine reactioncontrol system will then be used to attain the

rn

The observing programme is currently being
established. The guaranteed time, for those

are therefore generally restricted to satellite
and instrument setup, etc.

in the construction and
operation of the facility, involves some 13 000
observations Approximately 1000 proposals
for the open time have been received, which
have been ranked in order of priority. Some
500 proposals have been recommended, and
the average time alloted per proposal is about
6 h; this may entail in the order of several tens
individual observations.
thousands
Clearly, there is very high interest in the
astronomical communitv in usino lSO,

ISO will be operated from ESA's Villafranca
ground station, near Madrid, Spain. A second

The flight-model satellite, with its scientific

ground station, at Goldstone in California (USA)

instruments, has successfully concluded all of

operational orbit. This will have a 24 h period, a
perigee height of 1000 km, an apogee height
of 70 000 km, and an inclination to the equator
of 5o. The scientifically useful time in this orbit
(Fio
is that snent outside the Earth's
radiation belts, namely about 16 h per day
lnstrument performance is generally degraded
when in the radiation belts, where operations

j\

will be dedicated to ISO under a cooperative
agreement with NASA and the Japanese
Institute of Space and Astronautical Sciences
(ISAS). In return for the support given, both
NASA and ISAS may each use ISO for 0.5 h
per day. Over one third of ISO's scientifically
useful time is guaranteed time for the parties
involved in the development of the scientific
instruments, and the remaining time is available
to the general astronomical community.

scientists involved

of

of

Status and outlook

its system environmental tests. The satellite
operations interfaces with the ground segment
have also been successfully tested The total
satellite and ground-segment system will be
finally tested in Aprll before ISO is packed for
shioment to Kourou.

All efforts are geared to a successful launch
campaign over the summer months for the
intended launch in September 1995.

Figure 4. ISO mission
operations concept
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The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(soHo)
The mission

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory, or
SnHn
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international experiments to observe the
Sun and measure the particles it generates
frnm
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q
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first equilibrium point

(L1)

between the Earth and the Sun, 1 5 million km
from Earth lt will orbit for at least two years
(possibly up to six) in a 'halo' orbit around 11,

994

at mission selection for

Space Center in Florida

-

scope Mount Mission of the 1970s, which were
followed
several European/American
proposals (GRlSf, DISCO)

by

The SOHO mission was orooosed in 1982 and
approved by ESA
Science Programme

s

the interfaces with the NASA
Goddard
Space Flight Center
(GSFC), Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and
Lewis Research Center (LeRC) - in implementing this responsibility NASA will in
particular implement the operations, SOHO

centres

missions of OSO and Skylab's Apollo Tele-

1

launch, planned

summer 1995 is foreseen for 30 October this
year The launch vehicle, supplied by NASA,
will be an Atlas llAS, lifting off from Kennedy

ESA retains overall mission responsibility for

-

just

Matra Espace) in late 1989; the Phase-C/D
contract was kicked-off in May 1991 The

SOHO and

solar-

SOHO is one of the two missions
the other
being Cluster
making up the Solar Terrestrial
Science Programme (SISP), the first 'Cornerstone' of ESA's Horizon 2000 Programme The
SOHO heritage comes from the initial solar

SOHO spacecraft

February 1986. The

which will allow uninterrupted observation of
i

before thermal-balance
testing at Intespace in
Toulouse (F) in December

in

payload composition was announced, after the
selection process, in March 1988, the industrial
Phase-B contract was awarded to M MS F (then

the daylight star for the first time in
physics nvestigations

Figure 5. The complete

Committee (SPC)

being controlled in this phase from GSFC
The spacecraft
The SOHO spacecraft in launch configuration
will weigh about 1875 kg (Fig 5 and Table 3)
It consists of a lower section, the service
module (Fig. 6), which houses all the services
and its single large propellant tank containing
235 kg of hydrazine at launch The upper
section is the payload module (Fig 7), around
which all instruments are clustered; the large
coronal instruments in particular cover the
sides of this module in carefullv enqineered
installations
Three main elements have driven the design of
the satellite: pointing stability both short- and

Table 3. SOHO spacecraft characteristics
LAUNCN MASS

1875 kg (650 kg of instruments &
)2,4 Va aI nrnnalla
F,

-F-,,*nI)

Pointing stability Three-axis stabilised, Sun-pointing
1 arcsec stability over 1 ,5 min
10 arcsec stability over 6 months
Power

1500 W from solar cells
950 Wh from NiCd batteries

Telemetry

S-band
220 kbit/s down-link
1 Gbit storage capability

Lifetime

2years

Operations

Deep Space Network (NASA)
GSFC Control Centre

48 h autonomy with no ground
conract
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six scientific satellites for launch in 1995

to

allow maximum
parallel processing for the service module and
the payload module with its extremely complex and heavy payload: and finally cost
and schedule The uniquely stable thermal
long-term; modularity,

environment in the operational halo orbit has
allowed aluminium-alloy structures to be used
also for the payload module, which supports
the large optical instruments. A finely tunable
thermal-control system provrdes an overall

platform stability of 1 arcsec over 15 min
(shortterm stability) including attitude control
contributions and 10 arcsec over 6 months
/^h^^1,,+^ ^+^h;li+,,\
\duJurutu JtduilrLy,,

The attitude-control system is principally based
on a very accurate fine-pointing Sun sensor for

pitch and yaw and two starmappers for roll
control Four reaction wheels allow a long
period (8 weeks) of undisturbed operatlons
before momentum off-loading. Both housekeeping telemetry and most scientific data are
to be stored onboard on a solid-state recorder

(a

European development)

and

a

1

NASA

supplied tape recorder and transmitted to the

ground station via the steerable high-gain
antenna at the rear of the spacecraft, facing
Earth The solar-array wings will deliver
of oower,

1

Figure 6. The SOHO service module entering the SIMLES solar-simulation facility
at Intespace in Toulouse (F)

.5 kW

Special attention has been paid to minimising all disturbance sources that could
lead to high-frequency'blurring' of the
pointing performance Key sources for possible disturbances (reaction wheels, tape
recorders, experiment mechanisms. etc )
have been analysed and balanced as
mrrnh

2a

nnccihlo

rrinn
"-,'',v

rlr

tho

anrno-

craft's development and correlated with
specific measurements on available flight
elements
The system development effort for SOHO has
been limited to a structural/engineering model
(1993) and a flight model, which underwent the

only thermal-vacuum/thermal-balance test of
the development programme at the end of last
year.

Specific attention has also been paid to the
extremely stringent cleanliness requirements,
dictated in particular by the presence of ultraviolet optics, both during the assembly and
testing of the flight-model spacecraft and for
in-orbit operations This has been achieved on

the ground without resorting to

specially-

built facilities, by applying a careful combination of nitrogen purging, protections (doors) on
the most sensitive payload elements, and the
use of industry-standard clean rooms and
laminar-flow tents (at MMS F, MMS-UK and
Intesoace)

Figure 7. The SOHO payload module, without thermal blankets, at the end of its
integration and testing at MMS in Portsmouth (UK)
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Table 4. SOHO scientific instruments
Scientific Objectives

lnstruments

Principal Investigators

Measurements

Solar Atmosphere
Remote Sensing

Solar Ultraviolet Emitted
Radiation (SUMER)

K Wilhelm, Max Planck

Plasma f low characteristics

ni^^^^^+i^
vurur
^^"^^^l rdr urdgilubuu

Institute, Germany
B

E Patchett, Rutherford

Appleton Laboratory, UK
Extreme-U ltraviolet maging
Telescope (ElT)

J P. Delaboudiniere,

Ultra-Vio et Coronog raph
Spectrometer (UVCS)

J L Kohl, Smithsonian

I

Solar Wind 'ln Situ'

IASiCNRS, France

Astrophysical Observatory, USA

Transition region and corona
temperature and density
Evolution of chromospheric and
coronal structures
Electron and ion temperatures,
densities and velocities in corona

Large-Angle and Spectrometric

G,E Brueckner, Naval

Coronograph (LASCO)

Research Laboratory, USA

Soiar-Wi nd Anisotropies (SWAN)

J L Bertaux, CNRS, France

Solar-wind mass flux anisotropies and
temporal variations

Charge, Element and lsotope

D, Hovestadt, Max Planck
Institute, Germany

lonic energy distribution and
composrtion

Analysis (CELIAS)
COSTEP/ERNE Particle
Analyser Collaboration (CEPAC)

ENRE:

J

Torsti, University

of Turku, Finland

Structures evolution, mass, momentum
and energy transport in corona

Energy distribution of particles,
energy spectrum and composition

COSTEP: H Kunow. Univers,ty
of Kiel, Germany
Helioseismology

Global Oscillations at Low
Frequencies (GOLF)

A

Gabriel, IAS/CNRS,
France

Global velocity and magnetic{ield
oscillations ('ow degree modes)

Variability of Solar lrradiance
and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO)

C. Froehlich, PMOD/WRC,
Switzerland

lrradiance oscillations (low degree
modes) and solar constant

lr/ichelson Doppler lmager

P

H Scherrer, Stanford
University, USA

Velocity oscillations (high degree
mooes)

(N/Dr)

Figure 8. The SOHO
mission phases
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The scientif ic instru ments
The SOHO payload is by far the most complex

and heaviest payload produced so far by a
scientific community for an ESA mission, with
its 650 kg and 11 state-of-the-art instruments
involving 39 international institutes and a total
of 33 separate units,

The SOHO payload covers three solarphysics disciplines simultaneously for the
first time: investigations of the solar atmosphere, helioseismology and solar-wind in-situ
measurements (see Table 4) Through its
payload complement, SOHO will be able to
offer solar scientists a unique opportunity to
examine and understand the structure and
dynamics of the interior of the Sun (helioseismology). the chromosphere, transition
zone and corona (coronal instruments) and the
solar wind which will stream around SOHO a
few days after originating at the Sun

Each experiment has been developed by an
international consortium of scientists, funded

by their own national bodies. and led by
Principal Investigators (Pl), three of whom
lead the NASA contribution to the scientific
payroao

Orbit and operations

SOHO will be launched by an Atlas llAS,

the most powerf ul version of the

Atlas-

Centaur family and will be injected initially
into a low Earth orbit After a short coast

phase of at most 110 min. the Centaur
stage will be restarted and will inject
SOHO into a transfer orbit towards the
| ^^.^^^i-n
..
rVror r nnin+
LOVTOT
vvil rL, I J million km from Earth
(Figs 8 & 9). After a four-month transfer
ohase, the 'halo' orbit will be reached with
a further series of manoeuvres before the
nominal mission can beqin.
ln

^onar2l ^no

nree nf R h enrl t\A/n n2eaoe

of 1 3 h are foreseen with the Deeo Soace
Network (DSN) each day for real-time solar
observations and the dumping of data stored
on board, For two months each year the DSN
coverage will be continuous. An Experiment
Operations Facility headed by the ESA Project
Scientist, has been set up at GSFC to host all of

the scientific teams involved. There they will
ooerate their exoeriments in orbit in close
coordination with the Flight Operations Team,
which will operate the spacecraft.

Earlier space missions to explore the Earth's
magnetosphere have shown how dramatic the
interaction can be between near-Earth space
and the continuous stream of plasma ejected
by the Sun, known as the 'solar wind (Fig 10)
An incredible range of phenomena have been
observed such as the shorting out of satellite
components in orbit, power surges in long
transmission lines, and disturbances in shortwave radio broadcasting, Auroras are probably
the most spectacular visible manifestation of
plasma processes In space.

-

Cluster will address the structure of electromagnetic fields and the distribution of particles
in the solar wind and in the Earth's magnetic
field in unorecedented detail For the first time
ever, it will provide the means to investigate the
full extent of interesting phenomena in three
minimum of four identical
dimensions

A

anaanara{{
Jpduuulolt

lf the

spacecraft's health permits and
resources are sufficient at the end of the
nominal two-year mission, further mission
extensions to up to six years may be
considered

Figure 9. The SOHO launch
and early orbit phases

Cluster
The mission
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required to achieve this, as they must fly in
scientifically meaningful configurations, The
relative distances between the four spacecraft
will be varied between 200 and 18 000 km
during the course of the mission (Fig. 11)
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Figure 10. The Cluster
mission concept

The Cluster project was approved by
Science Programme Committee

1986, within the framwork

in

ESA's

February

of the

Solar

Terrestrial Science Programme, together with
the SOHO project The design and development phase started in October 1989. All four
spacecraft have now been manufactured and

are undergoing final testing. ready to

be

remaining two are rigid 5 m booms (Fig 12)
Active sensors mounted at the tips of the 50 m
booms will detect the ambient electric fields
The short booms carry the sensors for
the magnetic-field instruments. The remaining
instruments are mounted inside the space-

craft's cylindrical body, with their sensors
protruding through the outer skin

shipped to the Kourou launch site in July for
their November 1995 launch

Each payload will constitute abouIT2 kg of the
kg dry mass. and some
650 kg of onboard fuel will be needed to meet
the scientific requirements in terms of orbits

spacecraft's 550

The spacecraft
Each of the four Cluster spacecraft will carry a
full complement of state-of-the-art instruments
measure electromagnetic fields and

to

and orbital separation

manoeuvres. The

four

instruments and includes six booms, four of

launcher requirement to carry one satellite on
top of another in a dual-launch configuration,
and the accommodation of the onboard fuel,

Cluster spacecraft

which are 50 m-long wire booms and the

represented major design drivers.

Figure 11. Orbital
conf iguration of the

partlcles, Each payload consists

of eleven

Each of the 2.9 m-diameter and 1.3 m-high
cylindrical spacecraft will be spin-stabilised
They will be powered by solar arrays covering
most of their cylindrical surface. Five batteries
will ensure survival during eclipses by powering heaters for the most critical components.

The Cluster spacecraft have been designed
and built by a European consortium of space
industries, led by Dornier GmbH (D) as Prime
Cnnirantnr /trin 1?\

The launch, ground segment and operations

All forrr snar:cr:r:ft will be launched

on

Ariane-5's maiden flight and delivered into a
standard Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO).

lmmediately after their separation from
the launch vehicle, the four spacecraft will
be controlled from ESA's Eurooean Soace
44
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Operations Centre (ESOC)
Germany

in

Darmstadt,
three-

(Fg 14) Over the following

week period, the spacecraft will be transferred
from the r geostatronary transfer orbit into their
routine mlsslon orbit

Table 5. Cluster

s

p

acec r af t ch

Dimensions
otameler
height

29m
13mm
i 200 kg
72 kg
478 kg
650 kg

LAUNCN MASS

This transfer wrll require a total of twenty
manoeuvres to bring the satellites from the
original 8o Ariane-S delivery incltnation to a 90"

inclination, and then finally

to the rout ne

elliptical po ar orbit (4 x 19 6 RE) A strategy
raq heen develonecl to manoeuvre and cottrol

the four sate lites n pairs dur ng this

in tial

phase, and to reach the mission-phase orbit in

the desired

tetrahedral

conf

iguration wtth

nrcdc[iner^l senaralion distances between lhe
spacecraft when crossing the scient fic regions

of interest Thrs spatial configuration wtll be
adjusted for different phases of the m ssion
Eleven Principa -lnvest gator teams will be
located at ESOC for a two-month period
following launch, in order to commlss on their
experiments. a total of 44 instruments The

combined operation

of four

spacecraft

a r ac le r t str cs

payroao
spacecraft (dry)
prope ant
Power aJlocated to pay oad
Total avaj able power at EOL

47W
224W

Point ng/alignment
Spin rate

O 26 don .loe nn dn2l

Rigid radral booms
W re booms

two, each approx 4 5 m long
four, each approx 50 m long

15 rpm + 10%

Telemetry rates (kbit/s)
housekeep ng data
science data
tape recoroer oump
:

tape-recorder dump
DSN transmission
RF output
Te ecommand rate

downllnk

17

2
131

17
107

262
262

214
220

22

3/10 W at NPA,216 W at antenna
2 kb t/s

d

"t-

,l

Figure 12. Cluster
I ight-model spacecraft

f

number 3

Table 6. C/usfer sclen tific instru ments
Instrument

Principal Investigator

Experiment

Active Spacecraft Potential Control

W Riedler,

Spacecraft potential control by ion emission

IFW, Graz(A)

(ASPOC)

Cluster lon Spectrometry (ClS)

H, Reme, CESR, Toulouse (F)

spectrometry using a composition and
ton
distribution functions analyser and a hot ion analyser

Electron Drift Instrument (EDl)

G

Paschmann, MPl, Garching (G)

Electron emission and beam return using two
gun/detector assemblies

Fluxgate Mag netometer (FG M)

A

Balogh,

Plasma Electron & Current Analyser

A, Johnstone, Mullard SSL (UK)

High- and low-energy electron analysers

B Wilken, MPAe, Lindau

lmaging ion mass-spectrometer and imaging electron
speclrometer

lmp College, London

(UK)

Th ree-axis

fluxgate magnetometers

(PEACE)

Research with Adapt, Particle

lmag

Det.

(G)

(RAPTD)

Digitai Wave Processor (DWP)

L, Woolliscroft, Univ. Sheffield (UK)

Data compaction and compression, event selection
and particleiwave correlation

Electric Fields and Waves (EFW)

G

Gustafsson, Uppsala

Two pairs of wire booms, .100 m
electric field and wave form

Spatio-Temporal An. of Field Fluct

N

Cornilleau-Wehrlrn, CRPE, Paris (F)

Three-axis search-coil magnetometer on 5 m boom

Wide Band Data (WBD)

D

Gurnett, Univ, lowa (USA)

Measuring transmission of electric{ield wave form up
to ca 100 kHz

Waves of High Freq. and Sounder for
Probing of Densjty by Relax, (WHISPER)

P

Decreau, LPCE, Orleans (F)

Sounder to actively measure the total electron density
and also the natural plasma

(S)

(STAFF)

throughout their in-orbit lifetime (a minimum ol
24 months for science product generation) will
be perlormed by ESOC vra two ground stations
at Redu (B) and Odenwald (D), in conjunction
with a Joint Science Operations Centre at RAL
(UK) providing scientific mission-ptanning
inputs and command requests originating from
the Principal lnvestigators

Figure 13. The four
flight-model Cluster
spacecraft photographed
together at
IABG, Munich (D)

z+o

tip{olip, measuring

The control concept for the Cluster mission

foresees

all

payload operations

being

pre-planned and executed from the onboard

master schedule, whereby the onboard
execution may occur up to 30 h later, because
periods with no ground-station coverage can
be encountered due to the characteristics of
the orbit For the same reason, data generated

six scientific satellites for launch in 1995

Figure 14. The Cluster
mission-control system
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onboard are only occasionally directly
transmitted to ground (when visibility permits)
but will primarily be recorded by the onboard
solid-state recorders for dumping to ground at
a later lime Upon receipt at the ground
station(s), the real-time telemetry data will be
sent directly to ESOC permitting access in
near-real-time whilst the transmission of
playback data will occur within 24 h of
reception at the ground station.

The scientific data will be distributed

on

CD ROM, although the Principal Investigators
will also have access to quick-look data via an
electronic network
The Science Data Centres

Scientific operation of the Cluster spacecraft
will be co-ordinated through the Joint Science
Operations Centre in the United Kingdom The
commanding of the four payloads and the
scientific analysis of the data downlinked from
them will be supported by the Cluster Science
Data System (Fig 15) Major national data
centres installed in Austria, France, Germany,
Hungary, Sweden, the United Kingdom and
the United States will be computer-networked
to ensure fast and reliable data exchange A

forewarned to avoid exposing their passengers
to excessive doses o[ radiation lrom space
when flying at high geographic latitudes
Status and outlook

All four light-model spacecraft. with their
scientific instruments, have successf ully
f

data centre in China will also participate in this
data system

concluded all of their system environmental
tests They are now in the process of final
refurbishment with the flight sensors for the
instruments and will be ready for packing
and shipping to Kourou in July The satellite-

Expected benefits

operations interfaces with the ground segment
have also been successfully tested,

The Cluster mission will contribute significantly
to our understanding of the complex interaction
between the solar wind and our environment
here on Earth In the future, 'space weather'
predictions will be important to warn, for
instance, operators of telecommunications
satellites and power grids of potential problems
ensuing from disturbances at Earth which have
their origin in explosive releases of energy at
the surface of the Sun Even airlines could be

Figure 15. The Cluster
Science Data System

The long launch campaign starts in

the
summer with final checkout of the payload and
subsystems, followed by the filling with more
than 2 tons of propellant Final assembly of the
four spacecraft with the launch vehicle will then

take place, with launch scheduled for late
November

1
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Ulysses Explores the South Pole of
the Sun
R.G. Marsden
Ulysses Project Scientist, ESA Space Science Department,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction

The international Ulysses mission,

a

joint
undertaking by ESA and NASA, is currently
surveying the unexplored region of space
above the poles of the Sun Following a unique
trajectory (Fig. 1) that allows it to escape the

confines of the ecliptic plane (in which the
Earth and most of the planets orbit the Sun), the
Ulysses spacecraft and
payload of

its

interplanetary particle and field instruments

(listed

in Table 1) are returning data of

exceptional quality Data coverage throughout

the mission to date has been very high,
exceeding 950/o on average (Fig 2). This

comprehensive data set, representing one of
the most complete records of interplanetary
On 13 September 1994, the joint ESA

- NASA Ulysses mission passed
a major milestone on its journey of exploration through the 'third
dimension' of the Sun's environment, the heliosphere. Nearly four
years after its launch by the Space Shuttle'Discovery', the
European-built spacecraft reached the most southerly point on its
out-of-ecliptic orbit, 80.2o south of the Sun's equator, at a distance of
2.3 AU (345 million km) from the Sun. Although it will take scientists
many months to unravel fully the new and exciting data acquired by
Ulysses, several important results have already emerged.
phenomena ever obtained, is enabling
to accomplish successfully the
primary goal of the mission, namely the

The south polar pass
The launch energy provided by the Space
Shuttle and three powerful upper-stage
rockets, combined with the gravity-assist
manoeuvre at Jupiter, placed the Ulysses
spacecraft in a Sun-centred, elliptical orbit
inclined at 80o with respect to the Sun's
equator, lmportant design requirements for the

mission were to maximise the time spent at
high solar latitudes and to achieve the highest
possible latitude Owing to the relative positions
of the Earth, Sun and Jupiter at the time of the

planetary swingby,

a

south-going out-of-

ecliptic trajectory best met these requirements

On 26 June 1994, 28 months after leaving
Jupiter, Ulysses began its passage over the
Sun's southern polar cap The Ulysses polar
passes are defined to be the segments of the

trajectory corresponding to solar latitudes
greater than or equal to 70o in either hemisphere. The south polar pass lasted 132 days,

equivalent to five solar rotations. During this
time, the distance from the spacecraft to the
Sun decreased from 28Io 1.9 AU (1 AU :
150 million km). The spacecraft reached its
most southerly point, 80 2o south of the solar
equatol on 13 September 1994, at a distance
of 2.3 AU from the Sun. An overview of the

scientists

Ulysses polar passes is presented in Table 2.

firsfever study of the Sun's environment from
the equator to the poles

Scientific highlights

Even before embarking

on the

key,

out-of-ecliptic phase of its mission, Ulysses had
already demonstrated its excellent scientific

capabilities, Launched in October 1990 from
the Space Shuttle'Discovery', Ulysses needed

a

gravity assist by the giant planet Jupiter
to achieve its final. high-inclination orbit
Fn rnt tto tn

ilrrccoc nnllontar'l
^
detailed set
in-ecliptic interplanetary
measurements (see ESA Bulletin No. 67), while
the two-week passage through Jupiter's
.lr

rnitar

I

of

magnetosphere in February 1992 also
produced new and exciting data (see ESA
Bulletin No 72).

This article focuses on the results obtained
during the first high latitude pass

Solar wind and magnetic field
The polar passes of Ulysses take place near
the minimum in the current activity cycle of the
Sun The structure of the corona near solar

minimum is dominated by the appearance of
large coronal holes, cool regions in the Sun's

corona, at the north and south poles with
relatively few transient disturbances, From
remote-sensing observations over many years
(utilising, for example, the scintillation of distant

radio sources), it was expected that Ulysses
would encounter fast solar wind from the
coronal holes over the poles Fast streams of
solar wind are also observed in the ecliptic at

times when coronal holes extend

to

low

latitudes, Observations from Ulysses, the first
ever to be made in-situ in the solar wind
flowing from the polar caps, have confirmed
ihic ovnontatinn

ulysses explores south pole of the sun

Figure 1. The Ulysses f light
path viewed from 15o above
the ecliptic plane. The
north and south polar
passes, defined to be the
segments of the traiectory
above 70o solar latitude,
and the position of Ulysses
at its most southerly point
are shown.

From July 1992 until April 1993, the solar wind
Ulysses was dominated by the
appearance of a single high-speed stream

flow

at

once per solar rotation, with slower solar wind

inter-stream regions increased, significantly
reducing the peak-to-valley excursions As a

consequence of its increasingly southern
position at this time, Ulysses was no longer

in between

(Fig 3) The fast stream was traced
back to an equatorward extension of the

exposed to solar wind from inside the streamer

southern polar coronal hole, while the slower

between the belt and the coronal hole and to
fast wind from the hole itself

wind originated in the so-called
streamer

'coronal
Sun's

belt' that encircles the

magnetic equator Starting in May 1993, this
recurrent pattern underwent a change While

the dominant high-speed stream

remained
visible in the data, the speed of the wind in the

belt, only to wind from the boundary region

Once above 40o latitude, Ulysses became
totally immersed in fast solar wind from the
polar coronal hole flowing continuously at an
average speed of 750 km/s These conditions

rotal(%)

1024

512

bps

bps

Percent
100

Figure 2. Data coverage

YEAR

during 1994, showing the
percentage of real-time
(1024 bit/s) and playback
(512 bit/s) data.
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Table 1. Ihe U/ysses scientific investtgations
nstitute

Investigation

Acronym

Principal nvestigator

I

N/agnetic field

VHM/FGM

A

lmperial ColLegs, London (UK)

Solar-wind plasma

SWOOPS

J L Phillips

Los Alamos

Solar-wind ion composit on

SWICS

J

Geiss

G

Gloeckler

Univ of Bern (CH)
Univ of Maryland (USA)

I

Balogh

G Stone

Nat Lab (USA)

NASA/GSFC (USA)

Radio and plasma waves

URAP

R

Energetic particles, interstellar neutral gas

EPAC/GAS

E Keppler

Low-energy lons and electrons

HI.SCALE

L

J

Lanzerotti

AT&T Bell Labs (USA)

Cosmic rays and solar particles

COSPIN

J

A

Simpson

Univ of Chicago (USA)

Solar X-rays and cosmic gamma-ray bursts

GRB

K

Hurley

UC Berkeley (USA)

Cosmic dust

DUST

E

GrUn

MPK Heidelberg (D)

SCE

M

K

Univ of Bonn (D)

MPAe, Lindau (D)

Radio science
Coronal sounding

Bird

Interdisciplinary studies

Directional discontinuities

M Schulz

Lockheed Palo Alto Res Lab (USA)

Mass loss and ion composition

G

Noci

Univ, of Florence (l)

Solar wind outllow

A

Barnes

NASA/ARC (USA)

Comets

J

Cosmic rays

J R Jokipii

Univ of Arizona (USA)

Shocks

CP

Univ of Arizona (USA)

Table

2

C

Brandt

Sonetl

Key dates during the U/ysses m/ssion

Event

Year Mo

Launcn

1990 10 06

Jupiter flyby

1992 02 08

1st Polar Pass

SIATI

max latilude (80 2'S)
end

2nd Polar Pass

SIATl

max latitude (80 2'N)
end

3rd Polar Pass

stan

max latitude (80 2"S)
end

End of Mission

01

2000 09 08
2000 11 27
2001 01 .16
2001 05 26

Perihelion
4th Polar Pass

12

1995 06 19
1995 07 31
1995 09 29
1995 10

Start of 2nd Solar Orbit

Day

1994 06 26
1994 09 13
1994 11 05
1995 03

Perihelion

50

Univ of Colorado (USA)

stan

2001 09 03

max latitude (80 2'N)

2001 10

13

end

2001 12

12

2001 12

31

ulysses explores south pole of the sun

persisted throughout the south polar pass,
continuing at least up to the end of 1994
However, given the much more rapid change in

spacecraft latitude during

the

pole{o-pole

segment of the trajectory than during the intial
climb out of the ecliptic, it is to be expected that

soon Ulysses will once more encounter a
recurrent pattern of fast and slow solar-wind
streams similar to that seen at lower latitudes
prror to the south polar pass

The profile of solar-wind speed shown

to

study the characteristics

oI

in

unprecedented detail,
leading to a very clear understanding of the
fundamental differences between fast and slow
wind. Fast wind from the poles originates in a
region of the solar atmosphere that is several
hundred thousand degrees cooler than the 1 8
million degree source region of the slower wind
at the equator, Fast wind also has a different
chemical composition from slow wind, being

richer in elements such as oxygen that are
in

Figure 3 is a very useful 'road map'of Ulysses'
first excursion to high latitudes. Many of the
phenomena studied exhibit features that can
be related to the same broad reqions found in
the solar-wind data

The continuous exposure to fast solar wind
over a period of many months has enabled

Ulysses

Ulysses

high-speed f lows

relatively hard to ionise.

Ulysses' measurements at middle latitudes,
where both slow and fast wind were sampled
once per solar rotation, have also shown that
the boundaries between these two kinds of
solar wind are quite sharp and well-defined,
even at the relatively large distance of Ulysses
(Fig a) Even more surprising is the degree to

Los Alamos National

Laboratory

o

c

=.R

It
Oz

t_'
a

E6
=

Figure 3. Solar-wind speed
as a function of time and

-g

as measured by the

@

SWOOPS experiment on

latitude since Jupiter llyby

o

300
l7Feb92

?3Aug92 27Feb93 3Sep93
0Mar94
Jupiter Encounter Through Peak Southerly Latitude
1

1

4Sep94

board Ulysses, together
with an X-ray image of the
Sun from the Japanese
Yohkoh satellite
(Courtesy of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory
and ISAS).
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which the 'temperature boundaries' and the
'composition boundaries' observed by Ulysses
match, since the former must be established in
the corona, whereas the latter are created in
the chromosohere, below the solar atmosphere. This apparent relationship between
conditions in the corona and processes in the
chromosphere is expected eventually to shed
light on the still-unanswered question of how
the solar wind is created.

A surprising phenomenon identified by

the

solar-wind plasma experiment on board
Ulysses was a new class of so-called 'coronal
mass ejections'(CMEs) in the fast-movrng solar
wind at high latitudes. CMEs are large bubbles

of gas, often having masses of

10

"

kg

(equivalent to 100 000 large aircraft carriers!),

propelled into space f rom the corona by
magnetic forces at the Sun. CMEs near the
ecliptic are known to 'plough into' slow solar
wind ahead of them, creating a shock wave in
the plasma, rather like a supersonic aircraft in
the Earth's atmosphere. The high latitude

CMEs observed by Ulysses behave quite
differently from their ecliptic cousins. They
travel at the same high speed as the polar solar
wind in which they are embedded and expand
rapidly (apparently as a result of high internal
pressure). The rapid expansion
the

of

high-latitude CMEs drives a pair of shock
waves, one towards and one away from the
Sun. Since it has been demonstrated that
CMEs are the main culprits for causing major
magnetic storms on Earth (which in turn

can disrupt technological

systems like
electrical power grids and satellites in
orbit). it is important to gain a full understanding of these manifestations of the restless
Sun.

Observations from Ulysses have confirmed that
the large-scale structure of the magnetic field in
the polar regions is, on average, organised

according to the model predictions made by
the 'father' of the solar wind, Prof Gene Parker,
more than three decades ago. In this model,
the field is shaped by the combined effects of
the solar wind, which carries the field flowing
radially outward, and the rotation of the Sun to

which the footpoints of the field lines are
anchored (Fig. 5). The field is wound into a
spiral which is tighter at the equator than at the
poles, There are, however, significant
and in

-

many cases unexpected - variations on all
time scales (Fig. 6) Detailed study of these
variations, which can be interpreted in terms of
a variety of both dynamic and spatial structures
in the solar wind, have revealed a striking
similarity to features observed on occasion in
fast solar wind in the ecliotic and much closer
to the Sun (0 3 AU) by the Helios spacecraft.
Both sets of observations point to solar-wind

plasma that has undergone relatively little
change during transit from the Sun. The
surorise is that the oolar solar wind retains this
unevolved character out to distances of 2 AU
or more. The observations also suggest that the
fast solar wind seen in the ecliptic has its origin
higher latitudes. again indicating the
influence of non-radial effects.

at

A

to

surprising result
emerge f rom the
observations of the heliospheric magnetic field
over the poles concerns the strength of the
field lt was expected that the Ulysses data
acquired at high latitudes would contain
evidence of a dipole like field (similar to a bar
magnet) with a clear concentration of magnetic
flux corresponding to a south magnetic pole,
This expectation was based on an extrapola18

800

o.12

't6

700

\<

Figure 4. Data from the
SWICS experiment on
board Ulysses showing
measurements of fast and
slow solar wind. Note the
correlation between the

inferred source
temperature in the corona
and the relative abundance
of magnesium to oxygen,
both of which are
anti-correlated with
solar-wind speed.
(Courtesy of J. Geiss,
University of Bern)
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surface f ield at solar minimum clearly
resembles a oipole with its axis t'lted by
1O
- 2Oa r^iith rcqnecl tn tne SUn S rOtatiOn axis
Scientists believed that an imprint of this field
woulo be carried out by the magnetised solar
wind What Ulysses found, however, was a
rather uniform field with no concentration

at h gh latitudes Clearly,
scientists have to re-think their ideas
of

magnetic flux

concerning the way in which the Sun's surface
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Energetic particles and cosmic rays

Ever since

a

mission

to

heliospheric dimension

explore the third

was

conceived,
scientists have been intrigued by the possibility

of being aole 1o detect a more corrplete
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like Ulysses with very little loss in energy This n
tJrn worlo allow sc entists to study the

heliospheric magnetic f ield
as predicted prior to the
Ulysses mission.
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Figure 6. Data from the

magnetometer experiment
on board Ulysses, showing
the high degree of
variability in the field
measured over the south
pole.
(Courtesy of T. Horbury,
lmperial College London)
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Figure 7. Cosmic-ray data
rom the Ulysses/COSPIN

f

HET experiment showing

tcu

the smaller-than-expected
increase in the number of

ULYSSES/IMP

cosmic-ray particles
arriving over the south pole
compared with model
predictions.
(Courtesy of R.B.
McKibben, University of
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solar and interplanetary energetic particles
would be low over the poles near solar
minimum, principally because of the lack of

originated

hlgh-latitude acceleration sites, Surprisingly,

process, An obvious candidate in this regard
would be a solar flare lf no solar flare (or other)

the recurrent increases in particle

intensity

observed at low latitudes in association with

corotating shock waves formed by the
interaction of long lived fast and slow
solar-wind streams, continued to be seen up to
latitude, even though the shocks
themselves were not detected at the location of

70"

nnlar
Dr
rrinn
uuril
rv +hn
u rv cnr
)vuilr+ht-PUtot

lho
u 19 cnanocraft
ovqusurqrL

naoo
Pq)J

itselt, and almost up to Lhe end of the year. the
fluxes showed very little variation, remaining

essentially

at

background levels (Fig

One possible explanation of the
energetic-particle results is as

8)

Ulysses

follows
Cn-rntatinn chnnkc io nqrticla ancoloraiinn
sites. do form at high latitudes. but at greater

the Sun than Ulysses The
recurrent flux enhancements observed at

distances from

moderately

high latitudes

104

presumably

at these more distant

source is present. the acceleration process will
probably be less efficient In fact. no energetic
flares occurred on the Sun during the Ulysses
south-polar pass, which would provide one
explanation for the lack of recurrent particle
increases over the pole Observations over the
north pole will help to substantiate this picture

Interstellar ions

Another area

of

research using Ulysses

high-latitude data that has proved to be very
fruitful is the study of interstellar pick-up ions
These particles flow into the heliosphere as

neutral aloms

of

interstellar

I

roo

*

uLYssES

cosPrN/LET
protons 1.2-3.0 MeV

ln-1

N

Figure 8. Energetic-particle
data from the
Ulysses/COSPIN LET

experiment showing the
absence of periodic
enhancements above 70o
latitude during the south
polar pass.
(Courtesy of T. Sanderson,
ESA Space Science Dept.)
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gas

are

subsequently ionized. and 'picked up by the
outflowing solar wind Unique results in this
field have been obtained by the solar-wind ion
composition spectrometer on board Ulysses
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ulysses explores south pole of the sun

(Fig 9). Oxygen, nitrogen and neon pick-up
ions of interstellar origin have been detected for
the first trme, permitting estimates of the relative

atomic abundances of the interstellar

gas

In
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ments of the fluxes of doubly-ionized helium of
both solar-wind and interstellar-pick-up origin,
a new method has recently been developed for
determining the absolute abundance of neutral
helium
the local interstellar medium.
Preliminarv analvsis indrcates a value close to
0.01 atoms/cm".
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The future

Fe"

Having crossed the ecliptic, Ulysses is now en

I

route to the north polar regions, which it will
begin to explore on 19 June Given the wealth
of new data - and several unexpected puzzles
-

+h^+
F\^\,^ h^^^
Lt toL trovv
u99r | cenerated
_

exploration

durino

of the south pole, the

the
Ulysses

investigators are eager to see what surpnses
pole
Whatever is found, Ulysses has already altered
our view of the heliosphere for ever.

are in store above the Sun's north

to continue the mission, on the understanding
that the NASA budget-approval procedures
operate on a shorter-term basis than in ESA.

A technical

evaluation has shown that the

spacecraft is capable of operating until the end
of 2001, albeit with certain constraints during
the last few months of its lifetime The limiting
factor is the power output of the radioisotope
thermoelectric generator (RTG) which will have
decreased to the point where it can no longer
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Looking even further ahead, the prospects for
continuing the mission after the north polar
pass arc very good. The ESA Science

Programme Committee has approved the
Agency's participation in the mission until
2001 , corresponding to a full second orbit of
the Sun NASA has also expressed its intention

|l-

(o-)
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M
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supply sufficient electrical power to maintain
the attitude-control fuel above its freezing point.

Scientifically, the second solar orbit is highly
desirable, since the polar passes in 2000 and
2001 (see Fig 10 and Table 2) will occur when
the Sun is at its most active This will permit

scientists

to

extend their survey

of

Figure 9. lnterstellar
pick-up ions detected by
the SWICS experiment on
board Ulysses.
(Courtesy of J. Geiss,
University of Bern, and
G. Gloeckler, University of

Maryland)

the

three-dimensional heliosphere to cover the full
range of solar activlty
G

conditions

Figure 10. The flight path of

the Ulysses spacecraft
during its second orbit of
the Sun. Also shown are
the polar passes in 2000
and 200'l
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EUROPE IN SPACE 1960 _ 1973
by John Krige & Arturo Russo
This is the first part of a two-volume history covering
Europe's cooperative space efforts, which traces their
beginnings from the late 1950s and the subsequent
developments of a European space programme from
that time up to the early 1970s lt recounts the efforts of
the fledgling space community that launched ESRO (the

European Space Research Organisation) and ELDO
(the European Launcher Development Organisation),
with much government support, and shows how those

two organisations gradually evolved, and how the
foundation was laid for a single European Space
Agency.

Drawing on the ESA documentation in the Historical
Archives of the European Community at the European
University Institute in Florence, and the many interviews

with key players involved in the build-up of

the

European space programme, John Krige and Arturo
Russo provide a lively picture of the complex and at

times dramatic process

of

Europe's slow, but

determined, efforts in establishing a cooperative space
programme

'This volume provides an important contribution to our understanding of the development of science and
technology in postwar Europe, lt should thus be of interest not only to those who were directly involved in
Europe's fascinating venture into space, the space scientists, and those concerned with the organisation and
implementation of the space projects in government and industry, but also to the general public who watched,
and simply by virtue of their support became participants in, one of the most remarkable successes of European
integration

I hope that the reader will get a feel for what drove the pioneers in their efforts to set up a European space
programme and their enthusiasm for that cause, and will read this fascinating story with a similar sense of
attachment and participation as I have read it and look forward to the second volume of the studv,'
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the 20 esa parabolic flight campaigns

Microgravity Research During Aircraft
Parabolic Flights: The 20 ESA Campaigns
V. Pletser

Microgravity Projects Division, Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity Directorate,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

the ramework of the ESA

Introduction

f

Aircraft parabolic flights are

a useful tool for

performing short-duration

scientif

ic

and

technological experiments in reduced gravity

Their greatest value is that they allow
verif ication tests of experiments to be
conducted before they are flown in space, in
order to improve the experiment's quality and

Th^
^^,,^^t^^^^
| | rE r-^i^
roil | ouvdr
rtogvJ

-

laatrqq r2lo Anal allar qz uvuvv
cn:no miceinn tn
confirm or invalidate the sometimes conflicting
results obtained trom space experiments

s

Microgravity
Prniontc l-)ivicinn h:c nrnenicod 20
^2rabolic flight campaigns since 1984, within
ESA

Aircraft parabolic flights provide repeated periods of up to 20 seconds
of reduced gravity during ballistic flight manoeuvres, preceded and
followed by 20 seconds of 1.8 g. Such flights are used to conduct
short microgravity investigations in physical and life sciences, to test
instrumentation and to train astronauts before a spaceflight.
Since 1984, ESA's Microgravity Projects Division has organised 20
parabolic flight campaigns using three different types of aircraft.
More than 1700 parabolas have been flown, representing nine and half
hours of microgravity in slices of 20 seconds, or equivalently, six low
Earth orbits. A total of 235 experiments have been performed using
this unique microgravity tool.

More than 1700 parabolas have been flown,

representing
approximately 9 5 hours of weightlessness or six low Earth orbits
-Three airplanes have been used in 10 years: the NASA KC 135, the
CNES Caravelle and the Russian llyushin lL 76 MDK

experiments have been performed,
-235
ovnorimontc nor aafr

-"r-"'

with an average of

{ti^h+^
ilrvr rtJ +^"
rul

the short turnaround time (typically of a few
months between the experiment proposal
and its performance)

the low cost involved (ESA provides

-

the

flight opportunity free of charge)
the tlexibility of the experimental approach

t'l:hnr:tnrv-tvne

inStf

UmentatiOn

iS

mOSt

commonly used)

-

the possibility of direct intervention

by

+^^
i,,.i^^19
inrioqtin:tnrq nn
^t.^.^++ UUlll
vr I hn^.:
uv4lU
tl lE OllUlOlL
and hptr,vepn narahglgg

the ability to modify the experiment se1-up
between flights

icrogravity-provid i ng carriers
Microgravity is created in free-falling carriers

M

when the sum of all forces acting on
the carrier, other than gravity, is nil or
strongly reduced Scientific and technological

in microgravity can be
conducted in different carriers either on
Earth or in orbit Generating a weightless
environment on Earth imposes practical
constraints on the level and duration of the
experimentation

microgravity required for investigations and on
the cost at which this environment is obtained

Some highlights of ESAs parabolic flight campaigns
over the past 10 years

-

^{ ^^"^h^ti^
ur
Pdrduuilu

microg ravity investigations are:

ql

For these purposes.

Microgravity

Programme

11

--"lpalgn

More than 1000 scientists and engineers from 20 different countries
(the 14 ESA member states, USA, Canada, Japan, Australia, Russia
and Poland) have flown
from ESA, NASA, CNES DLR and the Canadian Space
-Astronauts
Agency have participated either as pilots, investigators, experiment

Danondinn
fho narrior'c initiel rrelnciiv ihe
,v nn
",' ..

frec-fall traier:torv is either linear vertical [or
drop facilities, parabolic for aircraft flights and
sounding rockets. or circular and elliptic for
orbital nlatforms Tne cnaracterrstics of the
different lypes of microgravity carriers are
nnmnarorl

in Tal'rlo

1

-

-

operators, or subjects for human physiology experiments
More than 30 European journalists have participated and'reported to
the oublic on the research activities,

Aircraft parabolic free-fall flights attain reduced
g levels. in the range of 10 to 10 'g. with
the added advantage of allowing human

intervention while

the

experiment

is

in

progress in reduced gravity The total available

working volume in which reduced gravity

is

attained can be as large as the aircraft cabin,
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=10

orbiting platforms need relatively

long
oreoaration times and must be considered for
long-duration experiments. In comparison.
aircraft parabolic flights offer the possibility of
performing microgravity experiments within 20
to 25 seconds, with a short turnaround time of
a few months. Their use must be considered
as complementary and preparatory to space
mtsstons.

Aircrafl parabolic flights are also the only
sub-orbital microgravity carrier that provides

opportunity

ovnarimontc
u^|Jurrrrurrro

nn I
vr

to perform medical

hrrm^^ I
rrurrldl

nr
rl-rianto
JUUJEUT)

in
lll

conducted in simulated weightlessness, such
as immersion and bedrest studies.

Objectives of parabolic flights
Parabolic flights provide investigators with a
laboratory for scientific experimentation in
which the gravity levels change repeatedly,
with successive short periods of microgravity

Scientific obiectives
From a scientific point of view, the oblectives

-

To study transient phenomena occurring
during the changeover from high to low g

human physiology.
Furthermore, for scientific experiments that will
performed during space missions, the
following goals can be pursued during
^^.^A^ti^ {ti^h+^,
pdrduuilu
ilrvrLJ.

be

-

Preliminary results of a newly proposed
exneriment r:an he obtained in order to
improve the final design of the experiment
naroware

The critical phases of an experiment on
which the experiment's success depends

-

can be tested,
For human physiology experiments to be

conducted

to

on

astronauts

In

space, a

broader microgravity data baseline can be
nfriainorl

olalitative exneriments of the 'look and
see' type. based on simple ideas and
using laboratory-type equipment to
observe and record ohenomena in
ouantitative exoeriments

the

Scientists have identified this last aspect as
being one of the major advantages of the
experimental environment attainable during
aircraft parabolic flights for investigations in
several disciplines such as combustion and

hrr nnndr
n2rta nf tho
rv
vvilvvvLrr rntinn
vl

experiments on a group of subjects other
than the astronauts, either before or after

To perform short experiments in which the
reduced gravity is low enough to allow:

microgravity
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several years
several years

and from low to high g phases

are as follows:

-

direct
indirect

reduced gravity periods.

by ESA undertake such flights in pursuit of two
objectives: screntific and technical.

-

few days
few months
=1 year

exneriment narameterS between

and high gravity ESA and the scientists invited

-

indirect
direct
indirect

rnnl
lvql

weightlessness, complementing studies

-

Preparation
time

directly while the experiment is in progress
during the low g periods and to change

Space missions with sounding rockets and

the

Human
interaction

3

10-5-10

Manned
Automatic

car r i e rs

tho cnano miccinn

-

Parts

of

experiments that were not fully

on+in{nn+an,y
JdtlJlduLul

in
ll |
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vr
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Lr rqL

rriol|arl
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conflicting results, can be repeated shortly
after a space mission to provide indications
on how to interprete the results of the space
experiment

measure
phenomena in microgravity and yielding
direct, quantitative and exploitable

Technical objectives

results

With respect to the preparation of experlment

To allow the exnerimenters themselves to

perform their own experiments in
microgravity with the ability to intervene

for manned or automatic space
missions, the following objectives can also be
achieved during parabolic flights:
hardware

the 20 esa parabolrc flight campaigns

Eouioment hardware can be tested in a
microg ravity environment

The safetv asoects of an

instrument s
operation in microgravity can oe assesseo,

Science astronauts can be trained on
exoeriment orocedures and instrument
operatron.

Types of aircraft used in ESA parabolic

flights
Since 1984, ESA has used three different
airplanes to conduct its parabolic f light
camoarons:

-

NASAs KC-135 A (Fig 1a), operated by
the Reduced Gravity Office of the NASA
Johnson Space Center

CNESs Caravelle (Fig 1b), operated by
- the
French test flight centre, Centre
d'Essais en Vol(CEV)

-

the Russian llyushin lL-76 N/DK (Fig. 1c)
operated by the Yu Gagarin Cosmonaut
Training Centre (CTC) at Star City, near
Moscow

The characteristics of the three types of aircraft
and the locations used during ESA campaigns

Aro nnmnarod

in

Ta6la )

Tha

nrnr rnd

rastructure includes a hangar room for
equipment set-up and check-out and office
inf

rooms for experiment preparation.

The three airplanes have similar parabolic
f light profiles and provide a microgravity
environment with similar characteristics. The

microgravity environment

aircraft flying

is created in

the following

an

manoeuvres

(illustrated in Figure 2 for the Caravelle):

-

From a steady horizontal flight. the aircraft
clrmbs at 50o (pull-up) for about 20 s, with
an acceleration of 1 8 to 2 g
The thrust of all aircraft engines is then

strongly reduced for about 20 to 25
nnm noncrtinn

tho

off

onf af air rlraa

s.

116o

oarabolic f ree-fall)

-

The aircraft dives at 50o (pull out).
accelerating at about 1.8 to 2 g for
approximately 20 s,

to come back to

a

steady horizontal flight.

be f lown either
consecutively in a roller-coaster fashion for the
These manoeuvres can

KC-135 and the llyushin,

or separated

by

intervals of several minutes for the Caravelle,
the KC 135 and the llyushin The duration of
the intervals between parabolas is determined
prior to the flight to give the investigators
enough time to change the experimental
set-up A typical flight lasts about two and half
hours, allowing for 20 to 40 parabolas to be

flown, depending on the requested interval

Figure 1. The three aircraft used in ESA's 20 parabolic flight campaigns:
a. The NASA KC-l35 during the pull-up manoeuvre at 45o (Photo: NASA)
b. The Caravelle during the pull-up manoeuvre at 50o
c. The llyushin lL-76 MDK
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Table 2. Characteristics of the three airplanes used bv ESA

Aircraft
Type
Length
Wing span
Height
Cabin
Size(l xwxh)
Section
Doors

KC-135 A

Caravelle

llyushin

4 engines

2 engines

4 engines

modified Boeing 707

Caravelle 6R-234

llyushin lL-76 IVDK

46m

32m

4659m

34.3 m

50.50 m

980m

1476m

44m

.14.10

m

'18x3.25x2m

12.5x2.7 x1.9

half-circular

half-circular
3 passenger doors

cido narnn

dnnr

14

m

1 passenger door

2x3.45x3.4

m

approx rectangular
A^^.
^+ udr
^^"^^
dI
vu uuul
passenger
2
doors

Facilities

Electrical power
Supply lines

110V60H2
110V400H2

22OV 50 Hz

220V 5OHz

220Y 40OHz

20BV/115V400H2

Overboard venting

28 VDC
yes

28 VDC
yes

20 halogen lamps
during parabolas
on floor and walls

neon light
continuous
on fioor and walls

27 VDC
no
20 halogen lamps
during parabolas

NASA-JSC
Ellington Air Force base
Houston, USA
Gulf of Mexico

CEV
CEV base
Bretigny, France
land or Channel

Lighting
Padding

floor mats

Operated
By

From (for ESA
^^ - rpdrvilJ,
^^ l^ ^^\
udil

In atr zones over

cTc
Schonefeld airport
Berlin, Germany
land in Berlin area

between parabolas. During ESA campaigns,
30 parabolas are usually flown in sets of three
with two-minute intervals between parabolas
and with four to five minutes between sets of

cabin floor structure During the reduced

three oarabolas.

approximately 20 s with acceleration levels of
a few 10 'g, while accelerations along the
aircraft longitudinal X axis (aft to front) and
transversal Yaxis (right to left) are less than
10 'g Similar values were measured for the

Figure 3 shows typical acceleration levels for
the Caravelle aircraft Z-axis (floor to ceiling
direction), measured during a parabola with
ESA's micro-accelerometers straooed to the

gravity period, a transitory phase of about 5 s
appears first, with variations of about 10-' g in

Ihe

Z direction,

followed by

KC-135 and the llyushin

29000 FT

25000 FT

2Os
Figure 2. The Caravelle
parabolic f light manoeuvre
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The residual accelerations sensed by

aircraft

experimental set-ups attached to the aircraft

equipment complies with the safety standards

floor structure are typically in the order of
10 'g while for an experiment left free
tr^^+i^^;^
+h^ ^^hil, the levels can be
iluouttv
il | Lr tE uoutl
improved to typically 10 " g.
Fnr iho throo:irnl:npc

tho nilntinn ic.lnno

manually along the X-axis by adjusting the
engines thrust. and along the Z-axis using
visual references provided by a coarse (+2Io
(+O 1 in
-2 n\:nd a fina
-O 1 n\ acnplornmeter. With the Caravelle, the aircraft can be
piloted using another method to provide
dedicated free-floating experiments with levels

in the order of 10 3 g for up to 10 s. This
method aims at reducing the relative

displacement of the free-floating package by
providing the pilot with visual information on
the free-floating state through a closed TV
circuit, allowing to pilot the aircraft 'around'
the f ree-floating package

All

is made to verify that all

experimenters

installed

that ESA invites

to

participate in parabolic flights musl pass a
medical examination (FAA Class lll) and a
hypobaric chamber physiological test, All
certifications are verified prior to the first flight
nf tho namnainn Fnr ovnarimontc tn ho

conducted

on human

subjects,

the

ESA

Medical Board reviews the medical orotocols
submitted by the investigators two months
nrinr tn lho r:amn:ir-rn tO enSUfe that the
proposed research is conducted according to
the ethical and safety rules for spaceflights In
nnr+inr
rlnr nll in+nrfnnac
annliod
in
rur r rqr
Lv Ihrrman
P4l LlUUlqr, qrr rr rLvr rquuo ulJvilvu
crrhiantq aro rrorifiod qnrl nrnnorlr rroc tn ha

followed

in

nominal

and

I

non-nominal

situations are reviewed Human subjects are
m:rlo :rnr:ro nf tho

nr

rrnnco nf tho roco:rnh

and are informed that they can withdraw
at any moment from the investigatior, as
long as their withdrawal does not present
any

nsK

For the Caravelle campaigns. the ground
rastructure at the CEV includes the
Laboratoire de Medecine Aerospatiale

z(g)

inf

(LAMAS) which provides medical facilities and
nn-ciio ar rnnnrl lnr tho nron:r:tinn
nf
involving
human
experiments
subjects

Figure 3. Acceleration
levels during a parabola on
board the Caravelle. The
measuring equipment is
attached to the aircraft's
floor structure (sample rate

of 10 Hz).

During the flights specialised personnel
supervise and support the in flight experiment
flight surgeon
operations In addition.
participates in all ESA flights to supervise the

a

OU

TIME (s)

medical aspects of in flight operations and to

^^^:^' n..i^^
pdr Lrurpdl
ilyil rg ^^-+i^i^^rts
d)>rSL

in case of

motion

sickness Due to the sequence of flight phases
of low and high gravity, motion sickness is

Safety and medical aspects of operations

quite common among participants

during parabolic flights

parabolic flights, sometimes hindering them

Since aircraft parabolic flights are considered
to be test flights specific precautions must be
taken to ensure that all flight operations are
performed safely and that flying participants
are adequately prepared for the repeated high
and low gravity environment

Prior to a campaign ESA provides support
in the design of the test equipment and rn
related safetv asoects Several months
before the campaign begins, experts review
all experiments to be performed and all equipment to be installed on board the aircraft from

the structural, mechanical. electrical.

rom conducting their tasks Anti-motion
sickness medication is made available to flying
participants, on request, before the flights
f

ESA parabolic flight campaigns

In 10 years of

parabolic flight campaigns
organised by ESA 235 experiments have
been performed Table 3 gives an overview
of the number of experiments undertaken
^^' udr
^^-^^i^^
^^i
pur
rPdrvr dr
ru rl'r each scientitic field

In

general,

the type of

microgravity

experimentation conducted during parabolic

lights follows the trend of research conducted during space missions and prepares

f

safety
and ooerational ooints of view Technical visits
are made to the experimenters' institutes to

experiments

check the equipment A safety review is then

space station) or unmanned (EURECA)

held one month before the campaign to
assess the overall safety of the campaign
Finally, before the first flight, a safety visit of the

in

for orbital

microgravity

laboratories, either manned (Spacelab, Mir

ESAs 10 years of utilisation of parabolic flights
can be divided into five periods,
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1984

-

short microgravity investigations (within 20

88, Campaigns No. 1 to 6

From December 1984 to August 1988, six

ESA campaigns were organised

NASA's

, during the third campaign. an
experiment on surface forces between
two colliding solid bodies (Fig 6) was
nren: rpd fnr thc EureCa mission The
first European microgravity combustion
experiment was performed and other
experiments were carried out. mainly in fluid
physics and on the vestibular system (Fig 7)
After SL Dl

KC 135 aircraft was used, flying from Houston

The first two campaigns were devoted to
preparing for the Spacelab Dl (SL D1)
mission ESA and DLR science astronauts
tested the hardware and experiment
procedures for the Fluid Physics Module
(FPM) (Fig.4), Investigators involved in the
SL-D1 mission performed preliminary tests to
prepare for their fluid physics (Fig. 5)
biological
vestibular experiments
respectively with the FPM, Biorack and SLED

tn nnmnlomont
SL.D]

and

facilities developed by ESA

roer

rltc

aflar

thnco

lrnrn n:mn:innc

drrrinn

to

perform

their

avnorimonic nn hna.rl the KC 135 SeVefal
theme campaigns were organised The fourth

tho

of

preparing space experiments during parabolic flights was recognised
and the scientific interest
oerformino
importance

nhteinari

For the subsequent campaigns, ESA invited

European scientists

Shnrilrr

s)

Increased.

campaign was dedicated to seven microgravity combustion experiments with other

in

Table 3. ESA parabolic flight campaigns

Number

ESA

AircrafULocation Campaigns

KC-135
Houston

I

Dec

11

Jun

51

14

75

6

5

84
85
Mar. 86
Apr. 87
Oct 87

44

2

75

6

Aug

BB

75

3
4

Caravelle
Bret gny

tL-76
Berlin

Caravelle
Bretigny

Demo

Feb 89

7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Mar. 89

Demo
19
20

75

Jun

91

30
92
92
90
90
87
90
93

Sep

91

75

Mar. 92

Nov.93
Mar,94

90
92
93
80

May 94
Jul 94

35
90

Oct 89
Apr, 90

Jul 90
Oct 90
Feb.91

Jan 93

Oct,

94

Tota

1707 parabolae =

Fluid

5h = 6 orbits

HUman

Technology

2

1

1

Physiology Biology Technology Total

3

1B

7

23

2

10

2

10

2

'11

17

2

4

to

7

1

2

1

6

1

2

1

2

1

2

4

1

1

1

2

1

1

2
2

1

2

3
10
2

10

2

5

10

2

3

2

3

5

2

A

2

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

3

'l

I
B
11

10
2

B

10

5

1

6

1

2

2,.

1a

2

5

3

'11

1

1

1

1

3

1

B

1

10

93

1707

I

Combustion lvaterial

Dates Parabolae Physics Physics Sciences

76

17

ta

70

19

20

235

Lne

20 esa parabolic flrgit campaigns

Campaigns using the KC-135

Figure 4. ESA astronaut Ulf Merbold training on the engineering
model of the Fluid Physics Module (FPM) (1st ESA campaign,
Dec. 1984) (Photo: NASA)

Figure 5. J.C. Legros (University of Brussels, B) performing a test
on stability of a fluid interface within a cell, in preparation for his
SL-D1 experiment with the FPM (1st ESA campaign, Dec. 1984)
(Photo: NASA)

e

Figure

6. G. Poletti (University of Milan, l)

monitoring his

experiment on surface forces between conlacting solids within a
prototype of the Surface Force Assembly (SFA), later flown on
Eureca. The equipment is installed in a conlining structure with a
protective net. (3rd ESA campaign, Mar. 1986) (Photo: NASA)

Figure 7. ESA astronaut Wubbo Ockels repeating an experiment

with a Video-Oculographic (VOG) mask trom the University of
Mainz (D) (3rd ESA campaign) (Photo: NASA).
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add-on experiments The fifth campaign was

devoted to life sciences with 11 human
physiology investigations on the vestibular
respiratory and cardiopulmonary systems
For the first time, a multi-goal physiology
experiment was conducted with several
i

nvesti gato rs measu

ri

ng different physiolog ica

parameters on a single sublect.

The sixth campaign saw the performance of
16 experiments in various fields, some of them
being follow-ons to experiments conducted on
previous campaigns by the same or other
investigator teams.
1989

-

91

, Campaigns No. 7 to 14

At the end of 1988, ESA accepted CNES's
offer to use its newly refurbished Caravelle
aircraft to conduct parabolic flights in Europe
This new opportunity made the flights
geographically closer and easier to organise.
Between 1989 and 1991, three campaigns
were organised per year with mixed payloads
of physical and life science experiments
M icrog ravity experi mentation du ri n g parabol ic
flights evolved significantly, demonstrating the
rmportance
that tool for microgravity

of

research and attesting to the growth of the

microgravity parabolic flight community.
Experimental equipment became more
sophisticated, with precise optical diagnostic
means being introduced Other experiments
of the 'look and see' type, however, were also
still being performed Large experimental
set-ups were flown on several campaigns to
allow 'repeat data'
collected
Experiments were also repeated over several
campaigns
with some parameters

to be

but

changed The results were compared wrth
those obtained using other microgravity
carriers such as drop towers, sounding
rockets, and Spacelab missions, as well as
with results obtained in normal gravity on
ground and in hypergravity with centrifuges
Investigations continuing and extending those
previously conducted were carried out in fluid
physics, mainly on liquid/liquid and liquid/gas
interfaces, on bubbles and drops, and
on critical point phenomena, in combustion
on pre-mixed flames and on burning drop-

in human physiology, mainly on
vestibular (FiS 8). respiratory and
cardiopulmonary systems In parallel, new
experiments in material sciences were
lets, and

the

performed: attempts were made to grow small
crystals and processing alloys. New and more
daring experiments were conducted in human
physiology, using invasive methods (catheters
were inserted in the veins of subjects' arms to
measure the central cardiac oressure. and

64

esophageal pressure probes inserted through

the nose were used for respiratory
experiments) and a growing number of
multi-goal physiological experiments with
simultaneous measurements, For example,

during one experiment,

the

following

parameters were recorded on a subject
pedalling on an ergometer: ECG, heart rate,
transthoracic impedance, ergometer work
rate, venous lactate concentration, blood
pressure, cerebral artery flow velocity by
Doppler method, respiratory flow and expired
CO, concentration) (Fig 9).
Preliminary experiments were still conducted
(' rv QfaCelab
rvr rha
vF
IML 1 and D2
^r6n.r6 fnr

+A

for the Advanced Fluid Physics
Module (Fig 10), Anthrorack and Biorack
facilities developed by ESA Preliminary tests
were performed for the Bubble Drop, Particle
Unit (BDPU) facility in view of the lML2
missions

mrssron.

and

Microgravity technology
ergonomy
investigations were also developed during this
period Starting in 1989, ESTEC's Columbus
Utilisation Department began testing on board
the Caravelle, crew support equipment to be
used by astronauts on board the future
International Space Station (Fig 11) After
having participated in several campaigns

organised

by the Microgravity

Projects

Division, the Columbus Utilisation Department
organised two separate campaigns dedicated
to tests of Hermes and Columbus systems in
addition to those reported in Table 3.
1992

-

Early 1994, Campaigns No. 1 5 to 18

In 1992, ESA's policy on manned spaceflight

policy changed, resulting

in

reduced

parabolic flight activities. One to two campaigns were organised per year.

Investigations continued in fields previously
explored in fluid physics, mainly on Marangoni
convection and interface driven phenomena,
and on bubbles and drops; in combustion on
flames and combustion of dust; and in human
physiology on vestibular, respiratory and

cardiac systems (Fig. 12 13) For the first
trme, a fluid physics experiment on heat
prpe performance in microgravity was
conducted on board the Caravelle for the
RADIUS (Research Associations for the
Development of Industrial Utilisation of Space)
programme

New biology experiments were initiated on
animals and on osteoblast cells. The BDPU
facility was actively prepared for the Spacelab
lN/L-2 mission with several tests

of

the

bubble/droplet injection and release systems.

+h^
on ^^^
"- A^ i^
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Gampaigns using the Caravelle

Figure 8. W. Oosterveld (University of Amsterdam, NL) monitoring a subject after
injection of hot water (at 44'C) in his inner ear, lor an experiment on the vestibular
caloric stimulations and nystagmus. Eye rotatory motion is recorded by electrodes
around the eye. (11th ESA campaign, Oct. 1990)

Figure 9. P. di Prampero (University of Udine, l) pedalling an ergometer while
breathing through a mouthpiece tor an experiment on the cardiopulmonary

function during exercise (1Oth ESA campaign, July 1990)

Figure 10. A prototype of the Wet Satellite Model (WSM), the experiment ot J.
Vreeburg (NLB Amsterdam, NL), being tested in free float. The engineering model
of the Advanced Fluid Physics Module (AFPM) in the background is used to
rehearse crew handling procedures in preparation for the Spacelab D2 mission.
(13th ESA campaign, June 1991)

Figure 11. ESA astronaut Jean-Franqois Clervoy assessing the two-person
procedure for removing a 1/1 scale mock-up of a Columbus rack from its stand
(11th ESA campaign, Oct. 1990)
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Figure 12. W. Oosterveld (University of Amsterdam, NL), sitting on a rotating chair,
is the sublect of his own experiment on vestibular rotatory stimulations
nystagmus. Eye rotatory motion is recorded by electrodes around the eye. (1Sth
ESA campaign, March 1992)
Figure 13. Forthe Transmural Central Venous Pressure experiment of R. Videbaek
(Damec, Copenhagen, DK), a subject, lying and lightly restrained, has a 45 cm
catheter with a pressure probe inserted through an arm vein up to the heart to
measure left atrial cardiac pressure, and an esophageal pressure probe inserted
through the nose to measure pressure variations in the esophagus. Both pressure
signals are recorded on two medilogs in the two white belt pouches. Simultaneous
ultrasound echocardiography is conducted on the subiect to measure, during
parabolas, the changing dimensions of the heart during a normal heartbeat cycle.
The subject is also partaking in the experiment of V. Demaria-Pesce (Colldge de
France, Paris) in which activity, light exposure and body temperature are recorded
on the loblog in the black belt pouch, in preparation of an experiment for the
EuroMir-94 mission. (17th ESA campaign, Nov. 1993)

in time for the EuroMir-94 mission of October

1994 It was decided to use the llyushin
in Berlin again for this campaign,
as a replacement Within two weeks, the
aircraft

campaign was rearranged and performed

July 1994 witn

Lhe participation

of

in

ESA

EuroMir astronauts, to the satisfaction of the
investigators (Fig 14 15)
Following the change in policy, no further
technological investigations to prepare for the
Columbus orbital facility were conducted
Mid-94, Campaign No. 19 with llyushin
In May 1994 ESA was invited to participate in

demonstration parabolic flights with the
Russian llyushin lL-76 MDK aircraft in Berlin

During those demonstration

lights,
microgravity levels were measured with an
ESA-developed micro-accelerometer system
The measurements showed that the levels
attained during llyushin parabolas are
approximately similar in duration and quality to
+L^^^
h.,
^^hi^.,^!
iluvsu
uy *he
Ll
caravelle and the
Lt ru.u
dur
KC-135
f

End of 1994, Campaign No. 20 with Caravelle
-1993,
new orentations in microgravity
Since
research paved the way for the emergence ol
new research themes, which are now reflected

in experiments of the last campaigns and of
those planned for the future,

With the Caravelle again available for
naraholic flinhts FSA conducted its 2O1h
campaign, with experiments exploring new

areas of fluid physics in

microgravity,

investigations of ferromagnetic fluids
/Fin
\' 'v 1A\ enrl zanroaates. A SeCOnd RADIUS
experiment was performed on capillarity in
i

e

porous media A first preliminary experiment
was carried out for the Fluid Physics Facility

(FPF),

a

third generation ESA instrument
research, which is now

The next campaign, ESA's 1gth,

for fluid physics

to prepare human

under development and is foreseen to fly on
an unmanned Russian Foton satellite

was
scheduled to be conducted with the Caravelle,

physiology experiments

foreseen for the EuroMir-94 and -95 missions
and to test equipment under development for

In addition to these microgravity

science

the

EuroMir-95 mission Because the
Caravelle was not available until September

and technology campaigns. ESA recently
undertook a new initiative proposed by

1994, this campaign could not be conducted

students of the Delft University of Technology

the 20 esa parabolic flight campaigns

Campaigns using llyushin

5)

Figure 14. ESA Astronaut Christer Fuglesang, lree floating, attempting to sit on the

Munich Space Chair designed by E. Pleiffer (Technical University of Munich, D).
The chair allows an astronaut to anchor himself in front of a workstation using feet
and thighs, leaving both hands f ree. (1gth ESA campaign, July 1994)

in The Netherlands, as part of the European
Union's Week for Scientific Culture (see 'The
First Parabolic Flight Campaign for Students'

in this issue) Following a

Europe-wide

competition, 49 students from 11 European
countries, including Poland, took part in a
series of parabolic flights and performed their

Figure 'l5. ESA Astronaut Thomas Reiter rehearsing the donning procedures of the

Analog Biomechanical Recorder (ANBRE) suit in preparation for a EuroMir-95
experiment to measure body limb positions in weightlessness.

a mask with two CCD cameras is
performing the experiment of C. Markham and S. Diamond (University of
California, Los Angeles) on torsional nystagmus (rotatory eye movements), in
On the left, the seated subject wearing

preparation lor experiments for the EuroMir-94 and EuroMir-95 missions. (1gth ESA
campaign, July 1994)

own experiments while in microgravity. The
experiments were of a high scientific level and
involved innovative ideas pertaining to several
fiolrlc.
iluruo.

nonarel
vur rurqr

6[1,oino
ry)ru),
pr

{l'
iluru
';^

nh.,ni^Pr ryJluJ.

combustion, material processing,

crystal

sciences, astrophysics, geophysics, biology
and technology

Outcome of the parabolic flights
The investigators invited by ESA to perform
experiments during ESA parabolic flights are
asked to present their results several months

after the campaign, ESA has

regularly

organised scientific workshops in the past 10
years where the results are publicly discussed,
and the presented papers are subsequently
published The results presented during these

workshops have also reflected the trend
observed in the experimentation, spanning
f

rom reports

of

simple visual tests

to

presentation and discussion of scientific
results acquired with laboratory instrumentation and compared to those obtained by
other methods
In November 1994 ESA and CNES organised

a joint workshop in Toulouse where results of
experiments conducted during the last seven

Figure 16. During the experiment ot S. Odenbach

of Wuppertal, D), a non-Newtonian
luid (solution of oppanol 8200 in heptane)

(University
f

climbing on a rotating shaft under microgravity.
The climbing is caused by the non-Newtonian
properties of the fluid. The surface tension of the
liquid forces the free surface to form a sphere at
the shaft. (20th ESA campaign, Oct. 1994) (Photo:
U niversity of Wuppertal)
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ESA and CNES campaigns with the Caravelle
were presented The discussions among the
100 investigators involved in CNES and ESA

parabolic flights The unique experience
acquired on board the NASA KC-135, the
CNES Caravelle and the CTC llyushin is

in

of

campaigns prompted many new ideas for
future experiments to emerge. The tenth

reflected
the number
exoeriments
successfully conducted over the last 10 years.

anniversary of the first ESA campaign, held in
December 1984, was also celebrated on that
occaston,

The quality and duration of microgravity
obtained, the flexibility and variety of

During those 20 campaigns, ESA staff
members have contributed greatly to

the success of many

experiments.

ESTEC's Design Office, Mechanical and
Electrical Workshop, and Instrument Technology Division, in particular, have supported
eff iciently the preparation and the per-

possibilities for experiments and tests, and the
flioht nrenaration
make aircraft
H'"Y'
parabolic flights a unique and versatile tool for
European scientists to perform experiments in
microgravity and at different g levels.

ease

of

In particular, aircraft parabolic flights are highly
recommended
conducting of

for the

gravity-related physical investigations and

formance of several experiments

The future of parabolic flights

ESA will continue to organise parabolic
flight campaigns for the European
scientific and technical microgravity

physiological experiments on human subjects,
to complement research conducted with other
Earth-based carriers and to oreoare for the
future soace station missions
As the space agencies of the world embark on

communities The Agency regularly invites

the ambitious building of the

scientists to submit proposals for microgravity
parabolic flight
experiments
programme,

Space Station, one can forecast that aircraft

for the

for 1995.
The 21st campaign took place in March
and was devoted to the oreoaration of
experiments to be conducted during the
EuroMir-95 mission. The 22nd and 23rd
Three campaigns are scheduled

campaigns, respectively foreseen for the
end of April and the autumn of 1995 will be
dedicated to microgravity experiments with
mixed payloads of physical and life sciences.
Further campaigns are foreseen for the
following years at a rate of two to three per

International

parabolic flights will be used intensively
throughout the various phases of the
programme. Over the next 10 years, the
programme will include firstly, precursor flights

on board Spacelab and Mir missions;
secondly, the so-called Phase ll of the
International Space Station during which
Europeans will participate in American and

Russian experiments

and

European

microgravity payloads will be developed; and

thirdly,

the period during which the

ESA

Columbus Orbital Facility will be available for
continuous microgravity research During all

year.

of these three phases, the preparation
experiments, the microgravity testing

Furthermore, in view of the educational and

payloads and the training of
still be conducted durino aircraft oarabolic

media success

flig hts

of the recent

student
campaign, a second campaign is now being
organrseo

As far as the aircraft used for

ESA

campaigns is concerned, the Caravelle is
presently certified for parabolic flights until
July 1995 Discussions about a replacement
aircraft are presently underway in France To
bridge the gap until a new aircraft is fully
operational, the f light certification of the
present Caravelle could be renewed for
several months

Conclusions
Within soecific coooerative frameworks with
NASA, CNES and the Russian CTC, ESA has
had the opportunity to organise campaigns for
microgravity experiments with the three main
airplanes in the world that are used for

of
of
astronauts will
G

t campaign

first student

The First Parabolic Flight Campaign
for Students
W.J. Ockels
Directorate of Manned Space Flight and Microgravity, European Space Agency,
Noordwijk, The Netherlands, & Faculty of Aerospace Technology, Delft University ol
Technology, The Netherlands

lntroduction
Each year, the VSV Ruimetevaartdispuut, lhe

all European students, and invited the
Delft students to organise a Europe-

society of engineering students specialising in

wide competition whereby interested students

Technology in The Netherlands, organises an
activity that is of significant educational value
for the students but also offers great public

could submit a proposal for an original
experiment that they would carry out in
microgravity on board the parabolic flight
Funding for the campaign was assured by

visibility.

ESA and the European Commission ESA also

space technology at the Delft University of

agreed to contribute the services of staff who
In the last week of November 1994, a different type of parabolic flight

campaign took place: For the first time, students were given the
unique opportunity of experiencing weightlessness. The campaign
was part of the second European Week for Scientific Culture and the
main goal was to motivate and educate the students rather than to
obtain pure scientific and technological results as is normally the
case in'professional' campaigns.

Twenty student experiments were chosen

in a

Europe'wide
to carry out
were
invited
teams
winning
student
and
the
competition
the experiments during a series of parabolic flights. The experiments
covered a wide variety of disciplines ranging from general and fluid

physics

to

material processing, crystal growth, and technology

research. The campaign was a great success, all experiments worked
well and the students proved to be a serious and motivated workforce
which performed well in the rather unsettling microgravity
environment. By learning from each other's experiments and through
the unique personal experience of weightlessness, the students have
become ambassadors for microgravity research. Most importantly,
they have shown that we can have confidence in the next generation
to make good use of microgravity research opportunities, including
the InternationalSpace Station, in the future.

are regularly involved in the preparations
for parabolic flights, to organise the student
flight

ln March 1994, the society distributed posters
and brochures advertising the competition to
numerous universities The deadline for the
submission of proposals was the end of June

Forty-nine proposals were received from 11
countries An international jury, under the
author's chairmanship, selected 22 expertments as candidates to fly The flight was set
for the last week in November. The time avail'
able to the students to prepare their proposec
experiments was extremely short, much
shorter than is normally given for the preparation for a professional flight (three months
versus typically six months to a year), In spite

of the tight deadline, 20 experiments were
confirmed to be ready for flight in
mid-Seotember.

The experiments

Some 50 experiment proposals covering
In early 1994, the students were intrtgued by a

comment made by the author during one of

his lectures on crewed space flight

While

discussing the various methods of simulating
space conditions, including parabolic flights,

he stated jokingly, 'Why don't you

(the

a

wide variety of disciplines were received The

jury selected 22 on the basis of

their
educational value and microgravity relevance
The chosen exoeriments are listed in Table 1
A fair geographical distribution was reached,
with 11 countries participating in the flight
.

students) try to take part in such a flight?' The
comment was taken more seriouslv than could
have been expected.

campaign (Table 2)

The society tmmediately began seeking
sponsors for a parabolic flight campaign
for Dutch students. Naturally, ESA was

weightlessness for an educational film on the
pendulum (SP-1)
new and advanced
investigations on mutation rates in DNA (CH 1)
and research on the stabilisation of large
structures in space (l-6) (PhD work)

approached, ESA, however, proposed to host

a

campaign that would

be open to

The scope of the experiments was large: they

ranged from

a

simple demonstration

of

to
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Table 1 . List of experiments

Scientific field

Experiment

General physics

Reference

The mean free path of a particle in a randomwalk process
S. Vereecke (Universlty of Gent, B), B Vandenbussche (University of Leuven, B)
Gravity dependent pendulum
E Checa, F Arevalo, E Gordo, I Fernandez (University of Madrid, Sp)
Investigation of the second order Marangoni effect in transparent liquids
A Griesche (Technical University of Berlin, D)
Shear cell under microgravity
G. Mathiak, A Grjesche, G Weizel (Technical University of Berlin, D)
Stationary magnetic levitation experiment: SMAGLE
F Huber, J Hermann (University of Stuttgart, D)
Coupling of thermocapillary convection and fingering instability of ferrofluids in
microg ravity conditions
L Crocco, G Lamanna (University of Napoii, l)
Shape evolution of liquid bodies under microgravity conditions
P Hofman, V Chaturvedi (University of Nijmegen, NL), M Pandey (University
of Aachen, D), C Harb (University of Nottingham, Uf .,
Combustion of dust in microgravity
R Sornek, J Mainka, M Blogowski, K Benkiewicz(Technical Univ of Warsaw, p)
Chill casting of Al-Pb alioys in aerogel crucibles
G Korekt, O Schumacher (University of Koln, D)
Nucleation near glass transition in a low melting temperature glass
C Le Deit (University of Rennes, F)
Spiral crystalline growth in chemical gardens
B Stockwell, A Hickman, E Fell (Ashford School, Kent, UK)
Collision and aggregation experiment: COLLAGE
G Wurm (University of Jena, D)
Spherical couette flow experiment: SCFE
M Linek, M Stockert, J R Schmidt (University of Bremen, D)
Mutation rate of DNA replication and transpositional activity in microgravity
S Kochli, M Keller (University of Basel, CH)
Detectlon and identificatron of different expressed genes in primary osteoblasts under
microg ravity conditions
J Tenbosch (University of lvlunster, D)
Spin stiffened membrane antennae
J,M Brindeau, S Defer, S Py, Y Gourinat (ENSICA, Toulouse, F)
Proof-mass actuator systems used for active vibration control of large space structures
P Vezzosi, N/ Polilano (University of Milano, l)
The fluid coli actuator
H. Yano, H. Shaw (University of Kent, UK)
Double spin satellrte simularion

Fluid Physics

Combustion
Material Processing

Crystal Sciences
Astrophysics
Geophysics
Biology

Technology

J
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Geographic distribution of the experiments

No. of experiments

Country

Confirmed

Selected

Proposals
recerveo

Belgium

1

Finland
France

1

'I

2

6

Germany

7

20

Italy

2
.l

Norway
Poland
Spain

Switzerland
The Netherlands
United Kingdom
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1

1
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1

2
2

SP-1

D-4

D-10
D-9

t-7

L-4

N

ol
D-5
F-4

GB.2
D-1

D-12
CH-1
D-6

T-l
t-6

uDN

6

|
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Hillebrand,J vandenlJssel,P vanNiftrik(VSV,Technical UniversityDelft,NL)

Heat flow around printed circuit boards and heatsinks in low gravity conditions
P Takala, S Kiiskila (University of Tampere, SU)

Table
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SU.1

first student parabolic flight cam

During the flight campaign, the organisers
discussed each experiment wtth the student
team to determine why the research was
being undertaken - the background behind
the experiment as well as the students'
personal reasons for participating and the
educational relevance for them,
Some experiments originated from individual
initiatives, such as the experiment studying the

mean free path between the collision of 400
small balls in a transparent, 30-cm sphere
(B 2) (Fig. 2) and the finger-type instabilities
of a ferro f luid in a magnetic field (l-7)

experiment.

In that last experiment. the

student had taken the effort to read five-years'
worth of issues of Scientific American to find

'something new' to investigate, and he did
For some other experiments. the student
teams had already performed the work in the

laboratory but this campaign provided an
opportunity to try it in microgravity
(Unidirectional casting of AlPb alloys, D-5;

Angular momentum effects were applied to
study a model satellite with sloshing fuel tanks

(NL-6) Attempts were made to change an
astronaut's orientation by running water
through a coil wrapped around his body
(GB-1) (Fig 3) Two quite advanced and
specially designed experiments studied the
magnetic levitation of an air bubble in fluid
(D-9) and nucleation in low melting

Figure 1. The campaign
team, including the 49
students, the pilots and the

support staff

temperature glasses (F 4) Two students from
ENSICA, a school in Toulouse (F), explored a

novel way

of

deploying

a

large

(1 5 m)

low-mass antenna: by spinning it (F-1) (Fig 4).

Campaign preparation
The campaign was set up like a regular ESA
campaign. at the Centre d Essais en Vol (CEV)
base in Bretigny south of Paris The company
Orbitics, contracted by ESA, was responsible
for the accommodation of the experiments in
the Caravelle aircraft and for their safety,
Before the campaign began, they visited each

Gene expression in primary osteoblasts D-6)

Some other experiments were based on
experiments that had already been flown in
space but unexpected results had raised the
need for further investigation (Cobalt nitrate
crystal growth in a 'chemical garden', GB-2;
Dust 'collage' study, D 1; Second-order

Marangoni flow, D 4) One experiment, a
geological model of the atmosphere, called
'couette flow', came from a group already
performing microgravity research using a
100 m-high drop tower (D 12)

Some simple experiments proposed to study

the behaviour of fluids: one

experiment
studied the mixing of two fluids when brought
into contact (D-10), another the shape of large,
spinning droplets (NL-4). The dust and filter
combustion experiments (P 1) and the electric
heating of a printed circuit board (SU-1) are
very relevant to safety on board a spacecraft

Figure 2. A student
observes the motion of gas
molecules and the mean
free path between
collisions using 400 balls in
a sphere as a model
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of the experiment development sites to inspect

the experiment and to advise where
necessary, The series of visits was completed
by the end of October 1994

Despite the shorter than normal time
prepare the experiments, the student

to

teams managed with great enthusiasm and
professionalism, to have thelr experiments
ready in time while still satisfying the safety
regulations. The students, who ranged from
17 to 31 years of age, had to undergo medical
and physical examinations before they could
ho annonior{

fnr {linht

One week before the flights the students,
some with additional 'ground support', arrived
at the CEV. They stayed in a nearby hotel for
two weeks, one week for the preparations, ancr
the other for the flights Twenty journalists from

TV radio and the

written press

also

support staff and 4 journalists. The various
expenments were accommodated on four
flights The fifth flight was used as a reserve, to
be used to re-fly those experiments that
encountered problems and that could be
improved In that way, all experiments had a
fair chance and each of the 49 students could
participate in at least one flight
The payload had to be reconfigured after each
flight The students worked until late to be
ready for the flight the next day A very strong
team spirit quickly evolved, not least due to the

fact that the video footage of the flights was
shown and discussed each evening upon the
students' return to the hotel,

The students proved to be an excellent
workforce During the flights, almost half of
them became ill (typical for first-time flyers)
but that did not hinder them from performing

participated in the campaign

their experiments enthusiastically All students
were greatly impressed by the effect and the

In the first week, the experiments were made
ready for installation in the airplane, with the
enthusiastic support of the CEV technicrans
'Students tend
better listeners than
professionals' was overnearo

experience

to

of

werghtlessness

Such

an

experience cannot not be fully anticipated
They became aware of a new environment

and began to think differently about what
microgravity is and how it can be used,

The press showed substantial interest in the
campaign ESA held a welcomrng ceremony,

which included a visit by ESA s Director
General, J -M Luton Some l4lournalists also
had an opportunity to fly with the students

Some early results
The first student parabolic flight campaign was

a great success, The main success was that
the students experienced personally the
weightlessness in which they performed their
own experiments Thrs experience created a
strong motivation for science and technology

Figure 3. Can an
astronaut's body be rotated
in microgravity by pumping
water through a coil? One
student attempts to find

in general, and for space technology and
microgravity research in particular. Many of
them learned to apprecrate the different fields
of science For most of them, it was also an

out.

eye-opener
The flight week
The campaign took place during the last week
of November 1994. Before the actual flight

programme started, the participants were
given a safety review and extensive briefings
on emergency procedures They were also
given medication against motion sickness, if

learn the different

ways

strong ability to work together as Europeans,

This campaign showed that the

next

generation of engrneers and scientists have a
strong interest in space, that they are capable

they requested it

of

Five flights were conducted on

experiments, and that they have an excellent
aptitude and work attitude

five

consecutive days, with each flight lasting
about 2 hours and including 21 parabolas Up
to 20 passengers could take part in each

flight: there were seats for 14 students, 2
72

to

microgravity can be used in research All of
the participants established new contacts with
other European students and demonstrated a

developing

and

performing

relevant

Although 'science' was not explicitly the
objective of the student campaign, some
preliminary results are notable:

first student parabolic flioht campaion
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interesting as the ones mentioned

above. The students will meet at

Figure 4. Another student
deploys a low-mass
antenna by rotating it

the next le Rnr rrnct Airshow in
Paris (in June) to discuss their
latest results

Conclusions
The first student parabolic flight
campaign was a great success,

The

Frrronean

rdents

who
initiated the campaign, developed

DNA polymeric chain reaction
- The
(triggered by special catalysers also used
in crime investigations) resulted in more
DNA production than found in normal
gravity Although the aim of the experiment
(CH-1) was to observe a possible change in
the mutation rate, which was not found, the

str

the exnerimenls ancl conducted
them personally in weightlessness, demonstrated the potential of tomorrow's microgravity
science community. Those young European
researchers orooosed innovative ideas and
implemented them in an unusually short time,
The students, coming from 11 different coun-

tries, displayed a strong cooperative spirit
which the supporting technicians, operators,
managers and pilots welcomed warmly

possible change in the polymeric chain
reaction could be very interesting,

-

The fingering instability of the terro fluid

could be formed with 300/o less power
compared to on the ground This effect is
imoortant when ferro fluids are used in
space to prevent other fluids from flowing
past a rotating axes. i.e. the ferro fluid

For many of the students, this campaign was a
very significant experience and should have a

positive imoact on their future careers The
experience increased their interest in science
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- The

experiment from Cologne (D 5)

showed successful casting and unidirectional solidification of aluminium-lead alloys
using a method that had not been used in

microgravity before In particular, the
transparent 'aerogel' crucible made it
possible to take thermal pictures using an

Figure 5. Unidirectional

infrarad r2mara /trin 5\ Tha rocr rltc nf ihic
experiment could lead to the production of

solidification of
aluminium-lead alloy as
seen by an infrared camera

better materials for bearings, leading to
more energy-efficient engines

-

-

When an experiment prepared by the
Ashford School of Kent, UK flew on the
Space Shuttle in 1992 unexpected spiral

and technology, made them aware of a large
variety of other scientific disciplines. and has

crystalline growth of cobalt silicate from salt
solutions was observed The students
repeated lhe same experiment (GB-2) and
it did show a conformation of the formation
of a spiral crystal

Eurooean 0artners.

The dust combustion experiments (P-1)
showed the successful dispersion of dust
such that flame propagation in microgravity
could be observed, The results allow flame
velocities for various dust and fibre
ma+nrialn
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velocities that turn out to be 3 to 5 times
slower than on Earth.

The students are still analysing their data.
Many of the other experiments will

given each one valuable contacts

with

The success of this campaign was the result of

the hard work of many professionals, including
engineers, technicians, pilots, and companies
The students, in particula( the initiators and

organisers of the competition represented by
Jasper Hillebrand of the VSV Ruimtevaart-

dispuut, are also to be commended
It is exoected that such an event will be

repeated in the upcoming years In fact, an
annual Student Parabolic Flight Campaign
would be well justified as a European activity
to enhance our scientific and technoloqical
cu ltu re
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Ballistocraft: A Novel Facility for
Microgravity Research
D. Mesland
Microgravity Payload Projects Division, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

D. Paris
Trajectory Guidance and ControlSection, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

R. Huijser, P. Lammertse & R.Postema
Fokker Space & Systems B,V, Leiden, The Netherlands

Introduction

A wide range of scientific
microgravity as a tool to

disciplines use
investigate the

influence of weight on systems Those
disciolines include both life sciences and

trajectories (tens of seconds) and drop towers
(seconds) Although they are limited in scope,
many studies can be performed with only

physical sciences The systems concerned are

tens of seconds of microgravity In particular,

of highly different complexities, ranging from

these studies involve acute changes

the whole human body to the level of molecules

human physiology as well as studies in cell
and molecular biology, in fluid sciences, in

in fluids, for

instance, The duration

of

the

microgravity periods required by this variety of
research fields varies from seconds to days, to
months and even to years.

A period of uninterrupted microgravity longer
than about 30 minutes can in practice only
be achieved in orbital flioht. Shorter oeriods

One of ESA's aims is to provide the microgravity research community

with various microgravity exposure facilities. Those facilities include
drop towers, sounding rockets, and parabolic flights on board aircraft,
in addition to orbital spacecraft.
Microgravity flights are usually achieved using large aircraft like the

French 'Caravelle' that offer a large payload volume and where a
person can be present to perform the experiments and to participate
as a human test-subject. However, the microgravity community is also
very interested in a flexible, complementary facility that would allow
frequent and repetitive exposure to microgravity for a laboratory-type
of payload. ESA has therefore undertaken a study of the potential
of using a 'ballistocrafl', a small unmanned aircraft, to provide a
low-cost facility for short-duration (30 - 40 seconds) microgravity
experimentation. Fokker Space & Systems performed the study under
an ESA contract, supported by Dutch nationalfunding.
the ballistocraft, a simple breadboard of the facility was built
and flight tests were performed. The ability of the on-board controller
to achieve automated parabolic flights was demonstrated, and the
performance of the controller in one-g level flights, and in flights with
both zero-g and partial-g setpoints, was evaluated. The partial-g flights
are a unique and valuable feature of the facility.
To assess

can be obtained using ballistic rockets
(5 - 15 minutes), aircraft flying parabolic

in

combustion and in solidification processes

Although seconds of microgravity can be
generated in many ways, the most attractive
way from the scientific utilisation point of
view is to use a facility that is available
readily on a daily basis. An example of
such a facility is the drop tower in Bremen.
Germany, which delivers 4 7 seconds of highquality microgravity and allows one or two
experiments to be performed daily lf the
microgravity 'generator'
only available
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sounding rockets or manned aircraft, and a
number of users must be accommodated at

the same time, the facility's

accessibility

diminishes considerablv,

These considerations were the basis of the
idea for the ballistocraft, a small unmanned

jet-powered aircraft that would fly through
pre-programmed parabolic trajectories, lt
would be especially suitable for biological, fluid
science, combustion and solidification studies

It

would

fly at

relatively high altitudes,

producing microgravity periods in the order of

30 to 40 seconds, and be operated on a
daily basis. Passive, semi-automatic or automatic, teleoperated experiment hardware of
laboratory-type quality could be carried several
times per day This would introduce a method
of microgravity experimentation that resembles

typical laboratory practice.

ballistocraft: a novel microgravity research facility

This paper describes the results of a study
performed with a reduced-scale ballistocraft, a
model airplane used to assess the feasibility of
the ballistocraft

What is a parabolic flight?
Microgravity acceleration levels are obtained
by generating free-fall conditions. An object is
sublect to free-fall conditions when no forces

other than gravity are acting on

it

Those

conditions can be achieved when the object is
continuously free falling in orbit around the

Earth on board

a

satellite, free falling in a
sounding rocket with the engine turned off or,

more simply, free falling in a drop tower.
Free-fall conditions can also be generated
when an aircraft flying along a ballistic
trajectory, compensates for the aerodynamic

forces acting upon it, namely:
the aerodynamic drag, which is created by
the air's resistance to the motion of the
aircraft
the aerodynamic lift. which enables the
aircraft to sustain its weight and to fly.

-

Compensation for

the drag is obtained

During the pull up, the aircraft is in a hypergravity state, experiencing a load factor of
typically 1.8 g i e. its apparent weight is 1 B
times higher than its normal weight on Earth.
During the parabola, the aircraft is in a
microgravity condition, i.e its payload appears

to be weightless.
A classical example of a 'parabolic aircraft'
the ESA/Novespace Caravelle That plane

is
is

flown manually through parabolas, starting at

an altitude of typically

10

km and an initial

speed of 600 km/h and reaching a maximum
altitude of 11 km. A parabola typically lasts 20
seconds.

The Caravelle flights are executed

in

'campaign mode' Despite their low threshold
of access, substantial organisation is required
and many experimenters have to be served
simultaneously on each flight Compared to the

normal laboratory routine, the flights are
relatively infrequent and cannot be tailored to
the needs of individual experimenters.

of the lift requires proper adlustment of the

Purpose of the study
To assess the feasibility of a novel concept
of generating microgravity conditions using

control surfaces of the aircraft,

the aircraft principle, ESA undertook an

by

properly tuning the engine thrust Cancellation

is

subjected to f ree-fall
conditions, it flies along a parabolic trajectory
(see 'Microgravity Research During Aircraft
Parabolic Flights: The 20 ESA Campaigns' in
this issue) Thus, the manoeuvre is called a
parabolic flight
- it is a well-known way of
obtaining free-floating or micro-g conditions

When an aircraft

for microgravity investigations An important
parameter is the maximum duration of the free

fall Since the drag rises proportionally to the
square of the airspeed, there is a maximum
speed at which the aircraft engine can cancel
the drag. In theory, the maximum period of
zero-gravity is obtained when the initial velocity

investigation into the use of small unmanned
aircraft that perform parabolic flights in an
automated way, guided by an on-board control
system. A new term, 'ballistocraft', was coined
for such a facility

Such ballistocraft would provide the microgravity community with a complementary
facility that could provide repeated and
frequent microgravity exposure The facility
must be operable on a daily basis and must
allow for the following:

-

is directed straight upward, but this is not
feasible in practice using a conventional
aircraft.

-

-

Full use of laboratory hardware in the
exoeriments
A taxi mode of facility operation, i e quick
turnaround based on runway landing
Dedicated acceleration profiles, including
partial g, for each experiment.

This limitation drives the choice of the parabolic

flight sequence (the sequence is illustrated in
Fig 2 in the 'Microgravity Research During

To assess the feasibility of the concept, a
simple breadboard of the facility was built lt

Aircraft Parabolic Flights' article) Starting from
a normal level flight or a dive at maximum
airspeed, the aircraft first enters a pull-up
manoeuvre. At a steep climb angle (typically 50
degrees to the horizontal), the controls are set

was also used to obtain a hands-on feeling for
the technical and operational possibilities One
of the aspects examined in detail was the use of
the ballistocraft for generating arbitrary preset
g-levels, i e not only microgravity conditions
but also, for example, g-levels corresponding

to cancel the aerodynamic forces, and the
aircraft is put into a parabolic trajectory, The
zero-g trajectory ends at a diving angle similar

to the initial climb angle, lt is followed by a
pull-out manoeuvre which returns the aircraft to

levelflioht

to

lunar or Martian environments. The
breadboard was called 'BAR-1', meaning
'Ballistocraft for Acceleration Research - 1'
Future developments will hopefully extend the
BAR lineage
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controller ot the IBN/l-PC type. and a telemetry transmitter. The on-board computer's
autonomous access to the commanding of the
aircraft actuators is enabled and disabled via a
spare radio-control channel by the remote pilot

Autonomous flight was used for both zero-g

and partial-g automated parabolic flight
manoeuvres, and also for dedicated parameter

identification manoeuvres such as elevator
block inputs
Sensors were fitted to measure the following
parameters during flight: accelerations and
angular rates for the lhree control axes: true
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attack; and all actuator positions The actuators

are on the engine throttle and on

all

aerodynamic control surfaces of the aircraft,
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computer with a control cycle of 32 Lerlz.
reads all sensors nerforms the mode and
control calculations, commands all actuators,
archives sensor data and commands in RAM

memory, and sends
Figure 1. The BAR-1 aircraft

(bottom), a scaled-up
version of a model aircratt,
beside a Fokker 100

packet

and to estimate the cost to be charged to the
user. The study was performed by Fokker
Space & Systems (The Netherlands) under an
ESA contract, supported by Dutch national
funding (through NIVR, The Netherlands) for
the breadboard develooment

The ground equipment consists of a standard
model 'adio control set, a telemetry receiver
connected to a portable IBN/ PC acting as a
ground station, and a separate disk drive which

can be connected to the on-board computer
via an umbilical cable The telemetry display

program
The flying breadboard
The BAR-1 aircraft

The BAR 1 aircraft is basically a scaled-up
version of an existing model aircraft design
(Fig 1). lt has a conventional layout with a fixed
tailwheel undercarriage

Figure 2. Location of the
BAR-1's control actuators

a formatted telemetry

The main objectives of the study were to deliver
the design specifications for a full-scale facility,

During the non-parabolic flight phases, such as
take-off and landing, the aircraft is controlled
remotely via a standard model radio-control
set lt carries a sensor package, an on-board

on the portable PC shows all

measured and commanded data in real-time
Before and after flight, the portable PC doubles
as a remote console for the on-board computer

via the same umbilical cable connecting the
disk drive Commands can be given to start up
the flight software from the disk, or to copy the
RAM disk file of data collected in flight to the
diskette.

Finrrre 3 shorrus a fr rnctional overview of the
BAR reduced-scale facility

Three main software modules have been
dorrolnnad in nhiont-nrioniorl

Pqcnal Tharr

have the following functions:

-

Ground support software acting as a remote
console to the on-board computer:
Load and start on-board software
Save flight-recorded data (copies

-

on-board computer RAM disk file to
diskette)

-

On-board (embedded) software:
Perform data acquisition
Control the aircraft during its automated
manoeuvres

-

Send the formatted telemetry to the
ground
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Figure 3. A functional
overview of the BAR
reduced-scale facility
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The BAR-1 g-level control laws
A number of contro lai,vs e d fferenl r't'ays
of control ng lhe a rcraft have been stud ed
in the course of the prolcct The best contro
a\i!/S \^!'el-e lOUnd tO De OaSeO S mply On
feedback of thc rneasured acce eratlons Drag
compensat or s obta ned by tun ng the throttle
of the eng ne so that rts thrust eq!a s the a rcraf t
drag (zero spec f c force a ong ax a fl ght
d reclon) Cancel at of of the ift ls obta ned by
proper contro oT tne e evaLor (zero spec r c
force a ong norma d rect on to the f tght
d rect on) Thcorelcal s mu at ons have sho\ili f'l
that g eve accuracy under tdea condit ons
is of Lhe order of 0 Oi g Th s control eT can
be uscd to rra ntain any g level setpo nl t e
from zero-g up to max rnun'r g pu ups and

pu -outs
Robustness s mu aI ons indicatc that contro ler

pcrlorr.rance s sens I ve Io aclUalor per
formancc n part cular lo the response t me
ard to the pos tion ng accuracy Since the
slandard rad o coftro mode actuators ol tne
breadboard are very I m ted n performance

the dea feedback contro latv \r\,/as
complemented by a feed foruvard scheme

based on some

A

c osed oop contrc over acllator
positron ng (to rrprove the accuracy of Lhe

acluaror)

An eevator settrg as a funclon of

g

eve

ano a rspeeo
A throttle setting as a functton of a rspeed

E
I

Figure 4. Overview of the

architecture of the BAB-1
onboard controller
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Figure 5. Accelerations
obtained along the X-axis
(a) and the Z-axis (b) for a
0 g setpoint

Control

nf lhe

rt-nf-Dlane mOtiOn WaS not
implemented; it is achieved by remote control
or

to

gusts.

In

addition the limitations

of

of the aircraft ailerons.

line-of-sight flying with a remote control radio
set means that the flights were done at very low
altitude where substantial turbulence occurs,

Test flights

Apart from the gust disturbances. the zero-g

The BAR-I craft was flown through 18 test

parabolas were quite consistent, with all
recordings exhibiting the same behaviour in
the acceleration profiles, The duration of the
7Ar^-d ncriorl m:tr-hg j that Obtained in

flights at the Ypenburg airfield, near Delft in The

Netherlands After some flights

for

aircraft

identification purposes, parabolic flights were
successfully performed automatically by the

simulation exercises

on-board controller.

Figure

5

shows the accelerations obtained

along axial (line of flight) and normal (wing lift)
directions lor a zero-g setpoint Varrations in
g-level can be attr buted directly to gust effects
Figure 6. Accelerations
obtained along the X-axis
(a) and the Z-axis (b) for a
0.3 g setpoint
G

LEVEL

on the aircraft, This was confirmed

correlating acceleration data with readings
obtained from the angle of attack sensor. The
small size of the aircraft also makes it sensitive

S
SPECIFIC
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x,
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easier

to control than partial-g flights

02468101214
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t
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This

effect had been anticipated lt follows from the
fact that for non-zero-g (i.e non-zero lift) flights
the nominal elevator settings during the
manoeuvre vary with the inverse of the square
SPECIFIC FORCE Z

G LEVEL

3

02468101214

(6a)

by

Figure 6 shows a test flight result for a setpoint
g The flight pattern can be repeated,
but it does not show a completely constant
acceleration profile Zero-g flights appear to be

of 0 3

z

ballrstocraft: a novel mic

of airspeed, whereas for zero-g (and hence,
zero-lift) flight, the nominal elevator setting is
almost a constant value More knowledge of
the aircraft and better actuator performance is
therefore needed for partial-g flight than for
zero-g flight In the present test flights, only a
very simple a prtori control law and simple
actuators were implemented for the elevator

from a runway and lands on a runway using a
reliable automatic svstem

Such

a

requirement disqualifies most of

the unmanned drones used for

military

applications, which are usually designed for

is

rocket booster launch and parachute recovery.
The full-scale ballistocraft must therefore be a
dedicated platform that performs automatic
runway take-offs and landings, and requires a
minimum of specialist ground crew. Only then

These test flight results validated the automatic parabolic flight concept. Taking into

will it provide the science community with an
easily accessible platform that can be used on

consideration that the aircraft used is not at all

a daily basis and at an affordable price,

channel The resulting performance
accordingly biased

optimal for flying the trajectories imposed,

it

was qurte remarkable to obtain the g-level and
durations depicted in Figure 5 lmproving only
the actuator response time to allow better

gust suppression would already produce a
small-scale facility that would be of potential
interest to a number of fields of microgravity
researcn,

BAR Next: Toward a full-scale facility
Requirements
The full-scale facility should be a platform
capable of exposing a payload with a mass of
50- 100 kg to a free-fall condition of 30-40

seconds' duration and 0.001

g

accuracy.
Partial g levels should also be possible.

These results therefore provide confidence that

The facility should be continuously available

the envisaged ull-scale facility, being a
dedicated airf rame capable of lying at
altitudes with relatively quiet atmospheric

and not by means of organised campaigns
so-called 'taxi' mode of operations

conditions. will be able to maintain preset sub-g
conditions of good quality for several tens of
seconds

The flying breadboard has provided valuable
information on critical areas in the design of

experiment
hardware of ground laboratory quality that can
either be passive, semi-automatic or automatic
andior tele-operated from ground, Hence, the
capability for experiment telemetry and
telecommanding shall be built into the
ballistocraft's desig n

an unmanned parabolic flight facility On
the hardware side, actuator performance

Ai

f

f

Lessons learned

parameters (accuracy, response time) were
identified as being critical to the performance
of the facility.

Control algorithms and software design have
been partially validated. A satisfactory performance was achieved within the limits of the

hardware Real flight experience has been
shown again to be the most valuable validation
tool available. Every new step in the flight
programme (identification flights, zero-g flights,

and partial-g flights) has yielded

avity research facilit

new

information, which simulation would probably
never have orovided.

-

a

The platform should accept

rcraft characteristics

The main performance requirements for the
aircraft are that it can achieve a high maximum
speed and that it has a low sensitivity to gusts
The effects of gusts can also be minimised if the
aircraft is able to fly at altitudes where the air is
smooth, For a conventional fixed-wing design
these requirements bias the design to the
selection of a small wing area with a delta
shape. and to the use of a turbojet engine.

The operational requirements for the airframe
ot E.

A quick turn-around time
Re-flights are easily organised

A minimum number of maintenance crew is

Practical operational experience with the
aircraft has shown that a well-organised flight
can be performed very quickly, and re{lights
can be done in a matter of minutes This quick

requrreo

These requirements are best served by an
aircraft capable of automatic runway take-off

turnaround time, during which the aircraft is
refuelled and, if necessary, adjustments are
made to the payload or a new g-level profile is
loaded into the computer, resembles exactly

and landing. An example of such an aircraft

the operational scenario foreseen for

Netherlands), the Sir Lawrence Wackett Centre
for Aerospace Design (in Melbourne, Australia),

{,

,il
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T^
lv
loulllty

the

ar:CnmnliSh
St tf:h|
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ouvr
scenario, it is essential that the aircraft takes ofl
^^^r^
lull-Jualg
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Figure 7; it is the outcome of a
preliminary design study undertaken jointly by

shown

in

the Delft

Univeristy

of

Technology (The

and Fokker.
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Figure 7. A proposed

preliminary design for the
BAR-1 Next aircraft, based
on a study undertaken by
the Delft University of
Technology (NL). the Sir
Lawrence Wackett Centre
for Aerospace Design
(Australia) and Fokker (NL)

The systems des gn of the BAR Next craft musl
NC UOC

Hrgh qua ity sensors and actuators

A

lor,v-g

fue supply system and

eng ne

cooperat

on lv th the De ft

U

nrvers

ty

of

Technology v,' I be expanded into f y ng the
envisaged hardr'vare and softrryare on the
Cessna Crtatron bus ness let aircraft, owneo

ft

lubr catron

lointly by

Retractab e landing gear

National Aeronautrca and Space Laboratory
(NLR) Ihis arrcraft is current y berng converted
to a 1 y by-w re testbed v,rith f ul d g ta computer
control wth an optiol to coup e experimenta

Automated and ng guidance

The last trvo requirements

determ

ne

the

De

Un vers

ty and the Dutch

feasib ity of the automatic run,"vay land ng and

hard',vare to the systerr^

are consroered Key tems In tne development ol
a commercral y v ab e, full sca e unmanned
bal stocraft fact ity

The ground segment v,,i make use of exist ng
facii ties current y in use for tracking

unmanned a rcraft
Instruments and ground system
The exist ng f ght nstruments and ground
systems techno ogy is suff c ent ir genera
lor the needs of BAR Next, but the qua ity

of the

rnstrumentatlon n part cu ar the
and actuators shou d be
re at ve y htgh The automat c take-off and
and ng r'vrl be imp emented using drfferent al
GPS (Globa Postion ng System) and radar
alt meter n combination w th a norma inert al
accelerometers

gurdance system
On-board contro algor thms and software form

an

essent

ty

a

part in the deve opment of the

les No ney/

Experiment accommodation

e^

telemetryitelecommand nk

t r,vi be very lsefu to provrde a

payload

rnterface that is compattble r,vith that ex st ng for
sound ng rockets because of the rnany
exce ent experiment fac it es that have been
developed for these carlers and that serve
s

exper ence, that there ts no substitute for
f ght-testing the actua softnrare and hard,,vare

and

Typrcal steps in the development are first to use
simu at on (preferab y nc uding hard',vare-in
the oop testing) and then to test f y the system
on a lr]anua ly contro ed a rcraft before
nteg rat ng the guidance system nto the
unmanned flight platform Fokker s current

mrss

The exper menter rr,,rll be provrded ,"vith a
proper exper ment nlrastructure both r'vrthin
the arrcraft and on the ground Th s ncludes
such rtems as a po\"4/er supply and

Experience in fly ng the breadboard
has strong y confrrmed the genera industry

facil

and

developments are foreseen n th s area

milar

on m crogravity studies
ce bro ogy, f urd dynamrcs
on could then be simpiy

short-durat

Invest gat

ons in

combust
extended vv th grolnd aboratory ike research
of quest ons requir ng the pelods and leve s of
nypogravity prov ded by the ba istocraft
I anal aqnantc

The accessibr ty of the faci rty wi usually entai
f y ng near populated areas Th s introduces

ballistocraft: a novel microgravity research facility

several legal aspects, including the use of

Conclusion

airfields, operator certification, and mixing with

The study results have demonstrated the

other traffic in controlled airspace Flying into
free, uncontrolled airspace on a 'see and be

feasibility of a ballistocraft facility, emphasising
the following desirable characteristics:

is not

feasible, due to the
and reliability of current
telemetry vision systems Flying within
controlled airspace will be allowed by the

seen' basis

insufficient quality

authorities, provided that the aircraft carries a
transponder for aircraft identification to radar
stations.

A possible flying site has been identified on the
Dutch coastline, near Den Helder. A flying area

of restricted, controlled airspace is

available

directly over the North Sea; it extends from sea
level to all altitudes. Other flying sites within

Europe that have been considered are test
ranges in Spain (CEDEA, near Huelva) and in
Italy (PISQ Sardinia).

-

The system follows the 'taxi notion',

i.e,

simple operation, easy access, immediate
re-f I g
i

ht capabil ity, and affordable operation

costs

-

The system is especially suited to special
mission profiles, including partial-g flight

A flying breadboard was used to demonstrate autonomous operations and to refine
the requirement description. Although the
performance of the breadboard was limited by

the simplicity of its instrumentation, useful
operational and technical experience was

Financial asoects

gained through many autonomous flights
These flinhts harrc inCluded variOUS test
manoeuvres and both zero-g and partial g
parabolas with automated entry and recovery

The main factors affectinq the cost of the

(pull-up and pull out).

ballistocraft facility are:

Larger and faster ballistocraft, with state-

-

Mission reliability and the aircraft's service
life

The size of the crew required to operate the
facility

A runway-landing drone is the enabling factor

in both respects. Mission reliability and

the
aircraft's service life determine the hardware
cost per flight With automated runway take-offs
and landings, repeated flights can be made
very cheaply and safely The only consumable
needed basically is the fuel. lf no landing
damage occurs, the aircraft can have a long
service life. The size of the crew reouired for a
runway-landing drone is expected to be two to
three persons.
These figures compare favourably with those
for current, military unmanned aircraft, which
typically have rocket launch and parachute
recovery, entailing the extra cost of expendable

booster rockets and parachute

of-the-art aircraft-quality instrumentation offer
a promising perspective to the user community. Technical and legal feasibility seem
unproblematical Commercial feasibility is a
function of the expected utilisation rate, and

of the size of the crew needed For a
fully operational system, a decided cost
advantage relative to manned flight is
expected. In addition to this cost advantage,
the system will be an attractive option in terms
of flexibility and accessibility, especially for
small autonomous payloads and telescience
ooerations
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recovery.

Building a runway-landing drone with the same
technology will result in a system that is safe
and cheap to operate and, at the same time,
can make use of the existing infrastructure in
terms of flying sites, ground stations and

tracking equipment. The combined result
is a system that will typically be cheaper
to operate on a per flight basis than
a manned aircraft, and which brings, as
a bonus, all the other advantages of a
small unmanned aircraft, including partial-g
capability, quick re-flights, and easily
adaptable mission profiles, in short, the 'taxi'
notion of operational flexibility inherent in a
small svstem.
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The Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator
(ARD)
A Flight Experiment for Technology Qualification within the
European Manned Space Transportation Programme (MSTP)
Ch. Cazaux, Ph. Watillon, G. Durand & the ARD Team
ESA/CNES Manned Space Transportation Programme Team, Toulouse, France

lntroduction
Although not strictly

a

prototype

of

the

future European Crew Transport Vehicle (CTV),
the ARD project will constitute major

a

step towards providing greater confidence

Europe's development capabilities

in

lt is a

simple unmanned capsule-type vehicle

To save time by avoiding the need for a
long aerothermodynamic shape selection
process, an existing shape has been selected
Dimensions and masses have been derived
based on Ariane-S performance capabilities
ballistic reentry parameters
representative of the CTV

and on

designed to improve our knowledge of certain
The technology-demonstration objectives are

critical reentry tech nologies

as follows:

After several years of theoretical work on manned

space-

transportation systems, it has been decided to consolidate Europe's
technological knowledge by conducting a f light-demonstration proiect
within the Agency's Manned Space Transportation Programme
(MSTP). The second qualification flight of Ariane-5 (V502), planned for
April 1996, willcarry an Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator (ARD), for
reentry technology experimentation. Industrial responsibility for the
ARD project rests with A6rospatiale of France, as prime contractor

-
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Some other challenging issues stem from
these primary objectives, such as:

-

vehicle location and recovery
in-flight measurement technology

measurement telemetry

and

storage

technology
communication during reentry.

Mission and overall design
The ARD vehicle has an external diameter of
2I m (Fig 1) and a maxrmum mass of 2 8 t

its release rom the launcher, tt
will perform a sub-orbital ballistic flight,
After

f

followed by a guided lifting reentry, ending with
a final deceleration phase under parachutes
and a splash-down in the Pacific Ocean

(Fis

2)

The main driving parameters of these different
phases are shown in Table 1

Figure 1. The ARD vehicle

the atmospheric reentry demonstrator

Figure 2. The overall ARD
mrssron
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Structure
The pressurised. air- and water-tight structure
is composed of four main elements

(Fig

3): the

bulkhead structure including radial stiffeners
and supporting the heat shield; the conical part
carrying the Reaction Control System (RCS),

including access doors to equipment items
and the Ariane-S mechanical interface frame
attached via a bolted flange; the internal
hexagonal secondary structure supporting all
the back cover
ensurrng protection of descent and recovery
systems during the flight

electrical equipment; and

All

structural elements

are made

mechanically fastened aluminum-alloy parts

Thermal orotection
The heat shield is composed of 93 tiles made

from'Aleastrasil', a compound containing
randomly oriented silica fibres impregnated
with phenolic resin These tiles are arranged
with one central tile and six circumferential
rows (Fig 1) The conical part and back cover
are covered with'Norcoat-Lieoe' tiles

Reaction Control System
The Reaction Control System (RCS)will provide

attitude control during the ARD s ballistic and Figure 3. The ARD
guided reentry phases lt is derived from the structural design

of
BACK COVER

Table 1. Main mission drivers

PARACHUTE

Rnllicfin nhn<a

-

EPC propulsion up to 739 s and
214.8 km
apogee 1603 4 km, perlgee 36.7 km,
and inclination 9.4o

-

reentry at 120 km and 5791
relative velocity 7737 mls

flighfpath angle

-3

0o

longitude -121 30
latrtude 9.4o.

u e nce i n itiati on
altitude 9 4 km at 6368 s
- reletive vplnr:itv 151 2 m/S
longitude - 98.8o
latitude 8 39"

Par ach ute-seq

-

ELECTRICAL
SECONDARY STRUCTURE

83
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Ariane-5 attitude-control system (SCA: Systeme
de Controle d Attitude) based upon a
hydrazine (N2Ha) blow-down concept, and is

measurement processing and multiplexing
including two UCTMs (Unite de Controle et

composed of:

d'Acquisition)
data transmission by two transmitters

.",,,." rnd nno Nl^ ronroccr rr - luin Nl^l-l,4, tqnkc
sation tank
seven thrr rsters with one flow-control valve
for each
an additional set of valves

on-board data recording on two solid-state

de

Tele-Mesure)

and one UA

(Unite

memory recoroers

-

location is ensured by one GPS (Global
Positioning System) receiver in addition to

-

inertial navigation

seven antennas (six for telemetry, one for
GPS link) located on the heat shield (two)

Electronics
The eler:trnnir:s svstem is also based on the
reuse of existing Ariane-5 equipment, i e

and nn tha nnno /firro\

:

-

data processing and transm ssion for flight
control and communications provided by
one OBC (On Board Computer) and a I553
Bus

Descent and recovery
The descent and recovery system is designed
decelerate the vehicle (Fig 4) before
splash-down in order to limit the impact loads
and to ensure flotation for up to 36 h

to

-

sequential orders execution through one ES
(Electronique S6quentielle) and one CDC
(Cenlrale De Commutation)
,^h nno
QFll
.la
lovlgoLlul I +h.^,
tl llUugl I vr
ru vr
u /QrrctAmo
\vyrLUrrru uu
- |-^,,;^^+i^^
Raf6ranna lnorliallo\

-

Its elements include:

the canister containing the various items
listed below

power generation and distribution covered

Communications and location

a mortar and a pilot chute (diam. 0 91 m)for
initiating the first stage of deceleration by
deploying a drogue chute (diam 5 B0 m)
a cluster of three slotted poly-conical main
nhrrtoc /diem 2? QO m\

The communications and location system.

two balloons and associated pressurisation

designed to process, store and transmit data to
the ground segment during the ARD's flight, is

items for flotation
a SARSAT beacon

by three NiCd batteries and one

BDP

(Boitier de Distribution de Puissance).

Figure 4. The parachute
deployment sequence

composed of:
Coverage of technology objectives
cover other technology objectives, the ARD

To

t

vehicle will be equipped with a significant
number of measuring devices Depending on

/7)

"\

BACK COVER
EXTRACTION

DROGUE CHUTE

the nature of the measurement, the data will be:

DEPLoYED [8750 M]

by telemetry antennas (actual
emissron rate around 250 kbit/s) during
periods of visibility, i e mainly just before
black-out and less than 45 km after black-out,

transmitted

1e000 Nrl

otherwise stored by UCTM during black-out; or

stored (all measurements during the entire
mission) by the on-board recorders

On-board measurements

The following measurements will
implemented on the ARD (Table

2)

be

In addition,

a few
MAIN
DEPLOYMENT

FIFST STAGE
[4000M]

functional measurements (equipment
temperatures. mrssion sequences, etc ) have to

be taken into account, leading to a total of
around 200 measurement channels. The
positions of the surface measurements on the
vehicle itself have been optimised to meet the
technology goals, as discussed below
Flight conditions

The flight conditions will be derived from
redundant information sources, including:
reconstruction of the flight trajectory with an
inertial measurement unit (the SRI) and GPS

-

the atmospheric reentry demonstrator

radar tracking (if available)

atmosphere characterisation with

lidar,

balloons and/or rockets (if available)
pressure measurement on the heat shield

Table 2. Measurement plan
Remarks

Measurement

Quantity

Thermocouples TPS

50

-4with5Tc

Thermocoup es TPS

Fluxmeters

Thermocouples

(6x2)
24 (6x4)

Thermocouples

21

lnternal structure

Thermocouples

14

RCS nozzles

Press transducers
Press transducers
Press transducers

15

Heat shield

13

Cone/back cover

10

RCS

derivatives of the aerodynamic coefficient and
dynamic stability parameter,

Tri-ax al accelero

2(xs)

Aerothermodynamics

Accelero /gyro

6(2x3)

Inertial Measurement Unit (SRl)

Accelerometers

2

Vlbrations

Reflectometers
Strain gauges

2$a)

Plasma

+^+^l
^^^l^
^+ ^++^^1,
rgru ur
LUtdt dt
dLLoun,
Thermo-drums:

Aerodynamic coeff icients
lnformation from the SRI and

a

dedicated
tri-axial accelerometer for high altitudes will be
used to identify the aerodynamic coefficients
Typical accuracies for the force coefficients will
range from 100/o at 70 km to 50/o at 50 km.

A specific RCS activation plan will be devised
to tentatively identify RCS efficiencies as well as

- 11 with 3 Tc
12

Material samples

F ight mechanics (chute

dep oyment/high altitude
aerodynamics)

Pressure and temperature measurements
(Fig. 5) will be used to qualify the pre-flight
nrodintinnc

nf

hoat

flrrv

and

nroqqr rrp

distributions The exact locations of these
measurements will be finalised based on the
actual TPS topology These temperaturemeasurement locations will be used firstly
for qualification of the thermal-protection
material's behaviour but also to evaluate

M crophone

5

Parachute lines

1

Acoustlcs

aerothermodynamic heat fluxes

Optionally, thermo-indicators could also be

used on the cone (temoeratures lower
than 1500 K) to provide a maximum of

MICROPHONE

temperature mapping and a general overview
of the flow-field topology (re-attachment lines,
heat flux on protrusions, etc

z

)

Finally, measurements made

on

material

samples located on the leeward part of the heat
shield will be analysed jointly by TPS and
gas-su rface interaction experts

WINDWARD

LEEWARD

Thermal protection system and TPS material
The temperature history within the basic TPS

materials ('Aleastrasil and'Norcoat-Liege')

will be recorded through four

elements
instrumented with five thermocouples and ten
with two thermocouples (Fig 5 and Table 2)
The six material samples instrumented with
four thermocouples will each comprise four
Ceramic Matrix Composite (CMC) samples on

the heat shield and two Flexible

|$

vrBRATroN

1

External

Insulation (FEl) samples on the cone The CMC
samples will experience heat fluxes as high as
8OO

kW/m'?

The heat fluxes on the

FEI

samples will range between 45 and 70 kW/m'

Figure 5. Measurement-sensor locations
on the ABD vehicle
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At all TPS related measurement locations,
thermocouples will be attached to the
underlying structure to check the TPS
material's efficiency Analysis of the heat fluxes

encountered during reentry and the
temperature histories will assist in the postflight analysis of TPS materials

Navi gation/gu idance/control
An overall assessment of the robustness of the
guidance and control algorithms will be made
during the flight The guidance algorithm
chosen is an implicit Apollo-Orbiter algorithm
based on a reference deceleration orofile This
kind of algorithm allows a good final guidance
accuracy with limited complexity and storage
requirements. However, in order to distinguish
dispersions due to the basic navigation system
(based on the SRI)from those generated by the
guidance function itself, GPS information will
be used

Deceleration system
Some technology measurements will be made
Uf I
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Conclusions
The ARD should provide a fruitful set of flight
data with which to qualify European design,
prediction and development tools for reentry
scenarios. lt represents a major step towards
the demonstration of European capabilities to
develop, operate and recover such a vehicle.
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phases with a video camera, a specific tri-axial
accelerometer (10 g axial, 2 g transverse), as
well as a few strain gauges on main chute lines
including the following
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Orbit Determination
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Time and Frequency Generation
Time Synchronisation

Roumfohrtsysteme

ZeitmeBtechnik

Time Dissemination
Space-based Precise Two-Way Ranging
and Range-Rate Equipment

SATRE-Geo, Ground-based Two-Way
Ranging Equipment

. Orbit-independent:
LEO to GEO
o Ranging:
sub-dm level
o Range-rate:
better 0.1 mm/s
o Mass:
20 kg
o Power:
31 W
o Orbit determination software for two-way range,

.

Pseudo-noise ranging system with spreading up to
20 MChips/sec

. Operation down to - 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio
o Code-division multiple access
o Simultaneous multi-hop and multi-loop ranging
o Operates through occupied satellite TV and data

transponders without interference to primary user

range-rate and laser data

Frequency and Time Generation
o Very low phase-noise crystal oscillators
o Typical 100 MHz VCXO: - 157 dBc at 1 kHz offset,

Time-Dissemination Equipment
o Time-receiver for reception of pseudo-noise

o
o Compact

o
o

- 168 dBc at 10 kHz offset
Frequency and time distribution amplifier

Active Hydrogen Maser "Sapphire"

SATRE-Time,
signals

from geo-stationary satel lites
Time-code generator
Standard frequency and time outputs (20 MHz,
1000pps, 100pps, lpps)

TimeTech GmbH, Nobelstrasse 15, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany, Tel. xx49-711-6 78 08-0, Fax xx49-711-6 78 08-99

radrus programme

Research Associations for the
Development of Industrial Use of
Space: The RADIUS Programme
A.-M. Hieronimus-Leuba &

P.

Willekens

Space Commercialisation Office, ESA, Paris, France

lntroduction
In early 1990, an ESA-organised task force,

made up of space and

non-space

of national
space agencies, recommended that ESA
adopt a new approach to expanding the
industrialists and representatives

involvement of industrial users in space
utilisation. Based on that recommendation
and on the exoeriences of similar NASA
initiatives'in the United States and MlTl
initiatives in Japan, ESA's Director of Manned
Space Flight and Microgravity initiated a plan

for the oromotion of the industrial utilisation
of microgravity. The programme, named
Research Associations for the Development of

Industrial Use

of Space or

RADIUS, was

launched.

In 1991, ESA launched a

programme to promote the industrial
microgravity: the Research Associations for the
Development of lndustrial Use of Space (RADIUS) programme. The
objective is to create a new user community that will be ready to use
future flight opportunities, including the International Space Station,

utilisation

of

on a commercial basis.

programme, leading scientif ic organisations,
ined areas of microgravity research, are
experienced
identified and given the support required to define and begin
undertaking, with non-space industries, several projects that could
lead to space experimentation and could bring solutions or

Through

the

in

well-def

The aim of the RADIUS programme is to
create a new user community that will be
ready to use future space infrastructures on a
commercial basis To fulfil that objective,
the RADIUS programme identifies leading
scientific organisations, experienced in welldefined areas of microgravity research, and
enables them to undertake, with nonspace industries. research projects that
could benefit from microgravity environmental
conditions The main difference between the

RADIUS programme and existing scientific
programmes is that in the case of RADIUS,
industrialists propose the subject of experimentation in a field of aoolication where the
microgravity parameter could bring additional
knowledge and, possibly, new solutions to
industrial oroblems

improvements to conventional industrial research. ESA provides the

seed money
organisations

to launch the projects and allow the scientific
to attract industrial contributions (in cash, kind or

manpower).

To date, four such research associations or RADIUSes have been
formed. They have begun a three-year pilot phase. Within one year of
operation, they have succeeded in attracting more than 20 companies
to invest in the research projects, and the benefit of the
university-industry association is now beginning to emerge.

The RADIUS philosopy
lndustrial users need an incentive to invest in

research projects with potential industrial
applications ESA therefore provides selected
leading scientific organisations with 'seed

money'

to support them in setting up

a

research association or RADIUS consisting of
partners from both university and industry, The
RADIUS's Scientific Director, the leading
scientist, must attract industrial partners and
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ercourage them to define micrograv ty-re evant
research prolects and to nvest n k nd (with

Frrrnoea^ c')of r'l'"rtr:, ,Lul^ as tie f URL(A
programrne, r,vth the am of raisng addtiona

manpo\'ver, materals

funding for the RADIUS prolects to compe-

or test fac ites) or

: h r.r ..o n.ritr.'lr.et.L.t
v vjLv(u

n

tne Sce-li'ic

rector offers each ndustria partner the
RAD US serv ce' (see box) In addition to the

ment the ESA seed money

D

seed money ESA prov des f rght opportunit es

by g ving access to ESA m ssions or by
negotiat ng t'v th NASA or other space
agenc es

As the RADIUS s work progresses and the
ndustr a partners become more and more
nterested in us ng microgravity the RADIUS
as a group w ll part crpate increasrngly n the

costs

nc

uding the cost of the

f rght

A

step-wise approach to each research
project s recommended The approach
nvolves three phases (F g I )
Promot onal phase
Pre-commerc ai phase
Commerc al phase

ng the prornottonal phase, which s
a reaoy unoerway, Ine cuslomers aTe
r.tere5[ed r Lre RAD US s resea'cl^ p'o ecrs
Dur

opportun t es

but are not yet conv nced of the real ndustrial

el ESA has he d several d scuss ons
.r ill- rol old dLlior I es a-d rep'eber tat e: of

expenses and r,vart to see whether the r
requirements can be met The RADIUS
Sc entif c Director or one of the scientific

1n parai

.

benef ts of m crograv ty They participate in the

partners

RADIUS Service

e'pe'

rrer

coord nates the mrcrogravlty
reep r g Fe irdus r al objecr ve as

Scientific data collected by the scentif c expert from ground-based

a key dr ver of exper mentation The ear ier
task force recommended that this period
should ast about three years, an idea
,'ne"arre [o' dero^>r'at ng tre corcepI or

and m crogravity experimentation In many cases the sc entif c expert s
assoc ated wilh anolier resea ch parlf er ard gua.antees lhe re evance

fl ght opportun ties

The services offered by the FADIUS

Sc

entific

D rector

to

each

industrial Dartner consrst of:

-

A three-step approach

practcal grounds and using aready panned

of the microgravity env ronment to the industrjal needs and problems

Technical support rn terms of technical and scentifc erpertse

to

dof
nclrr manreiin^
-^^u i^
^-.^
rrc :nrl
ar u rlarialnn
ucvcruy rho
.r \ nrnnor
,oilvl ol
ucr na
prupL
tu 941
microgravity at the lowest cost and in the shortest t me

+^

r r^^^^
ouuq))

ru

Financial support by seeking sources of funding at both European and
national levels as well as f rom other industrial partners

Legal support n order 10 ororecr The rigt^1e of the compan es Ih'ough
qnecific .ontr2.ts hcir,veen the RADIUS and the industr alists

Figure 1. The phases of a
RADIUS proiect and the
distribution of the costs

BB

ln the pre-commerclal phase, whch would
low f the promotional phase was

fo

successfu

. the customers w I

have gained

to pay more
They w contr bute to most of the costs,
nc uding a share of the cost of the f ight
confidence and be prepared

op

po rtu I itres

Bv rie t^ird oiase tle Loi n/ne/L/a/p/rdSe tl^e
customers wil know exact y what they can

radrus programme

obtain from flight experimentation, and the
relevant hardware will be tailored to their
requirements and a pricing policy established
Thoco lnroo nh:coc cnrrpqnnnri rocnonliriolrr
tn iho lhroo nhacoe n{ the Qn:no Si:iinn Alnh:
I ltilic:tinn Prnnr:mmo
rnn
plullluLlul ldl/Pllur nh2ao
uvrrurpurrur ln
rv
il lu nramntianal/nilnl
prrqou anrrpannnriC
lhe nre.r rrsnr missiol'1S o[ lhe Shuttle to Mir

(1995-1997)
iho nro-nnmmornial nheco nnrrocnnndc ln

-

the
to

to

The RADIUS programme will remain open to
the creation of new associations and possibly
to topics nol yet covered. such as combuslion
or any other microgravity-relevant themes

the period of Early Utilisation opportunities

being investigated under lhe microg'avity

:hnr:tnrrr rrntil
-^/.1 -\,.i,-Lilif',
(rrv |u| Q
u |LuuvruLvry
urrLrl
ollu
ovqrr4urrrLy nf
vr ln6
the availab'lity of the European Laboratory
(1 998 - 2002)
tne co'nrrercial pnase covers lhe Steady
State Utilisation period when the Space
Station will be fully operationai (after 2002)

programmes of the various space agencies

Tnic ennrnar:h rcnrrires that the maxinum
effort is devoted to adapting to Lhe
recrriremenls of notential customerS and lo
lordinn thom n:rofr rllri intn tho cnano
cnmmrrnitri

raor

lmplementation of the programme
The RADlllS nrnnramme started with lhe

selectrorr

of seven leading

nrnanioa+inno
lllol
ul9dl ll)dtlul lJ lhrl

rra u^vurrurruuu
ovnariannoI
olE

scientific
in tnrlqri
ilr
rvuqy oC

"^^^'^hI drud)
^'^^^ Those candidates were
| tdJUr ruJUdrul
|^^t"
nivon nna vo:r tn orialrr:lp lho fo:qihilihr nf
frnding Induslriat partners and establishing

The RADIUSeS' progress to date
The RADIUSeS that started their pilot phase

candidales nronosed their chosen research
nrnionic /coo hnv\

tre beginning ot 1994 ESA awarded four of
tl'e RADIUS candidates contracts for one year

in

1994 have already shown
sianificanl interest from their
industrial partners All of the RADIUSeS have
fulfrlled the condition of having at least one
activities
evidenr:c

of

industrial partner participating in the proposed
four
research prolect Moreover.
RADIUSes have been able lo raise an average

the

The seven proposed RADIUS research projects
Projects now underway:

-

Dispersion and fluid physics (C CORE of Canada with Belgium, ltaly,
Norway and UK)
Protein crystallisation, purification (CEA IBS of France with Denmark

and ltaly)

a

'hnctinn qlrr rr-lrrro tn nrnmntp the indrqlri:l
rrtilicatinn nf an2.a Tho fa:cihilitv nhaco
ondpd in .lrrlri 1493 :pl the SeVen RADIUS

At

to start lhe pilot phase of the programme That
phase will continue for three years lt will serve
university-industry
consolidate
association and
seeh complementary
funding from European and national sources
through concrete research projecls

Zeolites (TU Delft of The Netherlands with Belgium and France)
Crystal growth (Freiburg University of Germany with France)
Projects bei ng consrdered

-

:

Human physiology and bone physiology in particular (N/EDES of France
with The Netherlands and Switzerland)
Cell and molecular biology (Hubrecht Laboratory of The Netherlands)
Dispersion and collords (Fraunhofer ITA of Germany)

Figure 2. Distribution of the
RADIUSeS and the BADIUS

partners
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of 3.5 times the amount that ESA provided as
seed money. That success
obtaining
funding either in cash or in kind from industry

in

and from national funding sources is

very

encouragrng.

Each RADIUS has a multinational dimension
2): several European universities and

(Fig.

firms with complementary expertise

and
centres of interest are involved Each RADIUS

started at

a

different time and they are all

therefore at different stages of progress. Some
have already experienced microgravity

through parabolic flight campaigns; one is
starting the development of laboratory
equioment in relation with the RADIUS
projects; and another is exchanging materials
among the industrial partners for ground
analysis and characterisation.
C-CORE (Canada)

The first RADIUS, called the Consortium
for Industrial Research in the Use of
Space (CIRUS). is led by the Centre
for Cold Ocean Resources Engineering
(C-CORE), a Canadian research organisation

in Newfoundland CIRUS started working

in

February 1994 with universities and institutes

in
Figure 3. S. Goodman
(U ol Newfoundland)
observing a sample cell

during a parabolic flight. In
reduced gravity, the fluid in
the cell moves up the
porous media column by
capillary action alone. The
experiment is part of
research into enhanced oil
recovery and contaminant
migration in soils, aimed at
benefiting the oil and

environment industries.
(Photo: University of
Newfoundland)

Belgium, ltaly and Norway

on

research

projects related to dispersion phenomena in
microgravity and their potential applications
for the oil industry The projects identified by
C-CORE have been prioritised according to
the availability of funding and the maturity of
the industry-university association involved in

(deeper than 4000 m) The petroleum
company involved in this project is primarily
interested in optimising its prediction model,
which is prone to inaccuracy in measuring the
limits and phase interfaces in its reservoirs.
Given that an error of 50 metres could delay
drilling, and therefore, petroleum production by several weeks, improved knowledge
of dispersion phenomena in porous media
through microgravity experiments is of great
relevance to the global petroleum industry.

A prototype, a Soret Coefficient in Crude

Oil

(SCCO), was developed and co-funded by Elf
Aquitaine (F) and the Microgravity Research

Centre in Brussels (B) to demonstrate the
technical feasibility of an experiment that
could be ready for a flight in microgravity at
the end of 1 996
The consortium has also recently submitted a
proposal to the Canadian Space Agency
(CSA) for a project called Microgravity Industry
Related Research for Oil Recovery (MIRROR).
The project consists of three experiments that
would be integrated in a Get-Away Special
(GAS) that the CSA will fly by the end of 1996.
The experiments vvill investigate three phenomena: isothermal diffusion in oorous media.

surfactant foam stability in the presence of
hydrocarbons, and capillary transport through
porous meora

C-CORE has started several other projects
in the field of enhanced oil recovery and heat

pipe applications as well as some studies
waste and contaminants involving

each project

on

The first project started by the RADIUS is
related to the measurement of a key
thermodynamic coefficient, the so-called Soret

its

on

Coefficient, and
influence
the
thermodynamics of fluids in deep oil reservoirs

environmental firms. More recently, C-CORE

and the Microgravity Advanced Research
Centre (N/ARS) in Naples (l), have made
significant progress in attracting the interest of

restoration comoanies to work on several
research topics related to the protection of

historic monuments

by

analysing the

behaviour of liquids in porous media such as
stonework or wood from those monuments.

C-CORE has presented

the results of

parabolic flight campaigns

to

two

several oil

companies at workshops organised by the oil
industry. The second campaign, organised by
ESA and using the CNES Caravelle aircraft,
provided 93 parabola with 75 runs recorded
with transparent porous media models. The

research was aimed at providing oil and
environmental industries with pertinent
information related to enhanced oil recovery
and contaminant migration in soils (Fig 3).
A third parabolic flight campaign was held in
April to allow the technical specifications of the
MIRROR programme to be refined
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CEN-Grenoble (France)
The second RADIUS, headed by the Institute
of Structural Biology at the Centre d'Etudes
Nucl6aires in Grenoble (lBS/CEN G), began
its pilot phase in August 1994. lt is working on
protein crystallisation with application-driven
research in biotechnology. The RADIUS is
structured around four poles, each composed
of research institutes and industrial partners
that have proposed several proJects con-

University

of

Montpellier

in

France, arc

studying three other concepts for ovens for

zeolite crystal growth The petrochemical
companies are interested in working on
several types of zeolite and are ready to use
their own resources to analyse the crystals in
coooeration with the other industrialists These
companies have contributed financially to the
RADI US start-uo activities

cerning crystallisation of animal genes,
enzymes and immune proteins in association with pharmaceutical companies from
Denmark and France and universities from

The RADIUS aims at developing applications

France and ltaly.

molecular sieves for gas and liquid separation
and the use of ion exchange for the detergent
industry

The RADIUS has worked closely with one of

the

U

S.'s most successful Centers

for the industrial use of catalysts for the
petroleum industry, and the fine and bulk
chemical industry, as well as the use of

for

Commercial Development of Space (CCDS),
the CCDS at the University of Birmingham in
Alabama. That CCDS, which has had NASA

The first opportunity to fly zeolites wtth the

SpaceHab), once satisfactory reference

participation of the RADIUS industrial partners
oil industry) is expected
be on board USML-02, Spacelab
microgravity mission in September 1995 They
will be flown in the Zeolite Crystal Growth
facility developed by NASAs Office of Space
Access and Technology for one of its Centers
for Commercial Development of Space, the
Batelle CCDS, and the Worcester Polytechnic
lnstitute in Boston

crystals have been grown on ground and
exchanged among the partners lt is also
interested in purification techniques and is

Freiburg U niversity (Germany)
The Crystal Growth RADIUS of the University

accreditation

since 1987, has

already

performed several experiments in the Shuttle

middeck

or on

board the

SpaceHab

laboratory

The IBS/CEN-G RADIUS intends to use flight
opportunities such as Foton or Spacelab (or

considering reusing existing facilities such as

RAMSES, which was flown

on

board

Spacelab IML-2 in July 1994.

(including the US

a

to

of

Freiburg began

its Pilot Phase on

1 November 1994 lt is focusing on the growth

in space of single crystals of

electronic,

opto-electronic and electro-optical materials.

Some of the RADIUS partners have issued
several screntific publications. ESA requires

that each

RADIUS provides

regular
information relating to its industrial, technical
and scientific performance. ts therefore

lt
positive
very
that the
to
be
considered
RADIUS programme is acknowledged in
several refereed articles written by co-

Based on its long experience in materials
processing in space, the Institute for
Crystallography at the University of Freiburg is
proposing several research projects with
German, French and British partners in the

expanding field

of

semi-conductors The

RADIUS has agreed with the firms to use their

facilities for analysis and characterisation of

authors from the university and the industry
working together in the frame of a RADIUS

their sample materials.

project.

The other RADIUSeS
MEDES in Toulouse, a company created by

Delft University of Technology
(The Netherlands)
Having secured the interest of several Belgian

the French space agency CNES, together with
hosoital in Toulouse and several other

and Dutch petrochemical companies,

the

Laboratory for Organic Chemistry & Catalysis
at the Delft University of Technology startec
the first year of its pilot phase in November
1994. The laboratory had already worked with

the companies on the development of a
ground-based microwave for zeolite crysta
orowth.

The other partners in the RADIUS,
University of Leuven in Belgium and

the
the

a

organisations have proposed to set up a
RADIUS on health and space medicine. In
association with the Universities of ETH Zurich

(CH) and Saint-Etienne (F), the group of
scientists is proposing to work with a
pharmaceutical company to develop bone
strength and risk prediction models in
cooperation with several hospitals. The activity
plan includes the use of a 3D CT-Scan to
develop the mathematical model that woulc

estimate bone strength from bone mineral

distribution

and bone

architecture. The
91
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programme also includes measurements of

the effectiveness of drugs in relation

with

exercise. Those models have a large potential
market
hospitals and pharmaceutical
companies seeking a better understanding,

in

and hence prediction and treatment, of
osteoporosis and other bone diseases.

To complement that field

of

research,

it

is

proposed to include it in a more global Health
RADIUS along with research projects

proposed by the Hubrecht Laboratory in
Utrecht, The Netherlands, in the area of cell
and molecular biology That Laboratory has

endorsed. Once the projects are internationally supported and 'labelled' as
EUREKA projects, the international EUREKA
network system helps to disseminate information on RADIUS projects and themes, and
helps the teams to find new partners.

ESA has organised several meetings with the
RAD|USes, the national space agencies and
the EUREKA coordinators from Belgium,
France, Germany and The Netherlands.

identified some interesting applications in the
field of wound healing, for instance

Based on those preliminary discussions, it
seems that most of the currently proposed
RADIUS projects are eligible for the EUREKA

Another RADIUS proposal came from one of
the Fraunhofer Institutes in Hanover, Germany.
The Institute for Toxicology and Research

programme since most

on Aerosols (Fgh/lTA) proposed to study
aerosol dynamics and the application in
industry of knowledge on fundamental
aspects experienced in microgravity conditions, especially on nucleation, condensation
and agglomeration phenomena. Although a
large spectrum of industrial applications was
identified during the RADIUS feasibility phase,
complemented by a study on 'Dispersions
and Colloid Systems' funded by the European

Commission, the RADIUS had not yet been
able to find an industrial partner with which to
start the pilot phase Discussions are being
held with the Institute in order to find a way to

include it as a ootential 'node' in one of the
existing RADlUSes.

E

EUREKA has no dedicated funding but calls
upon national public funding organisations to
support the projects that their country has

of the RADIUS

projects involve multinational cooperation.
ESA and the EUREKA coordinators are also
discussing ways and means of facilitating
access to the EUREKA programme for all

the projects running under the

RADIUS

programme.

Flight opportunities
ESA's main commitment in the RADIUS
Programme is to facilitate the start-up of
RADlUSes, by providing funding for RADIUS
feasibility studies and seed money during
the Pilot Phase, and arranging quick and
inexpensive access to flight opportunities.

The aooroach is to offer industrial users of
RADlUSes, when they express the need, the
right means of access to space at the right

The EUREKA programme
The EUREKA initiative was launched in 1985
by 17 countries from Western Europe and the
European Union Since then, several other

time In principle, little or no

countries have joined

to a minimum Although the flight opportunity
will be requested by the RADIUS Scientific
Director, the objective is to fulfil industrial

to support the more

than 700 projects undertaken so far, involving

about 600 participants from industry and

hardware

develooment is involved since RADIUSes are

to

use existing facilities or
instruments in order to reduce the 'flight' costs

encouraged

user requirements by making the

universities.

space

experimentation'industry-driven'.

The objective of the EUREKA programme

is

very similar to that of the RADIUS programme:
promotion
cooperation between
universities and industry on application-driven
research that could prepare the development

the

of

of new markets and products. Some of

the

EUREKA programme's main priorities, such
as the productivity and competitiveness of
European industries and economies, are also
important targets for the RADIUS programme.
Both EUREKA and RADIUS are seeking a

as well as similar national and

Eurooean

industrial oromotion initiatives

At the

present level

of

costs

of

space

in which industry, in

transportation, it is very difficult to convince

providing part of the funding, manpower and

firms to contribute both towards hardware
development costs and towards flight costs.
Generally, if the industrial partner contributes
to the RADIUS programme by allocating one

'bottom-up' approach
materials, plays

the leading role in

the
definition of requirements and the execution of

exoerimentation.
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this end, ESA will define a flight opportunity
policy and establish a plan for making quick,
low-cost access to microgravity available on
request by industry This plan will tie in with the
programmes already existing under the ESA
Microgravity and Manned Space Programmes

To

radrus programme

it has shown
its interest and commitment to the project
The contribution to the flight costs would
be considered at a later stage, when
person-year from its R&D staff

'pre-commercial' perspectives emerged from
the RADIUS pilot phase Therefore. during this
promotional phase the flight would be free of
charge for RADIUS users while, later on. a
charging policy would be developed as tne
nrnioctc mnvo frnm 2 nro-anmnolilirro tn

q

more'market-oriented' or'pre-commercial'
stage This charging policy will be defined in
order to stimulate the RADIUSeS to contribute

to the flight costs as their industrial partners
increase their investment in the RADIUS
research projects lt will be based on the
value of the service offered to the participating
firms

1. Industrial performance

-

Non-financial outcome of the industrial involvement:
publications, patents, intellectual property rights (l PR)
Financial part cipation: manpower, in kind and cash

-

2. Research projects' performance

-

-

Relevance to space research and microgravity
Programmatic performance
Potential of the projects: market, new products or spin-off
companres

3. RADIUS management performance

-

In addition, international cooperative missions
chnr
rl.l
rvuru
or

Metrics used to monitor a RADIUS's performance
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community with a means of access to
opportunities in order to prepare for utilisation
of the future space station The establishment
of a solid industrial user community, starting
now. is essential if the agencies want their
members to be ready to use 100/o to 300/o of
the Space Station utilisation capacity,

Monitoring the RADIUS's performance

-

Marketing performance: new contacts, new teamings, etc
Financial performance: new sources of funding,
new programmes, e g. EUREKA
Contractual performance: management of the lPR, contractual
links with the partners
Scientif c performance: assessment from non-space scientists
and industrialists
Flight preparation: search for flight opportunities using existing
equipn"ent and sharrng infrasrructures
Education performance: information dissemination, student
lnvolvement, etc

In the long term, each RADIUS must evolve
into a self-supporting organisation, able to find
the appropriate funding sources for its projects
on national and European levels The metrics
system is based on an a prlori assessment of
lhn
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qr ru
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will evaluate each RADIUS's performance and

evaluation, where the actual performance

in

reconfirm the seed funding based on the
results lt is ESA s intention to judge the
RADIUSeS not only on the cash flow

securing industrial contributions,

in

target,

nonoratorj
hrr ihoir indr ro+rinl nrninn+n Frr r+ alon
vYr rvrqLvu uy Lr rEil il ruuJLror PrwjEULJ. uut ot-u

budget and

on the quality of the effort (cash and kind)

t

developing ground and space hardware on

in

remaining within the financial
in meeting the pre-defined
manaoement ohieclives is measured.

made by industry in the research programme

as well as the success in demonstrating the
relevance of microgravity to solving an
industrial problem Other performance criteria
ruill
ho uvrroruuruu
nnnci.]oro.l
!vilr uu

/o
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I
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rF linn+inn
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^-t^nr.
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new business creation. etc ). but the essential
reorrirement in order to meet the RADIUS
Programme's objective is the level and quality
of the industrial commitment in the RADIUS
project These firms will be the nucleus of a
future industrial user community which will be
rearlrr tn lao tho

fr rtr

rro cnaco infractrr rnlrrro

Metrics system for bimonthly monitoring
A metrics system is used to first assess and
then evaluate the performance and the direct
and indirect results of each RADIUS, as well

as the overall RADIUS programme These
metrics are based on oarameters that are
already being used to measure the succcess
a{ +ha
a{ dUtlVlrrur
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each RADIUS must submit to ESA a report
on the status of a number of performance

Conclusions
The RADIUS programme was established on

the basis of
ronrocont:tivoc

nf

recommendations f rom
i^!' '^-'i^^
rlUll-JVdUU lllUUJtllUJ.

research institutes. European and national
space agencies. as a means to promote the
use of space by industry Within one year of
operation, the RADIUSeS have succeeded in
finding more than 20 companies that are
working and investing their own resources in
research projecls elaborated in cooperation
with the existing microgravity user community.
In addition, each RADIUS has found leverage
funding for its first year of activities using the

ESA seed money as a key lactor in the
decision of olher space agencies to
participate in the programme

The pilot phase should consolidate

these

associations. preparing lhe leams for possible
utilisation of flight opportunities, including the
G
future International Space

Station

points,
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Towards Automatic Product Generation

from Meteosat lmages
V. Gdrtner

European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

lntroduction

spectrum, Meteosat thereby provides 48

Since 1977 , Ihe Meteosat satellites have been
providing Europe with images from space for
weather monitoring The Meteosat Programme
was initiated by the French space and
meteorology authorities and was taken up by
ESA as an pre-operational programme, which
ended in November 1983. The Meteosat
Operational Programme (|\/OP) was then run
by ESA until 1986 when the European Meteorological Satellite Organisation, Eumetsat, was

images in all three spectral channels during a
given 24-hour period

of European weather
satellites in geostationary orbit over Africa at a longitude of 0o. From
this position, the Earth and its atmosphere are viewed on
a half-hourly basis. The Meteosat images are received, processed and
re-disseminated from ESOC in Darmstadt (D). In addition to the
imagery mission, for more than a decade the Meteorological
Information Extraction Centre (MIEC) at ESOC has been deriving a
number of meteorological products from the image data using an
operational automatic processing scheme. During this period,
improvements in the automatic quality-control processes have
made the products less dependent on final manual quality-control
checks, which represents an important step towards future' fully
automatic product generation and distribution.
The Meteosat satellite system is a series

founded Since then, ESA has continued to
conduct the MOP operations on behalf of
Eumetsat. At the end of November 1995, the
present programme comes to an end and
thereafter both the spacecraft-operations and
product-generation tasks will be performed by
Eumetsat itself

These images are received at ESOC via
the ESA ground station in the Odenwald
(Germany), they are geometrically corrected
(rectification process), and then redistributed to
the user community via the dissemination
system onboard the Meteosat spacecraft.
A set of operational meteorological products
that has been developed at ESOC is generated
operationally on a dayto-day basis They are a
contribution to the worldwide meteorological
observation system known as the World
Weather Watch (WWW), operated by the World

Meteorological Organization (WMO) The
extraction of the meteorological products

released for distribution to the worldwide user

community, they have

manual quality check

to undergo a final
in which a trained

meteorologist inspects them for correctness

Meteorological product generation

In the Meteorological Information Extraction
Centre (MIEC), every hour the Meteosat
images are automatically analysed and
interpreted to retrieve their information content
For this, the images are divided into subareas
of 32 x 32 infrared pixels, so-called 'Meteosat
image segments'. They are equivalent to areas
of 160 x 160 km'at the sub-satellite point, as

the pixel size of

The fact that they are geostationary and
positioned over the equator at 0o longitude
allows the spin-stabilised Meteosats to

is

performed in a fully automatic processing
scheme However, before these products are

5 x 5 km'

Meteosat images

is

in the infrared and

water-vapour
channels. In the visible channel, the resolution

is25x25km2.

continuously view the same part of the Earth

The images are taken by scanning

the

Earth from south to north, as the spacecraft

rotates, in half-hourly repetition cycles
The radiometer on board is equipped with
detectors working in the visible (VlS) (0.5 - 0 9
micron), the infrared (lR) (10 5-12.5 micron)
and the water-vapour (WV) (5 7-7 1 micron)
the electromagnetic
spectral ranges

of

The most suitable channel for meteorological
product extraction is the lR channel because
the received radiances are emanating from the
Earth's surface or the cloud-top regions and
are directly proportional (via Planck's law) to
the temperatures of the radiating surfaces

Figure 1 shows a typical Meteosat lR image,
taken at 11.00 Z on 10 June last vear.

automatic meteosat product generation

Figure 1. Meteosat inf rared
image taken at 11.00 Z on
10 June 1994
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These identified clusters form the basis for all
meteorological products

main product-generation times are the main

(6 00 Z) and early evening (18.00 Z), at which
for example. the most important MIEC product

the wind vectors, is extracted
The CLA CTH UTH, SST and CDS products
:ro h:co.1 nn cinnlo l\/lotonc:t imenoc Fnr iho
nonaratinn nf iho rriinel nrndr rntq a cot n{ throo
images is required to apply a cross-correlation
for displacemenl-vector
generalion At the end of the automatic product

t'acking scheme
generation,

The operational product suite consists of

-

Cloud-motion wind vectors from the VIS and
lR channel
Wind vectors derived from WV channel
featu res

-

:

Cloud analysis (CLA)
Cloud Top Height (CTH) maps
Sea Surface Temperalure (SST)
Upper Tropospheric Humidity (UTH)
Climate Data Sets (CDS)

tbe image content of

every

MeleosaLsegment is known to the best degree
possible
Figure 2 shows the cloud-analysis product for

lre image shown in Figure 1 The grid of image
seoments can easilv be rdentif ied The

nlnr rri-froa qonmontc nr nertc nf conmontc aro

:

:

shown in colour: blue
sea, other colours
different land surfaces The amount of cloud is

proportional to the grey area covered in lhe
aanmonl end rlifforont nrori rlelrroc characiorico
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Figure 2. Meteosat

cloud-analysis product for
10 June 1994 at '11 .OO Z.
(The overlaid grid shows
the MIEC segment size;
clouds are grey, while
cloud-free areas appear in
colour)

Figure 3. Schematic of
the Meteosat

product-extraction
scheme implemented

different cloudtop temperatures. Figure 2 was
generated by automatic analysis and interpretation during the segment-processing stage

at ESOC

There are always some ambiguities to be found
in the results For example, it is often difficult to

discriminate between low-level clouds and
land or sea surfaces. To overcome this
problem, as for the other MIEC products,
automatic and finally manual quality-control
checks have been introduced into the MIEC
nrnnoccinn nhain

Figure 3 shows the concept of the overall
meteorological product-generation process
For the time being, the rntegrated manual
quality control of the automatically extracted

products is still an essential processing
step. However, the automatic quality-control
checks have been refined to such an
extent during the last ten years that
the quality-control staff's average
workload has not increased

Wind

Climate
Data

rjcqnitc the far:t th2t the Set

Of

products being generated
has increased significantly
^.,^/ +h^
over
tre sarrre perloo.

automatic meteosat product generation

Quality-control processes
The quality-control step is divided into the
automatic and manual quality-control tasks
(Fig. 3) Due to the increasing demand for
remote-sensing data for the assimilation
processes in numerical weather-prediction

visible-channel images, the spatial resolution of
which is twice as good as for the WV and lR
images. At the moment, this wind product is in
the process of final validation. The higher

models, the automatic quality-control element
is taking on even greater importance because

These wind vectors are

the manpower needed to perform

intensive

manual quality control on still more products
will not be affordable.

An essential element of the algorithms applied
for product extraction is a consistency check
against internally and externally provided data
This is elaborated upon below for three MIEC
products:

resolution of the visible channel explains the
high density of observations seen in Figure 4.

of good

quality,

especially over the sea surface in the lower part
of the troposphere (between 950 and 700 hPa).
For this reason, all other visible wind vectors
are excluded from the final product, shown in
Figure 4. For example, no vectors are included
in the jet-stream area of the South Atlantic (see

Fig.

1)

In the MIEC system, the manual quality contro

of the lR winds is performed by a trained
meteorologist inspecting the automatically

Winds

generated wind vectors of all segments on a

The basis for the MIEC wind-vector generation
in all three spectral channels on board
Meteosat
always
cross-correlation
calculation for two adjacent pairs of images to
determine the movements of identrfied cloud
tracers The reason for using pairs of adjacent
images is that this enables the system to apply
an automatic consistency check between two
wind vectors derived for half-hourly time
intervals Only if the two half-hourly vectors
agree to a reasonable extent is the resulting
hourly wind vector calculated from the two
components This method, the so-called

video display This is necessary because,
especially in the lR channel, the height

is

a

'symmetry check', which is equivalent to a
temporal consistency check, is a fundamental
quality criterion to avoid the generation of false
information.
Analogous to the temporal consistency check,

a spatial (horizontal) consistency check has

assignment is occasionally dubious because of

the presence of semi-transparent clouds The
operator can decide on a case-by-case basis
whether to retain or reject the generated wind
vector, but does not have the authority to
modify the automatically generated information

in any way To assist the operator in
decision-making process, there is

the
the

opportunity to compare the lR wind vectors
with the numerical forecast received from the
European Centre for Medium-range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) on a video display lf

the set of winds is of insufficient
(e

g

quality

problems with image rectification), the

whole product can be rejected and the
production of a backup product, which is
produced for an image triplet one hour

latet1

can be enabled,

been proved to be a very useful quality-control

tool, especially for the WV and VIS winds,
because in those two channels one can often
find large homogeneous fields of wind vectors,
In the spatial consistency check, the extracted

wind vectors are compared with the vectors

in

neighbouring segments which have been
generated in the same height regime. Only if
the vectors are consrstent with each other are
they accepted and forwarded for dissemination
to the user community.

Whilst the infrared winds have been derived in

the MIEC

scheme since the siart of
the Meteosat programme, the WV wind
extraction began in 1991 and finally became

in

1993. The visible winds
representthe most recent MIEC product, made
available in 1994
operational

Figure 4 is an example of VIS wind vectors
derived for the scenes of the image shown in
Figure 1 They are extracted from Meteosat's

For the VIS and WV winds, however: the
manual quality-control task is greatly reduced
because the operator is only given the choice
of either accepting or rejecting the complete
product This approach has been proven to be
acceptable for the VIS and WV winds as the
dense coverage of vectors allows successfu
application of the spatial consistency check for
automatic quality control.
Besides the developments in wind-vector
quality control, improvements in the basic
extraction scheme (image filtering technique,
modifications to the calibration scheme, etc.)
have contributed significantly to the improvement of the quality of the wind product. For
illustrative purposes, the speed RMS error of
the MIEC infrared winds is compared to colocated radiosonde observations for high-level
winds (above 400 hPa) in Figure 5. lt can be
seen that the RN/S error of about 9 m/s in 1987

was reduced to less than 7 m/s in 1994, due
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Figure 4. Wind vectors
derived from
high-resolution visible
Meteosat images for
10 June 1 994 at 11.00 Z

Figure 5. Root mean square
(RMS) error of the speed

difference between
Meteosat inf rared winds
and co-located radiosonde
observations for height
levels above 400 hPa
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mainly

to improvements in the

A check on the temperature of the lowest
cloud level found in a segment against a
threshold temperature depending on the
surface temperature given by the ECMWF

automatic

extraction and quality-control schemes The

manual quality-control methods remained
unchanged during this period.

Figure

6 shows the total

number

surface{emperature forecast This feature is
necessary because, especially at night
when no information is available from the
visible channel, discrimination between
surface and low-level clouds is sometimes
very difficult

of

wind
vectors derived in December during the last 9
years. lt can be seen that in recent years the

number

of wind

vectors generated has

increased significantly due to the addition of
WV and VIS winds, despite the fact that the size
of the meteorological quality-control team has

remained unchanged.

A

n

Another very useful quality-control feature
for the cloud-analysis product, introduced in

further successful prototyping

June 1994, is based on the so-called
study

'clear-sky tracking technique' This means

conducted within the framework of the MIEC
development activities demonstrated that it
is possible to generate WV winds on a dedicated workstation system in a fully automatic
manner (without operator involvement) on an

that for all image segments where the
automatic processing scheme has not

hourly basis. During a two-week period in
September 1994, about 1 3 millon WV wino
vectors were extracted and distributed to the

kind, resulting from the movement of so-far
unidentified cloud features, is found. the
cloud-analysis result for that segment is

ECN/WF In this new scheme, more advanced
consistency checks have been successfully

marked as being suspect In Figure 2, these
segments are marked by the purple
diamond-shaped symbols. This quality
check has also reduced the shift staff's
workload Previously, they had to search

tested. However, to enable the user community
to make the best use of these new datasets, a
set of associated quality indices for all wind

vectors is also under develooment This
approach is the most promising for the fully
automatrc product-generation process for the
future, because these quality indices will allow
the users to assign appropriate weights to the
automatically generated products when
assimilating the data into numerical forecasting
models. The quality indices therefore have to
be developed and defined in cooperation with
the numerical centres (e g ECMWF)

identified any clouds (clear sky), the cloud
motion cross-correlation tracking scheme is

applied lf a displacement vector of

any

visually for any of these unidentified cloud
scenes by checking animated sequences of
Meteosat images on the video displays

Figure

7

shows the average number of

operator actions per manual quality-control
session. lt can be seen that the introduction
of the clear-sky tracking control scheme has
reduced the number of manual actions for
the CLA product by about 500/o since June
1 994

Clouds
For the cloud-analysis product shown in Figure

2, the two most important automatic qualitycontrol checks are the followino:

Number of winds

Sea-su rface temperatu res
An automatic quality-control check for the seasu rface-tem peratu re product was ntroduced n
i

i
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Figure 6. Number of
extracted wind vectors for
the month of December in
the years 1 986 to 1 994
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Average number of operator actions

Figure 7. Average number

ol operator actions per
manual quality-control
session in 1993 and 1994
for the SST, CLA and wind
products
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Month of year
April 1993, which also resulted in a significant
reduction in manual operator actions (Fig 7).
The SST product is objectively compared with
the sea-surface-temperature fields received
from the National MeteorologicalCentre (NMC)

in Washington All Meteosat temperatures that
deviate by more than 1.5o from the NMC field

are marked as being suspect. This check is
introduced because the Meteosat SSTs are
mainly based on the lR channel information
and the coarse resolution from geostationary
orbit means that the individual pixel values

often suffer from cloud

contamination
(sub-scale clouds) which would cause the SST

predictions to be too low. Furthermore, the
SST is a relatively conservative quantity that

does not exhibit rapid changes

Hence,

sudden deviations in Meteosat and NMC data

of

more than I

5"

would be

unrealistic

observations

Future developments
For the lR cloud-motion winds, the average

number

of operator actions (Fig. 7) is

still

relatively high compared to the other MIEC

products, but the product quality has been
improved in recent years (Fig 5). Furthermore, the developments in the area of VIS and

WV wind extraction are promising for the
application to lR wind-vector generation also.
The use of more intensive consistency checks
(temporal as well as spatial), together with
cross-checking of the three wind products from
the different channels, is expected to lead
relatively soon to the generation of a single

set of wind vectors This set will be

a
homogeneous combination of the vectors from

all three spectral channels. For this future
combined product, the number of manual
actions will then also be much lower than for
the present infrared winds.

Based on experience so far, continuation of the
development of these automatic quality-control

checks for the meteorological products will
ultimately allow a fully automated extraction
scheme to be established within the next
couple of years.

Conclusion

of

The

Meteosat image
development
data-product extraction during the last decade
has allowed a fully automated processing
scheme to be successfully set up which is able

to

generate

the

maximum number

of

meaningful meteorological products for a
given set of image data. This is especially
important when considering the need for more
for incorporation
into increasingly more sophisticated numerical
weather-prediction models. Moreover, in a time
of limited financial resources, only a fully
automated system can cope with the
product-generation requirements of future
satellite systems like the second generation of
Meteosats, which will have 11 spectral
channels and a 15 min image repetition cycle.
Only the development of adequate automatic
processing tools will ensure the optimal
operational exploitation of the data provided by

good-quality observations

these and future Earth-observation satellite
systems
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protection of inventions

Agency Law and Practice in the Protection
of Inventions
P.A. Kallenbach
Legal Affairs, ESA, Paris

Another reason why ESA should secure patent

Need for protection of inventions

Although it is generally agreed that intellectual

property such as inventions should
protected. it may not be clear why

be
an

international intergovernmental organisation
such as ESA should take out such protection,
nor how this protection should be realised in
practice

Article

lll of the

ESA Convention makes the

Agency responsible for securing rights in
inventions resulting f rom contracts it has
placed, as well as for disclosing its own
inventions to Member States (or Participating

States

in the case of the

optional

protection for inventions made is the
possibility of using such patents in an
exchange of intellectual property rights, in
particular with non-European space industries

or organisations.
The potential value of patents for gainful use
by industry could be seen as another possible
argument for ESA to protect inventions, more
in the context of the previously mentioned
exchange than with a view to exploitation and
generation of income.
Yet another consideration in the context of a

rationale

The resolution of a technical problem in space research

and

development activities can often lead to the making of an invention.
Article lll of the ESA Convention relates in particular to in-house
inventions and 'extra-muros' inventions, and to the protection of such
inventions, and their use by ESA Member States and companies in

these States f ree-of-charge in the f ield of space research. A
comprehensive set of rules based on this Article was developed in

for the protection of

intellectual

property is similar to one of the objectives of

other scientific and technical institutions,
namely to gain prestige from the quality anc
quantity of patented inventions

Last but not least, the main reason for
nrnter:tinn
the intellor-tr r:l nrnnertir of
v,vLvvL,,,v

programmes) These obligations can only be

intergovernmental organisations stems from
the fact that their activities are funded by
public money lt is therefore considered in the
interests of the tax payers to control the use of
innovative technologies developed during the

ulfilled

execution

1989 as guiding principles between the Convention and the general
clauses and conditions of contract.

f

if the inventions are sufficiently
- preferably by patents - against

of these

organisations' technica

protected

programmes. Measures should thus be taken

unauthorised use by non-European industry,
and by granting royalty-free licences on these
patents in the context of ESA or its Member

to avoid the results of the investments made by
the Governments of Member States being
given away freely to industry outside these

States' space programmes

States

Patent protection has the advantage that
exclusive rights in an invention can be

Protection of ESA and Contractor
inventions in practice

obtained

in the

country where

patent

applications have been filed during a limited,
but reasonable period of time (up to 20 years),

while allowing public disclosure

of

the
invention without losing these rights after filing
haa
l lal

+nl,nn
tangl I nlnnn
vlouv,

Tharafnro
I r r9rvruru.

filinn
lilr rv

Ihac
rqo

tha
(r rv

advantage that an invention can immediately
be disclosed, while preventing others from
obtaining patent rights on the same invention
when applying for a patent after the filing date.

(a) ESA in-house inventions

The rights in inventions made by ESA staff
members belong to the Agency as a result
of their employment contract (Staff Rules
and Regulations, rule 4.2) Staff inventions
are examined by an internal Patents Group
to determine, inter alia, their potentia
patentability and the industrial applicability
thereof, and their interest for the Agency's
actrvities
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Utilisation of ESA Inventions
(a) Space applications
Most inventions made by ESA engineers are related to the

exploration

or

exploitation

of space, and several have

found widespread application

:

- The sequential switching

shunt regulator

Olympus, ltalsat, TV-SAT, Skynet, and Unisat.

amplifiers, beam overlap, and control of beam direction

future American soacecraft
(ESA Patent 48)

communications payload of Inmarsat 3.
(ESA Patent 21 7)

Several spacecraft projects have made use

of

a

gas-leak detection apparatus invented by G. Sdnger
and A K Franz, Ior determining attitude-control-system
leak rates. These projects include ISEE-8, Sirio-2, ISPM
(Ulysses), Exosat, Hipparcos and ERS.

The 'solar sailing' method of attitude control for
three-axis-stabilised spacecraft, invented by U. Renner,
prescribes using rotation of the solar panels instead of
thrusters for attitude control The invention has been
adopted as a nominal means of attitude control for
spacecraft using the Eurostar bus developed by Matra
and British Aerospace (lnmarsat 2, Telecom 2, Locstar,
Hispasat, ltalsat and Orionsat). A great deal of interest
in this invention has come from the United States, where
it has now been implemented on a series of US Navy

- A

and coverage, The invention will be used in

-

A method of rectifying spin-scan radiometer image data
in real time, invented by J. de Waard, J Adamson and

is

used in particular in the context
of Meteosat data processing and distribution. The

A.M. Bos,

method allows application of the rectified images for
'nowcasting'.
(ESA Patent 21 9)

- A

device for providing protection against debris

produced by pyro bolt cutters has been invented by
R Halm and PG. Edwards, for use in hold-down and
release mechanisms for the ERS-1 and ERS-2

anlennas.
(ESA Patent 240)

(b) Non-space applications

as follows:

H

Spruijt,
will be used on several LEO spacecraft, such as the
STRV-1 a (UK) and Freja (Sweden) satellites
(ESA Patent 1 24)

- A flexible mount for supporting elements

of optical
the effects on
in the thermal
of the ground support and the optical

instruments capable of eliminating
instrument pointing of a difference

expansions
elements, while maintaining a high load-supporting
capability. This invention, by T. van der Laan, can be

A method for augmenting the power delivered by the
external solar-array panel of a spinning satellite in
transfer orbit with the array in stowed configuration,
invented by H Lechte, has been used for satellites of

applied

I

G. Crone and A. Roederer have invented an antenna

consisting of two identical superposed wire-grid
reflectors, for transmitting/receiving two orthogonally
polarised beams in/f rom different directions This
invention has been implemented on Eutelsat-2
spacecraft, and on the Chinese satellite DFH 3
Orionsat and several other communications satellites

in the supports of

(large) astronomical

telescooe mirrors,
(ESA Patent 118)

the nmarsat-2 programme
(ESA Patent 1 33)

are also prospective users.
(ESA Patent 1 36)

the

A small number of inventions made primarily in the context
of space programmes have already found, or could find,
terrestrial applications. Some examples of this 'spin-off' are

battery charge detector for Ni-Cd batteries on

low-Earth-orbit (LEO) missions, invented by

102

multibeam antenna feed device, invented by

A. Roederer, allows reduction of the mass and insertion
loss of antenna feeds, efficient operation of the power

In

(ESA Patent 69)

-

Roederer

addition, it will also be used on the Spacebus series of
satellites, and there has also been interest in using it on

satellites,

-

the above Crone and

antenna is a laser-based method of manufacturing a
parabolic reflector with a polarisation- or frequencyselective surface on an insulating support material,
invented by R Halm, and used in conjunction with

- A

(ESA Patent 58)

-

Associated with

some of the projects that the antenna will be used on.
(ESA Patent 154)

(S3R),

invented by D. O'Sullivan and A. Weinberg, is a device
for regulating the current drawn by a load from a solar
array lt has been or will be used on several European
spacecraft projects, such as ECS, Marecs, lras, Giotto,

-

-

-

A method for creating microgravity conditrons on Earth
has been invented by D Mesland. The principle of the

method

is based on the brief oeriod of free fall

occurring in a sample when launching it in a free-fall

trajectory under Earth gravity conditions. Iypical
apolications are the realisation of semi-continuous
microgravity conditions in biological cell cultures in the
laboratory, thus avoiding the costs
sending
experiments into space
(ESA Patent 170)

of

protection of inventions

-

A method for recognition and Iocation of the centre of
photon events detected by a charge-coupled device
was invented by G Cox and M. Perryman. Although
originally intended for use in photon-counting systems
for optical astronomy, such photon counting can also

-A

circularly polarised turnstile antenna, originally
conceived by A. Roederer, P Garcia-Muller and
A. Jongejans for communication between satellites and
trucks, has other applications due to its uplifted toroidal

radiation pattern,

- A current sensor consisting

of a transformer with a
galvanomagnetic (Hall-effect) device inserted in its air
gap was invented by L. Ghislanzoni. The sensor
features a sum circuit to which the voltage of a
short-circuited secondary winding is provided as one
input and the voltage across the galvanomagnetic
device as the other. The sum signal is proportional to

-

power-system electronic switches, e

g.

invented by M Guglielmi. The system is interactive and
allows filter synthesising by 'soft tuning' in a rapid way
Software based on the invention has been licensed to
many users.
(ESA Patent 271 )

for

A method for ensuring synchronisation between a user

and a master station in a

multiple-access communications system

CDMA

uslng

a

A new type of plasma spray gun, invented by M. Lang'
has the feature that it can coat a surface uniformly and
rapidly via its long slifshaped nozzle.

resonators without tuning elements, and coupled by
coupling elements having finite thickness, has been

accuracy of better than 0 2o/o are also envisaged.
(ESA Patent 186)

terminal

mobile

- A system for synthesising microwave filters which
comprise a rectangular waveguide with several

Columbus, but non-space applications requiring an
insulated AC + DC current measurement with an

-

for

(ESA Patent 257)

the current to be measured. The current sensor has
very low impedance lts applications are to current

in

particular

communications within citv centres
(ESA Patent 253)

be used in biomedical applications.
(ESA Patent 1 85)

sensing

in

-

An adjustable satellite ground antenna mount for the
automatic tracking of satellites, invented by

has

a

C

Hughes'

simple triangular construction which makes it

voice-activated carrier signal has been invented by
R. de Gaudenzi and R. Viola. The invention allows a
mobile CDMA communication system to be operated in
a non-continuous manner, in such a way as to keep

Enquiries concerning the above inventions should be

spread-spectrum acquisition time compatible with

addressed to:

real-time telephone communications needs.
(ESA Patent 210)

collaosible for transportation.
(ESA Patent 299)

LegalAffairs
ESA Headouarters
8 - 10 rue Mario Nikis
75738 Paris 15
France

General Conditions for Licensing of Patented ESA Inventions
Conditions apply to the making, using or selling of
products which incorporate a patented ESA invention

outside ESA or Member States' programmes.

(licensed products), as follows:

The royalty rate bracket applicable is between 0.5 and

Space applications

-

Free non-exclusive licence for applications in ESA or its
Member States' space Programmes
Royalty-bearing non-exclusive licence for applications in

space programmes outside ESA

or Member States'

space programmes

-

Non-space applications
- Royalty-bearing non-exclusive licence for applications

Royalty-bearing exclusive licences may
subject to a number of special conditions.

5ol0,

being a function of the type of licence, and the relation
between the patented invention and the licensed product.

Licence agreements entail the initial payment of a licence
fee to be deducted from future rovalties.

The transfer of ESA-patented technology to countries

be

granted

outside Member States is subject to formal approval from

these States, srmilar to the procedure applicable

to

contractor-developed tech nology.
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lf the invention is limited to space applications,

the principle of royalty-free licensing to ESA
Member States out ined above applies, and
further protection in these States is usually
considered to be unnecessary. since indusl.y
is entitled to obtain a non-exclusive royaltyfree licence for use of the invention in the
context of ESA or its Member States' snar:e
programmes

ated inventions are usually f u rther
orotected by tiling parent appl,cations
correspondrng to the initial application in
non'European countries having a space
industry, such as the United States, Canada
and Japan Aithough this is at present
considered to provide sufficient protectron of
European space industry s inlerests. otner
countries such as Russia and China could
Space-re

Gas-leak detection

apparatus
(PAT 58)

also be considered in the near future These
A patent app ication may then be filed in a first
country, usually France, to estabrlish a priority
date and also to determine actual patentability
using the results of the novelty search reporl
drawn up in connection with this filing action

France is usually the country of initial frling
because ESAs Head Office is located in Paris

A

secondary advantage

of

protection

in

France is that it covers a large industrialised

two countries have only recently adopted
patent laws in line with the Union of Paris
Convention, but they have not yet become
members

An example of an invention that is typically
space-related. and tierelore mairly p"otecleo
outside Europe is the 'solar sailing' method
of attitude control for three-axis-stabilised

territory. which includes the Ariane launch
base in French Guiana

spacecraft invented by U Renner (ESA Patent
No 69) Thrs method resolves the problem of
using thrusters for attitude control by instead

Within the year following first f ling, the Agency

and extending the working life of

has the possibrlity provided by the Union of
Pa.is Corvenlion. to tire pale.rt app icaliors ir
member countries of this Convention based
on the same nvention as originally filed in
France, and ciaiming the French fi ing date as

spacecraft lt was first tried successfully with
ESAs OTS satellite and was later applied to
the ECS series ol satell,tes. and to spacecrall
based on the Eurostar bus lt has also been

the pr ority date

A licence based on the Ame.ican patenl

ror

the invention is being discussed with the

US

rotating tbe so/ar panels, thereby saving fuel

The Patents Group decides on the extensions
of prolection of lhe firsr palelt applicalion ro
other countries based firstly on whether the
Sketch of ESA's Orbital Test
Satellite (OTS), used to
demonstrate the validity of
the solar-sailing technique
(PAr 6e)
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novelty search report inciudes documents that
affect the patentability (novelty, unobvrousness) of the invention, and second y on
whether or not the invention's technical
applrcatrons are space-oriented

the

mplemented on a series of US Navy satellites

Government

As mentioned above, ESA can g rant
royalty-f ree non-exclusive licences on its
patented inventions for use thereof in the
conlext ol ESA ard ils lVemoer Slales space
programmes ln the case of non-European
space programmes, licensing fees and

protection of inventions

royalty-bearing is to possibly obtain some
return on the costs of filing in countries not
usually covered by ESA in respect of space
patents, Non-space licences can. however, be

Flexible mount using
membrane torsion
(PAT11 8)

exclusive subject to certain conditions (general
ESA licensing conditions are summarised in a
^^^^l\rur./,
^^^^r^+^
DsPororu
Pdr

An example of a technology which although
initially intended for applications in optical
astronomy, also found an application outside
space is a method for the recognition and

location

of the centre of ohoton events

r^Jotoctorl hv a nherno-nnr
rnlor{ dorrino
vvuvrvu
uuv rvu
invented by G Cox and M. Perryman, Initially,
the invented technology was held to be limited
to space, and therefore only protected outside
Europe At a later stage, however, as a result of
a technology-transfer exercise undertaken by

royalties can be charged which are subject to

negotiation

Another example of a typically space-oriented

is a

technology

multibeam antenna feed
device invented by A Roederer (ESA Patent

No

21

7) The

invention was made to resolve

problems associated with the high masses
and insertion losses of such antenna feeds.
while at the same time aiming at efficient
power-amplifier operation and beam control
Since this feed device is intended to be used
in communications-satellite payloads and
would not have any application in terrestrial
communications, this invention was held to be

limited to space application, not requiring
protection

ir

Europe. in view of the granling of

Spacelink Europe, it was discovered that the
technology could be applied in the biomedical
field A European company intending to sell
products based on the ESA invention in the
United States was granted a licence on the

American patent, which

is

royalty-bearing

(b) Contractor inventions

ln the case of inventions made by ESA
contractors ('extra-muros' inventions) in the
course of executing work under contract, ESA

has adopted

a

licence policy'

in line with

Article lll of the ESA Convention, according to
which the contractor keeps the rights in such
inventions, but grants royalty-free irrevocable
licences to ESA and to its Member States This
policy is intended to stimulate the exploitation
of such inventions both within and outside
ESA programmes

free licences
Subsequently,

a

European company was

granted a non-exclusive licence on the rights
in the patent applications filed and patents

resulting,

for use in the

context

of

a

non-European space programme Therefore

this licence, although relating to

space
technology. was granted as royalty-bearing

According
Conditions

to the
for

'General Clauses and
ESA Contracts', inventions

made under contract to the Agency should be
protected by the contractor by filing patent

applications and keeping ESA informed of
such actions and their outcome Exoerience

has shown, however, that only

a

relatively

small number of patents are actually declared
to the Aoencv

The battery charge detector
applied to the Battery
Re-charge Experiment
(BRE) f lown on the STRV-'I a
mission. The technique
developed in connection
with Patent 124
significantly reduces solar
array sizing and extends

battery lifetime
(PAr124)

lf the invention also has potential applications
outsrde space, the Agency should file patent

applications

in countries in addition to

the

ones covered for space-related inventions, for

instance

in

Europe,

in order to protect

the

interests of its Member States The licensing

situation with regard to these inventions is,
however, djfferent from that for the pure space
inventions Whereas space applications of an

invention are subject to the same licence
conditions as space inventions. non-space
licences cannot be granted on a royalty-free
basis, even to industry in Member States One
making these licences

of the reasons for
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lf the contractor does not intend to protect an
invention made in the course of the contract

work, he should transfer his rights to
which may take action in his stead.

ESA,

Under the licence policy, ESA and its Member
States, however, have certain rights in the
patented inventions of contractors, in view of
the funding of the related contract work. The
most important is the right to free licences.
which should be granted by a (former) ESA
contractor for use of their patented inventions
in the context of ESA and Member States'
space programmes.

Such transfers shall be subject to prior review
by ESA and its Member States under
conditions of strict confidentiality. The review is
initially intended to determine whether exports

ate for peaceful uses, and should not
jeopardise the competitive position of
Eu

ropean space industry.

Some problems

in

present protection

practices
(a) ESA inventions
Where an ESA tnvention is limited to space

applications, the Agency will basically not
protect it in the ESA Member States, in view of

f ree-licence policy with respect to
European industry Non-European firms,
however, which have a subsidiary within the
Member States, can therefore use the

the

invention without being prosecuted since they

do not infringe patent rights in these States
Up to now, this has not been a Problem
because foreign companies are not usually
involved in space activities in Europe, but the
situation may have to be reviewed should this
happen
In some cases, in particular when a licence is

Po la

ref

granted at an early stage in the patenting
proceedings the ESA Patents Group decides
to extend protection of space inventions also
to some European countries in addition to
non-European countries, in order to better

risation -sensit ive

safeguard the interests of the Agency This
has. for instance, been the case with the

lector for the Chinese
satellite DFH-3
(PAT 1 36)

ESA may also receive royalty payments on
licence agreements based on patented
inventions which were originally made under

ESA contract, but for which a licence has
been granted by the contractor to a third party
for use in non-space applications,
The latest revision of the 'General Clauses and
Conditions for ESA Contracts' foresees further
protection of industrial intellectual property, in
so far as the contractor should inform the

Agency of the existence of any background
inventions, i e those inventions and patents
not resulting from an Agency contract, and
which he intends to use for the purpose of the
new contract. The contractor may request the
Agency to restrict the dissemination of this

A definition is required with respect to the term
'space applications', in view of the granting of
free licences. lt is clear that inventions made in
any typical spacecraft techrespect
nology related to the system or subsystem
have a space application, including such
things as: spacecraft configuration, attitude
control, solar generators, environmenta
control, life support, propulsion, and remote

of

sensrng,

Typical spacecraft technologies may, however,

also be used for defence purposes, Such
aoolications of ESA inventions cannot, in
principle, be the subject of a licence in view of

information. The proper identification of

the exclusively peaceful purposes aspect of

background inventions allows determination ol
which of the contractor's intellectual property

the European space programme.

generated

Since even within the spacecraft technologies
mentioned there are terrestrial applications,
solar cells, each invention should
e

in the course of the contract
actually falls under the free-licence policy

The revision also relates to transfer of
inventions made in the course of an ESA
contract to a territory outside Member States
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Roederer invention (ESA Patent 217)
described above, where strong non-European
interest had been manifested,

g

be

assessed

with regard to its 'spin-off '
or non-space

potential, to decide on space
aoolications

protection of nventions
i

Oihor

cnenonreft

tochnnlnnioc

lhai

m^ra

clearly could have non-space applications
include: antennas, communications equip
ment. communications systems. data proces-

sing, ground-support facilities. measurement

and control,

mechanical engineering.
^^+i^^
^^,./or ruVVIuo.
Qt rnnliac
and
qr
llldLUlldlJ.
pUVVvr
UpLlUS.
ru toct
rvor
-^+^-i^r^

facilities

|b

A typical example to demonstrate the dilemma
when deciding on the 'space or 'non-space
application is an antenna, which can be used
both for communications relating to space-

craft control and for ground reception

of

commercial satellite channels

A

better method for differentiating between
'space' and non-space applications would

therefore be whether the technology invented,
Fnninall',
UdJlUdlly

{ar
IUI nnann
JpdUU

trnnaoa
pUr|.Jvouo.
^,

nnr
rln ho
uvuru
uu

tha
Lr ru

subject of large-scale commercral exploitation.
aq nnnnced tn thp nno-nlf nattrro n{ lrinin:l
cneno tonhnnlnnioc

programmes. s regarded as a drawback in a
competitive market situation The policy can
therefore give rise to a clash of interests. with

assign f ree rights to his competitors

The situation is even worse when a company

is how to make potential space users aware of
their existence Some ESA inventors, faced
with resolving a problem in a project leading

competitor

project in preference to other solutions,

(PAT 2711

the Agency on the one hand acting in the
interests of Member States by imposing free
licences, and the contractor on the other
wishing to exploit an invention and having to

A major problem in the use of ESA inventions

to the making of an invention patented by
ESA. will propose the use thereof by the

System for synthesising
microwave filters

is

reolired

to nrant ree licences to a
f

for work relating to an

ESA

programme for which this company was not
awarded a contract This situation is, however,
covered by the Agency s right of reproduction,
which allows ESA to indemnify the originator of
the technology

A further tool in promoting the use of ESA
inventions is the Catalogue of ESA Patents'.
together with announcements of new
inventions published in the ESA Technology

The small number of inventions patented by

contractors, declared

to ESA before final

payment for contract work, can be explained
as resulting from the type of work, but also

Prnnrammo
c nrr:rterlri nourclpttor Pranarina
, ,"v,*,
for the Future

from the contract conditions ESA contract

An agreement has been signed with

work is usually aimed at finding a solution for a
unique technical problem, or at manufacturing

the

European technology-transfer group Spacelink Europe for the promotion of non-space
applications of ESA inventions This group
h^^
ItdJ

^.,ht;^h^i
^^+^t^^,,^^
PUUilJI tUU UdLdtUgUU)

^+
Ut

:
u

'nno-nff
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Innifhnr
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market large enough

to

protection against com petition

nnon
uoDg

justify

io +hn
lLl lg

patent

Tracking mount for use with
Earth station antennas
(PAT

2ss)

T"^^^t^.^ht^
Idt t>tYtdUtU

European Space Technologies (TEST). which
include references to selected ESA inventions
having particular non-space potential.

Finally published ESA patent applications are

in the

'European Aerospace
Database . a file managed by the Information
Retrieval Service at ESRIN (Frascati, ltaly) In
this way, ESA inventions are made accessible
searchers identifying novel space
technologies

recorded

to

(b) Contractor i nventions

Whereas

the 'licence policy has

been

introduced in order to stimulate the contractor
to exploit inventions he makes. the obliga
linn ln aranl lraa linonnoc nn n2tanta a\/on

though limited to ESA and Member States'
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Tre oh ioal,or to n.ant tree licences for lse of
a paLented inventior oy ESA and ils lVember
Qtrtoc uuuru
nnr rln svu4ily
onrtrll\i ur)uuurdgu
/!i^^^,,"^^^ uur
^^^r,-^i^.^
iloulurJ
orqLs)

lil ng patent applications lt sho;ld.
nn\^/a\/or ho rorl,con rhei trQA mncllir ho:rc the
develon.nenl r:osls .elaLeo lo inventions made

l'on"

under contract
Fina ly the stipulation that royalties should
be pard to ESA in the case of a licence

-^^
ollu

l-ro uvrrrPqruu
nnmnaro|
-^+
lvt ug

raiith
iho
vvr.rril,u

other tenders

A Europear company replying lo

an

nternaLional comper live call for tender. and
wisr'rg lo 'na\e use lnerein of a patenled ESA
tpnnnnlnnrr [:noc lno nrnhlom th:r it chnrrla]
pay licensing lees ano royalties to tSA. and

would have to add the costs to their overall

agreerrent does ro1 ercourage conlraclo.s
'o orolect thei' i.lvent orS

financia proposa Thls company should,
however, contact ESA prior to submitting tts
nttcr tn rcnntiete the COnditiOnS Of a liCenCe

In order to

s

In view of the internat onal

compelilive

in

improving the

coll'aclor inventions. lwo p.act cal netiods

wor.dwide conpeliliveness

Eu.opear

A^,,^ vYY
h^^^ I ovPilvu.
-^^ti^^.
rrqvY

industry, the company shou d then be able to
obtain favou rable conditions

-

safeguard any ESA rights

patent audits at the contractor's

s

te

n

to

determine whether or not an invention was
made in the course of work funded by the
Agency, and

-

as

a byproducl o[ a lechrology watch.

rnoniloring palen app icatio.rs fileo by fSA
contractors to identify inventions possibly
made while working under contract to ESA

These methods are not
aimed at sanction ng the
non-declaration of inven
tions, but simply at making
ar nventory of coltractor s

tuation, and ESA's role

o{

More recenlly. ESA has proposed teci
nology-deveiopmell conrracts in which ooteltial conl'aclors would partly contribute their
own funds ('mixed funding ) As a result, the
righls ol ESA n rne intellectual oroperly
nonpr:lod ir- lho corr.qe Ot a Conlract relate IO
f^t^ f/^^ri^^
rh^/^oI
q
^ ^f^
ptu-toLo
il ouLtut t Lt u g

ESA and thus its Member

Such 'm xed funding' could have an effect on
rna nh inetinn inrith rocnenl ln Iroo linoncinn nf
inventions patented by the contractor, for
example in as far as the contractor could
qoloel in rnraomonl rrriln FQA lho nnmn:nioc

States, have certain rights, so
as to avo d any unjustified
property clains at a laler daLe

entitled to free licences in the context of
ESA or Member State space programmes
Royalties oue to ESA rn the case o' sales ol

A company invo ved n reply ng

n^n-an2.o itomc omhndvinn n:lonlc rrinr rlrl ho
r^i,,^^^
r^+^
F
^^
^ ^r^
pro-rala
reouceo on
a
Oas s

patented inventions in which

to an ESA Call for Tender
may 'equest rle reslricled

The obligalion of contractors to

dissemination of its background

transfer of inventions outside lVember States

on, in which case the
to the
extent requ red to achieve the
purpose of the contracts A

to ESA nay be seen as contrary to good
comrrercial practice lt shou'd. iowever. be

informat

Agency should imit this

-sa

.^^^;t;^.li^n^
JPYU|llUCllUll),

problem can thef be a rack of delail
on iow Lhe purpose was achieved
rn particular for further work on the
conrract Altnorgh s.Lch a p.oblem

may occur.

t

should be made clear by tie

roti'y

.ttr2r rn2t *no Anencrr r,vil treat the nfofmalion

as confidential, and that if there should be an

oblecton, this is not legally brndrng on the
foreseen Lrans'er Lne nain ob.ect o'this
exe'cise beirg to al ow track to be keot of
inlcl ect ral nroner-v ir whiCh ESA and the
lVember States have certain rights

bidder from the outset that he wishes to restrict

dissemination in order not to prejudice his
jusritred nLerests. so as lo nol compro'nise tl^e
validrty of his offer by be ng marked down on

tho
nn n1 inrron+i^^^ -^,1^
lrE nrniont
vrULEUrur rur ilrvsr rUU l) lllduc

this point during tender evaluation

and contractors is one requiring adaptation to

It is of course clear that a

company

'esponding to a Ca I tor Tenoer ard having r
itq nnqsessinn natcntc that could be based or

an invention made during a previous ESA
contract n the same field is in a stronger
position than other bidders Nonetheless,
this company's offer should be evaluated
strictly for compliance with the contract

Conclusion
It has been shown that the Agency's policy

in
la,, :l^
ll.) nrafl
uy
>tdll

devolnnmonlc hnlh in FQA c nrnnr:mmoc :n.l
ir lhe conlraclors reeds Some problems
a'isirg from lhis clarging situatior iave been

lv discr rssed a rd sone solutions outined P'otective measures introduced by the
,-^.ituted in tie nte.ests or
ngur
tuy h^,.^
|dvY r^^uYUr | il rJl
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contractors and are aimed primarily at
hrief

imp'oving trei'competitive

position
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ers product quality assurance

ERS Product Assurance and Quality

Control
P.

Lecomte, V. Amans, O. Colin, R. Gomez & J. Sanchez

ERS Mission Coordination and Product Assurance Section, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Product assurance
To ensure Product Quality Assurance requires
'a planned and systematic pattern of all actions

-

necessary to provide adequate confidence that

the item or product conforms to established
technical requirements' (ANSI/IEEE Standard
730.1-1989). The Quality Assurance activity is
the process of verifying that these standards

-

are being applied.

Since the ERS-1 satellite was placed into orbit in July 1991, it has been
providing the user community with very high quality data sets. In order

to be able to guarantee that quality to the scientific community, the
ERS Mission Coordination and Product Assurance Section at ESRIN
has been performing a permanent background task: from mission
planning and data acquisition to the processing and dissemination
from the point of view of Quality Control. This paper explains the
concept of Product Assurance and Quality Control, and describes all
areas of the ERS ground segment in which the Section is involved.
In preparation for the launch of ERS-2 in April, a complete review of the

Section's role was carried out and the experience gained through
ERS-I has been used to improve the products and services offered. In
the Ionger term, this exercise will take on a greater signif icance as ESA
prepares for a much more ambitious mission, the Envisat mission.

The principles of Product Quality Assurance
activities are described in the ESA software
engineering standards (PSS-05-0 lssue 2)
In small projects, the operators themselves can

perform the quality assurance, but in large
projects, specific staff should be allocated to
the role. A Product Quality Assurance Plan

(PQAP) defines how adherence

to

the
standards will be monitored The Plan's table of
contents can function as a checklist of the
activities that must be carried out to ensure the
quality of the products Those responsible for
Product Quality Assurance should define how
each activity is to be monitored.
A Quality Assurance Plan has been developed
for the routine operations of the ERS ground
segment. lt covers the following activities:
Background mission planning
Satellite monitorino

-

-

Ground station monitorinq:
Data acquisition
Processing
Dissemination
Quality control of ESA products produced

-

oy:
stations
- ESA
Processing and archiving facilities
- Other stations
-Monitoring of ESA ground segment

software status
Triggering the evolution of algorithms:
Debugging
Upgrade
ESA systems configuration control
Managing studies to evaluate:
Algorithm evolution impact
Calibration methods.

-

The Plan defines, for each activity,

the

specifications for each type of element, such as
hardware, software, algorithm, product and
method, as well as verification procedures, the
software tools to be used, the analyses to be
performed and the reporting mechanisms,

ESRIN Product Control Service
For the ERS ground segment, the ERS Mission
Coordination and Product Assurance Section
in ESRIN (Frascati, ltaly) manages all of those
activities, with the support of a system called
the Product Control Service (PCS) The PCS is
the environment in which all the ERS data is
collected, analysed, controlled and archived. lt

is also where the Product Quallty Control

is

performed.
The PCS has recently been upgraded to cope

with two satellite data flows, as shown in
Figure 1. lts operational environment is now
based on the following principles:

-

lt is composed of a mixed VAX/DEC Alpha

cluster, which means

that all

PCS

applications are running on top of a unique,

homogeneous and common file system,

therefore data storage resources (disks,
peripherals) can be shared.
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incoming files (Dataserver), and to the analysis

and control of the SAR (Sarcalq) and
Low- Bit- Rate p

the

roducts (Rascals)

Mission preparation
Based on the ANSI/IEEE definition, Quality
Assurance must cover all the actions necessary
to ensure the good quality of the data
Quality Assurance starts at the very beginning
of the lifetime of the data: at its acouisition In

fact, good data can be useless if it is not
acquired properly. In this context, 'properly'
means at the right geographical location as

ERs-rpDArsERvERs MlsJl9llYglqlq\ryc

-t

well as with the proper continuiiy. For example,
the altimeter scientific community is interested
in a data set that covers the whole planet for a
certain period of time,

For the ERS missions, the difficulty in the
planning activity lies in the multiplicity of the
instruments onboard and the need for a
coordination of the SAR mission on the one

I
t

hand and of the other instruments on the other

I

hand The planning cannot be done in
the same way for the two parts as different
and conflicting requirements have to be

I
I
f

handled.
For the SAR mission, the planning is based on
a direct and permanent contact with the user in

order to schedule image acquisltion for the
right time and for over the appropriate area of
Figure

l.

the Earth. This activity is the responsibility of
Layout and

conf iguration of the

-

Product Control Service

Most of the products and report files as well

as the rclevant n2rameters fOr the

SenSOr

monitoring generated within the ERS
ground segment (the stations, mission
management and the control centre at

(PCS)

ESOC in Darmstadt, Germany) are handled

through the Interface Sub-System (lSS)
located at ESRIN. Other files such as SAR
images and, after ERS-2 has been
launched, GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment) and Micro-Wave Sounder raw

data products are received f rom

the

Broadband Data Dissemination Network

-

(BDDN)
ERS-1 and ERS-2 data flows are logically
split on the file system for clarity However,
both ERS-1 and ERS-2 data will be available
from all machines.
The logical organisation of ERS data on the
system optimises the network traffic on the
PCS LAN Ethernet seqment

The PCS functions are organised according to
three types of activity: file management, global
instrument monitoring and product quality
control. Three main sets of software tools are
running on the cluster and are dedicated
respectively to the handling and routing of the
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the ERS Central User Service At the same time,
the users of the data collected by the other
instruments are also interested in global
coverage and are ready to handle all the
available production The mission planning for
the other instruments therefore consists of the
scheduling
the instruments and the
on-board recorder to take full advantage of the
recorder's capacity and to protect certain
geographic areas used
instrument
monitoring against systematic gaps (due to the
acquisition of SAR images or to gaps in the
data recording),
view
instrument
calibration and verification This activity
the
scheduling of the other instruments and the

of

for

in

of

-

on-board recorder
mission planning

-

is called backoround

Background mission planning
The quality control during background mission

planning is the activity that ensures the quality
of the mission itself. Even if the instruments are
workrng perfectly, the overall data quality will

be affected by satellite manoeuvres, the
scheduling of the on-board recorders, i.e. when
the data is stored or when it is dumped to the
ground stations, as well as by the planning of
the g round-station acquisitions.

ers product quality assurance

The objective of the background mission
planning is to define a background mission
operation plan that best fits the ERS users'
requirements The major determining factors
are the design of the spacecraft, the type of
orbit (a repeat cycle of 3, 35 or 168 days) and
the priorities given to that phase. such as
interferometry, geodesy and/or cryosphere

For example, on ERS, the design of the

on-board recorder

tape

the physical length of the

-

limits the storage capacity

to

100
minutes of Low-Bit-Rate (LBR) data, whereas in

-

some cases the relative position of the ground
stations leads to 120 minutes of data being
acquired. On the other hand, for some orbits,
the dump capacity is limited by station visibility.

immediately after a full orbit of raw data has
been received, and they are distributed to the
users within three hours. In parallel, they are
disseminated to the PCS where an indirect
control of acquisition and processing can be
carried out by analysing each product. The
direct control of the station activities is ensured
by ESOC for the Kiruna station and by the
Ground Station Facilities at ESRIN for the other
Section maintains
ESA stations.

The

permanent contact with those two entities in
order to identify any anomalies that may occur

at the level of

acquisition, processing or

dissemination.

Based on those factors, a data-recording
strategy has been defined for the on-board
data recorder, taking into account the following
elements:

-

Reouests soecific to the mission
User requests for calibration and validation
Descoping strategy
Protected zone for calibration and validation
activities
Station planning and visibilitY
Mission analysis (LBR, and Instrument Data
Handling and Transmission (IDHT) system)
Quality Assurance monitoring
LBR acquisition and recording analysis, i.e
comparison of real acquisitton and
dissemination with the background mission
ooeration olan

- a

The objective is not only to provide a ful
background mission operation plan that
includes a scheduling of the payload
operations compliant with the mission planntng
rules and the on-board constratnts, but also to
prototype and validate new mission strategies

and to finetune the planning parameters in
order to maximise the mission benefits The
the best compromise between
final result

- and

requirements, validated
is sent to the Mission
through simulations
Monitoring and Control Centre at ESOC for
translation into satellite commands lts validity
will be monitored against the background
mission operation plan during the actual

Off-line products
A second set of products, off-line products

Figure 2. An example of a
radar altimeter Fast

(Fig. 3). has been defined to satisfy the need
for higher quality data, but those products
require updated parameters and more
computer time. They are generated by the

speed and sea wave height

Processing and Archiving Facilities

(PAF),

which are managed and monitored by ESRIN

constraints

operations

Fast Delivery Product generation
Once the data has been acquired, recorded
on-board for the LBR instruments and dumped
to the ground stations, two types of activity are
carried out at the ESA ground stations: the
processing and the distribution of the raw data
to the user community and the archive centres.

The so-called Fast Delivery Products (Fig. 2)

are

generated

at the

ground

station

For those products, the PCS is responsible for

of

the routine Quality
coordination
Assurance activrties performed at the PAF, as
well as for the computation of the calibration
constants and corrections required to calibrate
the ERS products The product validation
activities are another of the Section's tasks.

the

For the SAR, 21 SAR products f rom six different

processors have been validated, with six
different levels of processing ranging from the
raw data to the geoterrain corrected products.

Routine monitoring
All Fast Delivery Products generated at the ESA
ground stations are received and stored for a
maximum of 15 days in the PCS rolling archive,

Delivery Product: wind
(SWH) generated by
Hurricane Emily, as seen by
ERS-1 on 30 August 1993

which is accessible on-line, and then archived
on magnetic support The existence of the

detailing the instrument anomalies; the
acquisition, production and dissemination

rolling archive for a certain period of time allows
not only a routine monitoring of pre-determined
parameters, but also a detailed inspection of

by the Fast Delivery Processing Chain and
which provide information on the respective

suspected anomalies.
A set of routine activities has been set up within

the PCS in order to have an overview of the
mission and the availability of the data and their
qualrty at any time. N/ost of the anomalies at
acquisition, processing or dissemination level
can be detected by analysing the so-called
Daily Report, a summary of one day's activity
based on the results of the checkino of everv

reports generated automatically at the stations

activities; and the event report on the detection
of an anomaly, which is generated by the
station staff and documented with the
processor logs

Iwo sets of statistics are derived from that

lever

of monitoring:

-

The raw data availability statistics, which
take into account the unavailability of all the
nstruments and stations
The low-bit-rate processing success based
on the received against expected data
PCS, with
unavailability
excluded (processing success measures
the amount of processing/distribution failu re
i

-

in the

the

oer station),

The routine monitoring is completed by
monthly Wind Scatterometer and Radar
Altimeter reports showing time series analysis of the most important parameters and
allowing long{erm monitoring of instrument
performance.

The Section is developing

a

new tool, the

Mission Monitoring System, which will allow the
quality of the whole ERS ground segment to be
monitored, lt will provide easy access to all the
relevant parameters, by means
daily
reporting, as well as interactive access to the
parameter database. The major tasks of the
Mission Monitoring System willbe:
To improve the daily reporting of information
by creating an event database, covering the
on-board (instrument availability and sensor
modes)
well
on-ground
(acquisition, processing and dissemination)
2ana.ta nf iho trRQ
,- system.

of

Figure 3. An example of a
SAR

ofl-line precision

image: Franklurt airport on
3 May 1992. Produced by
the ltalian Processing and
Archiving Facility.

as

single low-bit-rate Fast Delivery Product from
the Wind Scatterometer, the Radar Altimeter
and the SAR in wave mode (respectively called
UWl, URA and UWA products), the headers of
the SAR Fast Delivery Products (called Ul16)

and the extracted raw data rom the
Scatterometer and the Radar Altimeter
f

(respectively EWIC and ERAC). In the Daily
Report, the main f ields of the Marn and Specific

Product Headers, the Product Confidence
Data (PCD) and most of the geophysical
parameters extracted from each product, are
plotted as a set of time series, to allow
evolutions and trends to be followed
Any observed anomaly, absence of scheduled
nrnrittr:tc nr qr rcnontod n^^r nr raliirr ic

recorded, analysed in more detail using
dedicated tools, and cross-correlated with
station reports Among those reports are the
unavailability reports generated by ESOC

as the

<

a

historv of the ERS missions
covering data availability, anomalies and

-

To create

-

To enhance the on-line monitoring anc
reporting by maintaining statistics on
performance, by monitoring the mission
planning rules and their impacts and by
monitoring the on-board and on-ground
resource utilisation in order to validate the

system configuration

mission strategies

Detailed product analysis
Two important software tools, Rascals and
Sarcalq, have been developed under PCS
responsibility to perform detailed analyses of
each Wind Scatterometer, Radar Altimeter and
SAR product (see insets) Both systems provide
vrsual access to all information included in the
products and also allow the automatic

ers product qualrty assurance

extraction of a set of relevant oarameters. which
are kept in an on-line database for long-term
monitoring of sensor performance and Product
Quality Assurance.

Anomaly reporting

action is requested, a non-conformance report

is issued to the person responsible for

the

maintenance of that chain, if the problem is
related to a software anomaly, The Mission
Coordination and Product Assurance section
controls each step in the process, under the

of the ERS Ground

The detection of an anomaly in the processing
triggers the generation of an Anomaly Report.
Investigations are first carried out at ESRIN,
with the tools available in the PCS, the

supervision

inspection

Reporting is probably the most important of the
Product Assurance activities In fact, Product
Assurance is of no use if the information is not

of the

station logs

or

the

reprocessing of the raw data in the reference
chain when necessary. Whenever a corrective

Reporting activities
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performance
Rasca's is a software
and data product quality for the ERS-1 and ERS-2 Wind Scatterometers, Radar Altimeters and
SAR in wave mode. The system can access raw data and fast delivery products as well as
housekeeping data generated by the different ERS instruments, The functionality covered by
the Rascals system ranges from the graphical visualisation of all parameters provided in the
data products to specialised analysis functions supporting the geophysical validation of the
measurements.
In the interactive mode, Rascals allows the relevant data to be displayed, investrgated and
In the routine mode, it samples the data products to build a hrstorical database

processed

(a) The ERS-1 orbit acquired at Kiruna on 12 February 1995 and containing the data acquired

between 1 8:00 and 19 27 . The line represents the Radar Altimeter track, and the small square
in the Indian Ocean shows the position of the Scatterometer product at 1B:51
(b) The sea-surface wind of this particular product, together with half of the previous product
and half of the next product
(c) The Radar Altimeter wind speed and significant wave height at the same acquisition time

(d) Rascals maintains automatically a database of engineering and geophysical parameters,
extracted daily. This figure, showing the occurrence of arcing events in 1994, is an example o1
the content of this database
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passed to the users, and if it has no impact
the global product quality

evolution

Three types of reports are

-

required:

Unavailability statistics to inform the user
missing data
Operation reports to enable the userto

on

Ground Segment Configuration Control
Board
The role of the Configuration Control Board

of

formally defined
729-1983. lt is to:

keep and
the product quality
Information to users on the plans and
- possible
product evolution.
-

up{o-date with the mission evolution

ldentify and define the configuration items
in a system

Control the release and change of the
configuration items throughout the system
lifecycle

Analyses using the Sarcalq software
Sarcalq has been developed to analyse the SAR images acquired over calibration sites in
order to calculate the SAR calibration constant, and to monitor the instrument stability,
compute the in-flight antenna pattern and control the performance of the different SAR
processors, This tool is also used to visualise the SAR images and wave products, and to
monitor the oroduction at the ESA stations.
(a) Flevoland (The Netherlands) showing the location of one of the transponders deployed in
that area to be used to calibrate and monitor the stability of the ERS SAR system in image

mode
(b) The lmpulse Response Function corresponding to that transponder.

(c)fhe

ERS SAR also has a wave mode capability which is interleaved with the Scatterometer.
this mode, the SAR makes small imagettes (5 x 6 km), from which the imagette spectra can
be extracted This spectra shows the direction and the strength of the waves in the ocean.
In

(d) The histogram of the same product.
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is

in ANSI/IEEE Standard
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Record and report the status
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of

different mission requirements and

new

product definitions to be issued

'ra+inn

Verify the completeness and correctness of

cnnfinrrrefinn iiomc

A good example of such an evolution for the
ERS mission is the SAR interferometry. That

It is clear that good configuration management

technique was initially proposed as a possible

is

use of the SAR images when ERS-I was
launched, The results of the first studies,
however, were so successful that that

essential

for

eff

icient development and

maintenance, and to ensure that the integrity of
the system is never compromised With respect

to the

ERS ground segment,

system

configuration management ensures thal

all

+^^r,^
cnhodrrlinn
nf
Lr ru
our ruuurrrrV
LdJnJ ^,,^h
JUUI I oo iho
the instruments and the station acquisitions,
or the data production and dissemination
are performed properly The configuration
management of the ERS ground segment is a
key element of the mission Quality Assurance
llldjul
-^i^"

as defined earlier. lt covers all elements

application became a major issue with respect

to the SAR product specitications and
ERS-2 mission profile

(Fig

the

4)
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documentation)

The main source of information for the control
of the ERS ground segment configuration is

the

Configuration Control Database This

Database contains all the elements necessary
to trace the evolution of any item of the ERS
ground segment, such as station anomalies,
Non-Conformance Reports (NCR) the status of
the NCRs from issue to closure, or the latest
version of every item (software, hardware). The
-idllll
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product computation in order to have a
complete overview of the algorithm limitation
and its possible improvements. to take into

account at the same time the evolution of the

tenance of the hardware

hardware and

of the algorithm

techniques

is

applicable to this particular product. and to

often underestimated and seen to be one more
board slowing down the process of improving
the service to the users, it is nevertheless the
only way to ensure the regular and proper
dissemination of validated products to the user
community

satisfy user needs. wnile still ensuring that the
constraints imposed by the ground segment
design and the mission constraints are always
taken into account This activity requires skilled
personnel, able at the same time to cover all the
zano.ta
nf iho Prnrlrrnl Accr rr:nno nnnnonl
qe
vvv ru
and to understand in depth the details of each

Algorithm monitoring and evolution
In a long-term project like ERS which spans
more thaf a decade, it is impossible to define

element

steadfast algorithms to be used for deriving the
products to be provtded to the users from the

requirement

Although the Configuration Control Board

of the ground

segment (systems.

order

to be able to

respond

to a

new

Reference system

may evolve because of the development of new
the
because
algorithm techniques
evolution of the mission itself In particular,

One of the quality control activities is to ensure
that any software evolulion required to correct a

of

assumptions about the mission profile defined

software anomaly or to introduce a new
algorithm does not affect the integrity of the

a long time before the actual launch of

FRQ nrnr rnd conmoni

the
satellite, may be found to be obsolete when the
satellite is flown and the data distributed to the
user community The mission itself triggers new
concepts and new ideas, which cause new and

Interferogram projected
onto SAR lntensity image.
The area consists of slopes
covered in vegetation,
rising steeply to peaks of
approximately 1200 m.
(Produced by Polimi, ltaly)

hardware, algorithms, software, user needs) in

instruments' raw data, The algorithms used

or

Figure 4. ERS-1 Fringe
Working Group Reference
Data Set: Gennargentu
(east coast of Sardinia).

In order to

check the impact

of

any

modification, any new software is installed on a
replica of a ground stalion system at ESRIN

ttc

@ outtetin ez

and tested, first locally and then in short loop,
i.e processed and disseminated to the PCS In
the PCS, the data is analysed in detail using all
the tools available Once it has been confirmed
that there are no side effects, the test results are
submitted to the Configuration Control Board
for aooroval. The new software is then installed
at the real ground station under the Section's
supervision and the detailed tests performed
during the short loop are repeated as soon as
the software is used operationally

interactions between microwaves and such a
target. Although those studies are often not

That reference system is one of the key
elements available to the CCB to ensure the

to respond to their needs by developing new
applications (Fig. 5), which can require new
product specifications and new Quality

stability of the ground segment

directly conducted by the team responsible for

Product Quality Assurance, it should be a
constant concern that the team is involved

in the

Scientific Advisory Groups, in the
different studies proposed by ESA and more
generally in close contact with the scientific
community.
This type of activity is also required in order to
be aware of the users' concerns and to be able

Assurance techniques.
PCS evolution for ERS-2

the ERS-2 satellite, the PCS had to be
updated to handle a new instrument, GOME,
and new functions implemented in the ground
segment such as the realtime transcription of

To serve

raw data at each station

The introduction of GOME required an
evolution of the basic conceots that were
defined for ERS-1. In fact, the Product Quality
Assurance Plan was based on the analysis of
the Fast Delivery Products for the routine
surveillance of the data. The PCS receives
those products in less than three hours. lt was
only if an anomaly was detected at that level
that an analysis of the raw data was performed.
However, there is no real{ime processing for
GOME. Therefore, the PCS has to cope with
raw data assimilation and analysis using the
transcription tapes generated at the station and
received by the PCS with a few days' delay. In
order to Derform instrument surveillance in real
time, the housekeeping data summarising the
overall soacecraft status will have to be
analysed. Previously, this data was only used in
a subsequent step for deeper analysis of an
anomary.
Gommo>-14,5 dB

Two new conceots were introduced in the
Quality Assurance Plan
Separation of the instrument status analysis
from the data quality control
Analysis of the actual data with a few days'
delay

Figure 5. Analysis of sea ice
over Antarctica in April
1 994, using scatterometer
data. This study was
conducted by the PCS in
order to better understand
the scatterometer data.

New studies

Quality Assurance is based on an upto-date

-

knowledge of all the engineering and scientific

aspects of the overall project. Close contact
with the scientists is mandatory in order to be
able to understand the instruments, and to

improve the quality

of their engineering

In response to those new concepts, the
Rascals tool was uodated and now has the
capacity
fulfil the new requirements
introduced by the GOME instrument.

to

calibration or geophysical validation.

Conclusion
As an examole. the rain forests are used as a

uniform target for the calibration of the ERS
SAR and scatterometer. lt is therefore important
to promote and to closely follow studies on the
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Product Assurance and Quality Control
activities are of paramount importance in the
exploitation of any productive system. The ERS
satellites are no exceotion.

ers product qualtty assurance

In accordance with international standards, the

ERS Mission Coordination and Product
Assurance Section at ESRIN is undertaking all
necessarvt actions
to enSLre that the ditterent
sv!'v'
ERS products adhere to the established
tecnnical requirements That etfort is important
because most

of the

analyses need

to

at the same time The experience

gained
during almost four years of ERS-1 data analysis
was also used to improve some of the existing
actrvilies and to define others required to take
full advantage of the new ERS products such
as the interferometric products

be

With the impending launch of ERS 2 all of the
Section's different activities were reviewed to

Today the ERS Mission Coordination and
Product Assu rance Section is able to
guarantee the adequate exploilalion of bolh
the ERS 1 and ERS 2 satellites and is looking

ensure that the Section would be able to

forward to meeting that

carried out in near-real-time

challenge

G

handle both the ERS 1 and the ERS 2 missions
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ESA 1996 PRODUCT ASSURANCE SYMPOSIUM
and
SOFTWARE PRODUCT ASSURANCE WORKSHOP
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 19-22 March 1996
Abstract deadline: 15 September 1995
Since the previous conferences held in 1991 and 1992, the environment of space projects has undergone major changes
worldwide, with consequent effects on product assurance (PA) The 1996 meetings will address these changes and trends

under the general theme ol
Space Product Assurance and lndustrial Competitiveness.
The Symposium and the Workshop will provide a forum in which developers, operators and users of space systems can
discuss the lessons learned by policy makers, procurement agencies and suppliers.
PA concerns everybody in the customer's and supplier's organisations, and it must be fully integrated into programmes
from the very beginning if managers and and specialists are to have appropriate tools for decision making The Symposium
is aimed at executives and managers who regulate, procure, operate or use space systems and who wish to discuss the
challenges of the future, as well as the PA professional
Software can account for a large part of the cost and risk in a project and therefore the Symposium includes a concurrent
Software PA (SPA) Workshop

An exhibition of PA software tools is planned.
Address lor enquiries and mailing of abstracts:
ESTEC Conference Centre
Postbox 299
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Tel.

+ 31 1719-85005
Fax +31 1719-85658

AUSTRALTAN TNTERNATTONAL SPACE SCHOOL (A|SS)
Sydney, Australia, 15 - 21 July 1995
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION
Educators and students from around the world are invited to attend the 4th International Space School (AISS) to be held
in Australia AISS rs an annual event, which hosts 100 delegates, who are selected from throughout Australia, and by
application from other countries

o AISS is an educational programme which highlights Australia's role in Space and Astronomy
o AISS is sponsored by the Australian government through the Australian Space Office, and by a private company,
Fundraising Options AISS rs free of charge to selected delegates
AISS programme is based withrn the University of NSW, at Kensington in Sydney

o The

International applicants are welcome To be accepted, all applicants:

o must complete an application form (available from AISS)
o must be approved by an education authority
o must organise their own travel to Australia
o should be able to speak, or understand English
o must be older than 15 years
All expenses at AISS are met by the Sponsors.
Application deadline is 2nd June 1995.
Fax applications (or enquiries) to: 61 2 3497606
Postal address for AISS:
81 Haig St: MAROUBRA, NSW 2035
AUSTRALIA

(This number is a phone / fax / message machine, open 24 hours)
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
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Ulysse
La sonde, qul es/ largement entr1e dans
sa quatridme annde d'exploitation, est en
excellent 6tat, tous ies instruments et
sous-sysfdme s f o n ctio n n ant d e f ago n
nominale. Depuis le dernier rapport, les
opdrations ont 6td quelque peu

compliquees par Ie retour ddbut octobre
du m€me ph1nomdne de nutation qui
s'6tait produit bridvement peu aprds le
Iancement. Provoqude par un
rdchauffement solaire non uniforme du
bras axial lorsque le satellite tourne sur
luLm€me, cette perturbation avu son
intensitf augmenter comme pr6vu, pour
atteindre une cr)te les derniers jours de
d6cembre. Ddbutf1vrier, la nutation s'est
estompee comme on s'y attendait lorsque
/es posifions relatives de la sonde, du
Soleil et de la Terre se sont modifi1es. A
mesure que la sonde se dirige yers /es
hautes latitudes septentrionales du Soleil,
sa g6omdtrie orbitale prend un aspect tel
que cette pefturbation devrait atteindre
une nouvelle cr)te en avril mai et durer
jusqu'd aolt ou septembre.
Pendant la periode rdcente de nutation,
I

es p roc6d u res o p 6 rati o n n el I es

pr66tablies (mettant en oeuvre /e systdme
Conscan embarqud pour obtenir un
amortissement actif) ont tres blen rdussl
a maintenir le pointage de I'antenne d
grand gain a l'int6rieur d'une marge de
0,2o, ce qui a pratiquement exclu toute
incidence sur I'exploitation scientifique
Des manoeuvres 'transparentes' de cette
nature, exigeant une liaison montante
(pratiquement) continue en direction
d'Ulysse, n'ont pu €tre r6alisdes
que grAce au ddvouement et au
professionnalisme de l'6quipe commune
ESA NASA d'exoloitation du satellite au
JPL et d la coopdration du rdseau de
I'espace lointain de la NASA et de la
station sol de /'ESA a Kourou.

Soho
lndustrie
Ddbut ddcembre 1994 a ddmarrd I'essai
de simulation so/aire sous vide thermique
du moddle de vol de Soho. ll s'est ddroul1
sans probldme, permettant de mettre d
l'6preuve dans un environnement
repr4sentatif la quas|totalite des 6l6ments
de la sonde, et ce pour la premidre et
seu/e foa du programme. Certaines
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divergences entre temperatures prdvues
et mesurdes, en particulier du cOt6 de la
sonde exposd au Soleil, ont provoqu1
I'ex1cution d'essarS suppl6mentaires hors
programme en f6vrier dans la chambre
sous vrde thermique Simles, afin
d'expliquer certaines interactions entre la
sonde ef la chambre elle-m)me et
d'apporter des donn6es d I'appui des
activitds de corrdlation en cours sur le
m oddle m athematiq ue therm iq u e.

A la mi-janvier, I'expdrience UVCS a ete
ddmontee pour procdder aux mises d
niveau critiques ndcessaires, tandis que le
reste de la sonde subissait un deuxidme
essai de compatibilitd avec le secteur so/
et, immediatement aprds, des essaA
destrnes d vdrifier les pr1visions de
microvibrations d bord de I'enoin.
Ces essar,s de microvrbration ayant etd
men6s d bonne fin, les modules de
charge utile et de servitude ont ete
drrssoclds pour des activit1s d conduire
en paralldle. Des acceleromdtres ont 6te
install1s sur le module de servitude et des
etudes ont dt6 mendes afin d'6lucider les
non conformitds obserydes au cours des
prdcddentes phases d'essai. Le moddle
de vol de I'enregistreur etat solide a 6t6
livr6 et install1 fin fdvrier, aprds que /es
responsab/es de I'Agence et de la
NASA se furent mis d'accord sur une
configuration mixte comprenant un
enregistreur d bande et un enregistreur
6tat solide pour la mr'sslon Soho
Aprds une sdile d'activitds qui avaient

pour objet de mettre plusieurs
expdriences d niveau, sous leur forme
d6finitive (voir ci-dessous), le module de
charge utile a 6t6 4quipd des rnstrumenfs
ndcessaires aux essais en vibration, et fait
I'objet de mesures des propilltds
physiques.

Le deuxidme essai de compatibilite avec
/e secleur so/ a eu lieu A la mi-janvier,
pendant environ une semaine, avec des
sdances quotidiennes interactives entre Ie
centre de t6l1commande du Goddard
Space Flight Center et le vehicule spatial,
en place dans I'installallon d'essars
d'lntespace d Toulouse. La prdparation du
simulateur logiciel de /a NASA s'esf
achevee en fdvrier el des essars
independants ont 6t6 exdcutds afin de
valider ce simulateur en regard des
r6sultats des essais rdels

Exp6riences
Pour Ia mise d Ia norme de vol de I'UCVS,
/es masses inertes internes ont 6t6

remplacdes par le spectromdtre de vol
(avec les d1tecteurs d lignes d retard
crorsdes) et Ie mdcanisme d'occultation
des miroirs. Ces acfivit6s ont 6te men6es
dans I'une des sa//es blanches de MMS d
Toulouse.
Le modele de vol de I'instrument SUMER
a ete installe sur la sonde et entidrement
vdrifi6, en remplacement du moddle de
qualification qui avait 6t6 utilisd pour les
essarrs

de bilan thermique/thermiques sous

vide.
Les PROM de I'unitd 4lectronique du
LASCO ont 6t6 mises aux normes de vol.

L'exp1rience EIT a 6td fortement
amdlioree (porte avant de conception
nouvelle, camdra, filtres) 69alement dans
I'une des salles blanches de MMS-F, et
certains probldmes thermiques apparus
au cours de /'essai systdme ont 6t6
rdso/us.

Le remplacement pr6vu des expdriences
CELIAS et VIRGO par des unitds de vol
compldtes n'a pu se faire dans les delais
impartis et sera reprogrammd d un stade
ultdrieu r

NASA (lancement et op6rations)
De nouvelles drScussions ont eu lieu
entre la NASA et Martin Marietta Space
Systern (MMSS), responsable du
lancement, au sujet de la date de celui-ci.
On est parvenu fin janvier d un accord
en bonne et due forme sur une date
de lancement nominale fixde au 30
octobre, date qui a 6td acceptde par
I'ESA.
Une revue de conception critique du
vdhicule lanceur de Soho a eu lieu le
19 janvier dans les locaux de MMSS d
Denver.

d

u p rog ram me.

rso
Les choses ont tres bien progress1 dans
fous /es secfeurs du projet. Ious /es
essars d'amb iance du satellite au niveau
sysfdme ont 6td mends d bien et dans /es
ddlars. Les quelques anomalies qui se
sont fait jour au cours des essarb /es p/us
recents sont A I'examen. Les deux
suiveurs ste//alres ont 6td renvoyds au
fournisseur pour €tre equipds de

prog rammes & operations

Ulysses
The mission, well into its fourth year of
operations, is in excellent shape, with all
instruments and spacecraft subsystems
functioning nominally. Since the last
report, mission operations have been
complicated somewhat by the return in
early October of the same nutation-like
disturbance that was present for a short
period just after launch Driven by
non-uniform solar heating of the axial
boom as the spacecraft spins, the
disturbance increased in intensity as
predicted, reaching a peak during the last
few days of December By early February,
the nutation had died away as expected
as the relative positions of the spacecraft,
Sun and Earth changed The orbital
geometry as the spacecraft climbs to high
northern solar latitudes is such that the
disturbance is likely to peak again in
April/May and be present until August or
September

Throughout the recent period of nutation,
the predefined operational procedures
(involving the use of the on-board
Conscan system to achieve active
damping) have been highly successful
in maintaining the high-gain antenna
Earth-pointing within about 0.2o, resulting
in practically no impact on scientific
operations Such'transparent' operations,
requiring a (nearly) continuous uplink
signal to Ulysses, could not have been
achieved without the dedication and
professionalism of the loint ESA-NASA
Soacecraft Ooerations Team at JPL and
the cooperation of NASA's Deep-Space
Network and ESA's Kourou oround
station

Prdparation du moddle de vol de Soho aux
essais d'6quilibrage thermique/vrde chez
lntespace (F)
Soho flight model before thermal-balance/
vacuum testing at Intespace (F)

Soho
Industry
The beginning of December '94 saw the
start of solar-simulation/thermal-vacuum
testing of the Soho flight model. The test
progressed safely and allowed most
elements of the spacecraft to be exercised
in a representative environment for the
first and only time in the programme
Certain discrepancies between predicted
and measured temperatures, particularly
on the Sun-facing side of the spacecraft,
led to an additional offline test in
February in the Simles thermal-vacuum
chamber aimed at explaining some
interactions between the spacecraft and
the chamber itself and supporting the
ongoing thermal mathematical model
correlation activities
In mrd-January, the UVCS experiment
was demounted for its necessary critical
upgrading, while the rest of the spacecraft
has undergone a second ground-segmenl
compability test and, in close succession,
tests aimed at verifying predictions of the
microvibration environment aboard the
spacecraft,

After the successful completion of these
microvibration tests, the payload and
service modules have been demated and
parallel activities have been run. On the
service module, accelerometers have
been fitted and some investigations
have been performed to close out
non-conformances found du ring earlier
test phases. The flight model of the
solid-state recorder was delivered and
installed at the end of February, after ESA
and NASA management had agreed a
mixed configuration of one tape recorder
and one solid-state recorder for the Soho
mtsston.

The payload module underwent a series
of activities aimed at upgrading several
experiments to final status (see below). lt
was then instrumented for the vibration
tests and underwent physical-properties
measurements
NASA (launcher and operations)
Further discussions took place between
NASA and the launch contractor Martin
Marietta Space System (MMSS) regarding
the Soho launch date At the end of
January, a formal agreement was reached
on a nominal launch date of 30 October,
which was accepted by ESA
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nouveaux detecteurs amehores afin de
parvenir a la qualitd de pointage requrse
L'essai frnal au niveau systdme du satellite
q'achitrcra lnr<nt1g leS deUx
,lint6nrd
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suiveurs ste//aires amehords auront etd
installes sur le satellite en avrrl.
Les travaux ont 69alement tres bien
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essais de compattbtlile radtofrequence ont
6td menes a bien dans les deux slalions
so/ /SO de Goldstone, en Californie. Les
derniers essais sate//lle-stalions so/, y
comprts le logiael scientifique el des
operailons en vol. sont programmes en

avnl
Le projet conilnue de respecler le
calendrier et tous les travaux sonl axes sur
un lancement prevu en septembre 1995
La revue de recette du satellite, lancee ftn
fdvrier, devrait s'achever en avrtl

Huygens
Les essars de qualltcation mecanique au
nrvearr svslimc mcncs sur le modele
str u ctu re/th e rm i q u e/py rotech n q u e de I a
sonde sonf en voie d achevement Les
pqqriq ,nnlr.q/iniics pl cn Vlbfaton Ont ete
A A;^^ ^+ ^ l^ A^1
//i
e/i e5 a
lJtetl eI, d td uate ou nous
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ecrivons. la sonde a dela subi qutnze
jours de ses essa/s de bilan Lhermrque/
thermint pq, snr rq rzdp ot ti dOivent en
prendre vingt deux
r

Fn nrcmiAre evalt tation ies r€isu/tals des
essa/.s thermiques exeicules d ce lour
montrent que /es caracteristrques
lhermiques correspondenl a peu pres
aux previsions Huygens est appele a
subir des condittons thermrques extr€mes,
la distance entre la sonde el le Soleil
variant de 0,6 d 6 UA La sonde penetrera
ensuite dans l'atmosphdre dense de Titan,
oit la temnAralrtrc csl ric I ofdfe de
-200"C Les essais de rotatron et
radiofrdquence du moddle specral n" 2
(SM2) de la sonde ont ete mends d bren
e IESTEC L'essai fonctronnel final du
SM2, pour lequel le modele sera largue de
la nacelle d'un ballon, est en preparation
chez Fokker et sera termrnd en mars La

tza

rctrt

n rle rpc.pftp nnt tr lc vOl auf a lieu leS

4 et 5 avril avant expedition d Krruna pour
un tancement en mal.

ISO tlight-mooel sate te dur'r'g acouslic tesring
at ESTEC (NL)

Modele de vol du satellite iSO aux essals
acousliques e l'ESTEC (NL)

L'integration du moddle d'identification de
la sonde est terminee et la sdquence
d essars des sous-syslemes lnldgreis esl
on aat trq A ao iat tr /ec cnr rq-qrzq/p meq de

Integral

la sonde ont fonctionnd de faqon

satisfaisante, mals des difficultds ont etd
rencontrdes pour l'6quipement de

Les proposrtrons de charges uttles font
I'nhtot r'l t tno rartt to e nndt tito nar rlaq nairc

tprifir'.ation
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supplement de travarl et de Egers retards
dans le programme du moddle
d'identification Ces probldrnes sonl
au jourd' hui rdso/us el /es essais des
qnr rq-qrzqldmp< int6aroq <a nnt trqt tittont

<e

n stitu ant le Co m itd d' 6v al u atro n
iontifint to r1'lnlaoral f)ec nrnhldmes

nationaux de frnancement ont ndcessite le
reame n age menl des co I I abo r atto n s
scie ntif q u es pou r d eu x t nstr u m e nts
Toutefois, /e processus de selection qui
i

ammes & ooerations

A Critical Design Review of the Soho
launch vehicle took place on 19 January
at MMSS' premises in Denver.

system test will be completed after the two
upgraded star trackers have been
installed on the satellite in Aoril.

The second ground-segment
compatibility test took place in midJanuary, lasting about a week, with daily
interactive sessions between the
Command Centre at Goddard Space
Flight Center and the spacecraft in the
Intespace test facility in Toulouse.
Preparation of the NASA spacecraft
software simulator was comoleted in
February and independent testlng has
been performed to validate it against real
test results.

Experiments

Progress on ground-segment
development and testing has also been
very good. Operational interface tests
between the satellite (at ESTEC) and the
ground segment (at ESOC, Darmstadt
and Villafranca, Madrid) have
demonstrated that the system works well.
Radio-f requency compatibility tests were
successfully completed at the two ISO
ground stations at Goldstone in
California. The final satellite/groundstation tests including the science and
spacecraft flight operations software are
planned for April.

UVCS has been upgraded to flight
standard by replacing its internal mass
dummies with a flight spectrometer
assembly (with cross delay line detectors)
and mirror occulter mechanism. These
activities were performed in one of the
MMS clean rooms in Toulouse.

The project remains on schedule and all
work is geared towards the planned
Seotember 1995 launch. The satellite
acceptance review, started in late
February, is expected to be completed
in April.

The SUMER flight model has been
installed on the spacecraft and fully
debugged, replacing the qualification
model that had been used in thermalbalance/thermal-vacuu m testi no.
The LASCO electronic unit's PROMs
have been upgraded to flight standard.
EIT has been extensively upgraded (front
door with new design, camera, filters)
also in one of MMS-F clean rooms, and

some thermal problems that emerged in
the system thermal test have been
tackled.
The planned replacements of CELIAS
and VIRGO with full flight units was not
possible in the time allocated and will be
replanned later in the programme.

rso
Very good progress has been made on
all elements of the project. All satellite
system-level envi ronmental tests have
been completed successfully and on
schedule. A few anomalies that emerged
during the most recent tests are being
investigated. Both star trackers have
been returned to the supplier to be fitted
with new, improved image sensors to
achieve the required pointing
performance The final satellite integrated

Huygens
Mechanical qualification testing at system
level on the structural/thermal/pyro model
Probe is nearing completion. Vibration
and acoustic testing have been
successfully completed and the Probe is
currently fifteen days into the twenty-day
thermal-vacu um/thermal-balance test.
Early assessment of the results of the
thermal cases performed so far points to
thermal oerformance more or less as
predicted. The thermal environment to be
experienced by Huygens is extreme, with
the Probe's distance from the Sun varying
between 0.6 AU and 6 AU. The Probe
then enters the dense atmosohere of
Titan, where the temperature ls
approximately - 200oC.

Probe Special Model 2 (SM2)
radio-frequency and spin testing has been
successfully accomplished at ESTEC.
SM2 final functional testing with the
balloon gondola is under way at Fokker
and will be completed in March. The
Flight Acceptance Review will take place
on 4-5 April prior to shipment to Kiruna for
launch in May.
Integration of the engineering-model
Probe has been comoleted and the
integrated subsystem testing sequence is

in progress. So far the Probe subsystems

have been working satisfactorily, but
problems were experienced with the
checkout equipment, creating extra work
and slight delays to the engineeringmodel programme. These problems have
now been resolved and integrated
subsystems testing is proceeding.

Integral
The Integral payload proposals are
undergoing a peer review by the Integral
Science Evaluation Committee. National
funding problems have required the
rearrangement of the science
collaborations on two instruments.
However, the selection process, which is
planned to be completed in May, is
proceeding according to schedule.
The Integral Phase-B proposal which
was received from Alenia Spazio (l) on
5 January in response to the Agency's
Request for Quotation is under evaluation
at ESA for presentation to the Agency's
Industrial Policy Committee in May
The cooperation with Russia providing the
Proton launcher for Integral in return for
scientific observation time is proceeding.
The draft of the ESA/RSA Arrangement
concerning the Integral mission has
been agreed between ESA and RSA
representatives. On ESA's side, the
arrangement has been approved by the
Science Programme Committee and will
now be forwarded to Council for
approval. On the Russian side, an
Integral management team has been
nominated.

ERS
ERS-1

The orbit of ERS-1 will be changed in
March 1995 from its present 168-day
repeat cycle to a 35-day repeat cycle to
allow proper phasing with ERS-2. ERS-1
will remain in full operation until ERS-2 is
commissioned.
ERS-2
Following the failure of the Ariane V70
launch at the end of 1994, the ERS-2
launch campaign, which had already
been underway at CSG, had to be
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devrait 6tre achevd en mai se poursuit
conform6ment au calendrier.

d1sormais sur la definition des mtssions el
programmes postdrieurs d Envisat

La proposition de phase B, qui a 6td regue
d'Alenia Spazio (l) Ie 5 janvier en r6ponse
d la demande de prix envoy6e par
I'Agence, est en cours d'1valuation d
I'ESA en vue de sa pr1sentation au Comitd
de la politique industrielle en mai. La
coop€ration avec la Russie, qui prdvoit un
lanceur Proton pour lntegral en 1change
de temps d'observation scientifique, se
ddroule normalement.

La sdrie des /rois mrsslons piloiltaires
d'exploration de la Terre dont il a 6td

Le projet d'arrangement ESA/RKA relatif d
la mission lntegral a 6td approuvd par les

reprdsentants des deux agences. COtd
ESA, il a etd approuvd par le Comit6 du
programme scientifique et va €tre transmis
au Conseil pour approbation. C6fd russe,
une 6quipe de gestion d'lntegral a 6te
d6signee.

ERS
ERS-1

L'orbite d'ERS-1 sera modifi1e en mars
1995 pour passer du cycle de rdpdtition
actuel de 168 jours d un cycle de 35 jours
et assurer une bonne synchronisation
avec ERS-2. L'exploitation d'ERS-7 se
poursuivra sans restriction jusqu'd la mise
en service officielle d'ERS-2.

ERS.2

convenu lors de Ia rdunion de consultation
des utilrrsateurs tenue a l'ESTEC les 25, 26
et 27 septembre fait I'objet de propositions
d'etudes sys/dme de phase A soumises
au Conseil directeur du programme
d'observation de la Terre. En paralldle,
des groupes consu/tatifs scienfifiques sont
mis en place oour chacune de ces
mrsslons possib/es.
Une large consultation a 6td lancee auprds
des groupes utilisateurs susceplib/es de
s'intdresser d la mission prioritaire de
surveillance de la Terre, qui aura pour
objet les zones cltidres.

Campagnes
Les donndes de la campagne de vols
EMAC 1994 ont 6td en majeure partie
traitdes et un nouveau mode de diffusion
des donndes, sur'autoroute 5lectronique',
utilisant un serveur WWW e IESTEC a 6td
mE en oeuvre avec succds.
Le programme de vols EMAC 1995 est
actuellement mis en route.
u i pement d' etalon nage JE,?S- 7
financd au titre de l'EOPP a 6td mis en
place en octobre en appui du vol
NASA/DASA-AS/ des rnstruments S/R C
el XSAR.

L' 6q

L'6chec du lancement Ariane V70 fin 1994
avait oblig6 d interrompre la campagne
de lancement d'ERS-2, qui avait ddid
commencd au CSG, et d r5entreposer le
satellite. Les activit1s ont etd remlses en
route fin fdvrier.

Ious /es prdparatifs ont bien avanc6, y
compris pour Ie secleur sol et sont dans
/es temps pour un lancement actuellement
prdvu en avril. Les prdparatifs de la phase
de mise en service d'Er?S-2 sont
5galement achevds.

M6teosat de deuxidme 96n6ration
(MSG)
La phase B du programme M6t6osat de
deuxidme gdndration se poursuit
conform1ment aux plans. L'evaluation de
la proposition de phase C/D, en cours
d'1laboration, devrait ddmarrer en avril
1995 En novembre 1994, Ie Conseil
d'Eumetsat a donn6 son accord de
prindpe pour que /'ESA assure
I' ap p rovision nement de deux autres
safe//ltes, sous rdserve de la conclusion
d'un accord de cooperation satisfaisant.

Programme M6t6osat de transition

EOPP
Programmes futurs
Les activltds relatives au programme
Me6osat de deuxidme gdneration (MSG)
dfanlpassdes de I'EOPP aux phases B et
C/D tandis que s'engageait pour Metop le
re co r respo n d ant,
les travaux de l'EOPP se concentrent

p rog ram m e p rd p aratoi
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(MrP)
L'exploitation des sate//ltes Mdt5osat se
poursuit, avec Mdt6osaf-5 d posfe d 0" et
Met6osat-3 d 75" ouest.
Aprds une longue p6riode d'attente, les
essals onf repris sur Mdt1osat 6 en fdvrier.
Cette serie d'essals qui doit se d6rouler
jusqu'au ddbut de juin comprendra un

essal systdme de bout-en-bout qui
conclura la deuxidme partie des essails de
recette.

La mise au point du prochain moddle de
satellite se ddroule paralldlement aux
activitds visant d assurer le bon
fo nctio n nement d u rad iomdtre.

Metop
Le Conseil d'Eumetsat si1geant en
novembre dernier n'a pas entdrind le
programme EPS qui avait 6t6 proposd
par le secretariat de cette organisation. La
configuration Metop qu'avait ddfinie Ie
groupe de travail du Conseil d'Eumetsat
lors de I'atelier de ddfinition de la charge
utile tenu d Zurich en ao}t 1994 n'a pu en
consdquence 6tre confirmde. Souhaitant
obtenir une rdduction du co1t de
programme EPS de I'ordre de 15o/o tout
en maintenant autant que possible la
d1finition de la charge utile, le Conseil
d'Eumetsat a rdinstaurd le groupe de
travail pour qu'il revoie /es hypofhdses de
programme d la lumidre de ces objectifs.
Lors de sa sesslon arincipale tenue d
Venise en fdvrier, Ie Groupe de travail est
convenu d'un concept de programme
pr6sentant la rdduction souhaitde,

obtenue par les moyens sulvanfs:
hypolheses rdvr'sdes quant aux couts de
I an ce m e nt, posslbi/ifes d e I ance m e nt
double, 1conomies sur /es coOts de
I'arciltecture du secteur sol et de
I'exploitation et formule rdvisde pour la
charge utile Metop-3.
La configuration de base des sale//ltes
Metop-1 et 2 a 6td confirm6e, malgrd
quelques incertitudes subsr,sfanf au suTet

de I'emport d'instruments mineurs. Pour
Iancer la phase B dans sa totalit1,
I'Agence a prefer1 attendre que le Conseil
d'Eumetsat ait approuve la nouvelle
approche, partant de l'hypothdse que
cela se ferait lors de sa prochaine rdunion,
en juin 1995. Dans l'intervalle, une
autorisation partielle d'engagement des
activit1s de phase B portant sur des potnls
critiques est envisagde sous rdserve que
l'1valuation de I'offre de phase B
actuellement en cours donne satisfaction.
L'ESA prdpare en paralldle le programme

de mise en oeuvre de Metoo

1

(Phase

C/D) en vue de soumettre celui-ci pour
approbation avant la fin de I'annde.
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interrupted and the satellite put into

storage Activities were restarted at the
end of February
All preparations, including those of the
ground segment, are well advanced and
consistent with a launch currently planned
for April Preparations for the ERS-2
commissioning phase are also complete
(see 'ln Brief' for latest information)

EOPP
Future programmes
Following the Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG) transition from EOPP
into the Phase-B and C/D activities and
Metop into the Metop Preparatory
Pronramme FOPP :ctivities are now
concentrating on the definition of postEnvisat missions and programmes
A set of three priority Earth Explorer
Missions, agreed at the User
Consultation Meeting held at ESTEC on

25-27 Qpnromher arp hoinn nrnnncod
for svstcm Phase-A strrrligg tO the Earth
Observation Programme Board ln
parallel, Science Advisory Groups are
being established for each of these
nnccihle miccinnc

1995 In November 1994, the Eumetsat

tlnlantAti^n
tteuturtvt

Councrl accepted. in principle. lhal ESA
should be their procurement agent for
two further satellites, subject to the
conclusion of a satisfactory cooperation
agreement

nttvanais tflSGten marq, 1995

Wide consultation with potential and
intcrcsred I lser G.nrrns haS been
initiated for the priority Earth Watch
Mission, which will address coastal

Meteosat Transition Programme (MTP)
Operations at 0o and 75o W are
continuing with lVeteosat-5 and
Meteosat-3, respectively

ZONCS

Campaigns
A major portion of the EMAC 1994 flight
campaign data has been processed and
a new method of data distribution has
been successfully implemented via an
'electronic highway' using a WWW server
at ESTEC
The EMAC 1995 flight programme is now
being initiated
The EOPP-funded JERS 1 calibration
equipment was deployed in October to
support the NASA/DASA ASI X SIR C
SAR flight

Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
The Meteosat Second Generation
Phase-B programme is continuing
according to plan The Phase-C/D
proposal is now in preparation and its
evaluation is expected to start in April

After a long stand-by period, tests on
Meteosat-O started again in February
This test series, which will run until early
June, wrll include a system end-to-end
test, which will conclude the second
part of the commissioning test

.lt t <^t1llita
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August 1994 couid not be confirmed
Eumetsal s Council sought to reduce the
cosl of the EPS Programme by the order
of 150,0. while preserving tne payloao
definition to the maximum extent
nn+rnlinnnr{
nnccihlo
| | ru Cnr
ruil ,16
IYU thn
vvur l6ail
u-g)tqull)
Ll lg
|.,uroruru The

Task Force to re-examrne the programme
assumptions with these objectives in
mind
At ils main session in Venice in February.

Development of the next model is
progressing in line with the activities
to secure proper operation of the
raoromeler

+h^
^ progra.nme
^^"^^A a
Irc T^^1,
rasK t^.^^
FOrce agreeu

concept with the desired cost reduction
This was achieved by the following
measures: revised assumptions on the
launch costs. dual launch possibilrties,

round-segment architectu re and
operations cost savrngs, and a revrsed
approach to the l\4etop-3 payload
g

Metop
The Eumetsat Councrl. meeting last
November, did not endorse the EPS
programme as proposed by the
Eumetsat Secretariat Consequently, the
Metop configuration defined by the
Eumetsat Council Task Force at the
Zurich Payload Definition Workshop in

The basic satellite configuration for
Metop-1 and 2 was confirmed, but with
some uncertainties remaining regarding
the embarkation of minor instruments
The Agency has opted to delay the full
go-ahead of Phase-B until after

tzc
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Envisat- 1 /Plate-forme

polaire
Les dernldres n1gociations avec le maitre
d' oeuv re ( M M S- B) devraient abo utir
prochainement.
La fabrication et /es essais des unites du
moddle d'identification du module de
charge utile avancent. Les probldmes que
posaient les m6canismes d' entrainement
du rdseau solaire et de I'antenne en bande
Ka ont 6td traites et des modifrcations ont
6td apportees a leur conception.

Les unllds du moddle de vol du module de
servitude son/ en cours de fabrication. Les
seules difficullds qui subsLstent ont trait au
rdpdteur mode double.

Charge utile
La n1gociation des contrats de
sous-traitance avance bien au sein du
consortium Envisat; elle approche du
stade final pour les instruments GOMOS
et RA-2.
Sur Ie plan technique, des progres
significatifs ont 6t6 rdalis1s pour tous les
instruments; plusieurs questions qui
restaient en suspens a la suite de la revue
de la mission et de Ia conception
preliminaire au niveau sysldme d'Envisat
faite en juillet 1994 ont 6td rdgl6es ou sont
prds de I'etre. La conception mdcanique
de I'antenne ASAR a notamment ete gelee
et des amdliorations ont 6td apportees en
vue de rdsoudre Ie probldme de lumidre
parasite de I'instrument MERIS.

La masse previsionnelle totale de la
charge utile, qui se rapproche des limites
de la capacite d'emport de la plateJorme
polaire, constitue desormais un nouveau
sujet de pr1occupation. Une action
vigoureuse a 6te engagde en vue de
reduire /a masse actuelle de la charge utile
et examiner de olus ords /es limites de la
olate-forme.

The ATV carrying cargo to International Space
Stalion 'Alpha'

Le vdhicule de

transfert automatique (ATV)
transportant son cargo vers la Statron spattale

internationale Alpha
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Secteur sol
Le Comite de la politique industrielle de
I'Agence (lPC) a approuve, lors de sa
r6union de janvier 1995, la proposition
d'approvisionnement relative d la phase
pilndpale de rdalisation (phase C/D)du
secleur so/ (GS) d'Envisal el du systdme
de gestion des donndes de charge utile
(PDS) L'appel d'offres ayant trait au
contrat final de phase C/D du GS/PDS a
ete adresse a I'industrie fin fevrier, aprds
approbation de I'lPC. Les propositions de
I' i nd ustrie d ev raie nt no rmalem e nt 6tre
remlses d'ici fin mai.
Les deux groupes industriels en
concurrence, pilotes respectivement par
Matra et par Thomson-CSF, ont mene a
bien leurs 1tudes de phase de
consolidation sur /e GS/PDS Les rdsultats
de ces dtudes ont ete pr6sentds a I'ESTEC
(NL) debut mars

Programmes spatiaux
habit6s
Contribution de I'Europe d la Station
spatiale internationale Alpha
A l'automne 1994, M D Goldin,
Administrateur de la NASA, a demande
aux partenaires de la Station spatiale
internationale Alpha (SSA) pour mars
1995 au plus tard une confirmatron
definitive du contenu techntque de leur
participation L' Agence avait initralement
ordvu d'6tre en mesure de donner cette

confirmation aprds Ie Conserl au niveau
ministdriel programme pour octobre 1995.
Devant cette demande de la NASA, le
Conseil a donnd son accord aour oue le
processus de ddcision relatif aux
programmes spatraux habites soit
accel6r6, avec pour objectif la mise au
point definitive de la proposition en temps
voulu pour une dectsron en mars 1995.
Lors de sa rdunion de janvier, le Conseil

directeur des programmes spallaux
habitds s'esl vu prdsenter un premier
projet de propositton de programme sur la
participation de I'Europe tt la Station
spatiale internattona le Alpha, qui
comprenait l'6lement orbital Columbus
(COF), le vdhicule de transfert automatique
(ATV), un vehicule de sauvetage des
5quipages (CRV)et la pr1paration de
I'utilisation, pour un colt de 3,3 milliards
d'unites de compte (Md UC)jusqu'd I'an
2000, et pour une enveloppe totale de 3,9

Md UC.
Jugeant cette proposition trop ondreuse,
le Conseil directeur a fixe un objectif limite
e 2 Md UC oour la odriode 1996-2000. Un
scdnario reduit d'oD etait retird le vdhicule
de sauvetage des 1quipages et
comportant un certain dtalement du
calendrier de realisation a en
consdquence etd 1labore en vue d'une
rdunion speciale du Conseil directeur qui
s'esf fenue en fdvrier La proposition
allegee, y compns les installations de
recherche en microgravitd pour
Columbus, resoectait la limite des 2 Md

programmes & operatrons

Eumetsat's Council aooroves the

Ground segment

approach, on the assumption that this will

The Agency's Industrial Policy Committee
(lPC), at its meeting in January 1995,
approved the Procurement Proposal for
the main development phase (Phase-C/D)
for the Envisat Ground Segment (GS) and
Payload Data Segment (PDS) The
Invitation to Tender for the final GS/PDS
Phase-C/D contract was released to
Industry at the end of February, following
the IPC approval Industrial proposals are
expected to be delivered by the end of

take place at its next meeting in June
1995. In the interim, a partial release of
Phase-B activities related to critical issues
is envisaged, subject to the successful
outcome of the Phase-B tender evaluation
which is now under way
In parallel, ESA is preparing the
implementation programme for Metop-1
(Phase-C/D) with the aim of submitting this
for approval before the end of the year.

May
The two competitive industrial consortia,
led by Matra and Thomson-CSF, have

Envisat-l lPolar
Platform

successfully finalised their consolidationphase studies for the GS/PDS segments
The study results were presented at
ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) at the beginning
of March

Final negotiations with the Prime
Contractor (MMS B) are expected to be

finalised soon.
Manufacture and testing of the Payload
Module engineering-model units is
progressing. Problems with the solar-array
and Ka-band antenna mechanisms have
been addressed and desion modifications
have been introduced
The Service Module flight-model units are
being manufactured The only remaining
difficulties are with the dual-mode
transponder.
Payload
Subcontract negotiations are progressing
well within the Envisat consortium. Those
for the GOMOS and the RA-2 instruments
are approaching their final stages.
Significant technical progress has been
achieved on all instruments and several
open issues identified during the Envisat
Mission and System Preliminary Design
Review in July 1994 have now either been
settled or are close to resolution. ln
particular, the mechanical design of the
ASAR antenna has now been frozen, and
improvements have been made to resolve
the M ERIS instrument's strav-lio ht
proDrem.

The predicted overall payload mass has
become a new area of concern as it has
grown close to the limits of the Polar
Platform's load-carrying capability
Vigorous efforts have been initiated both
to reduce the current payload mass and
to further explore the Platform's limits.

Manned Space
Programme
The Eurooean contribution to
International Space Station Alpha
In the Autumn of 1994, the NASA
Administrator, Mr D, Goldin, requested
the Partners in the International Soace
Station Alpha (ISSA)to definitively confirm
the technical content of their oarticioation
at the latest by March of 1995 The
Agency had originally aimed to be in a
position to orovide this confirmation after
the Ministerial Council. olanned for
October 1995
In view of this request from NASA, the
Council endorsed an accelerated
decision process for the lVlanned Space
Programme, aimed at finalising the
Proposal in time for a March 1995
decision

The Manned Space Programme Board
was presented at its January meeting
with a first draft of the Programme
Proposal for the European participation in
the International Space Station Alpha,
comoosed of the Columbus Orbital
Facility (COF), the Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV), a Crew Rescue Vehicle
(CRV), and Utilisation Preparation, at a
cost of 3.3 billion accounting units (BAU)
up to the year 2000, and a total envelope
of 3.9 BAU.

The Prooramme Board concluded that

this proposal was too expensive, and set
a target of 2 BAU for the period
1 996 2000 Consequently, a reduced
scenario, with the elimination of the Crew
Rescue Vehicle and some stretching of
the development schedule, was prepared
for a special meeting of the Programme
Board in February The descoped
proposal, including the microgravity
facilities for Columbus complied with the
2 BAU constraint, and the Programme
Board decided that this represented the
minimum viable programme from a
technical viewpoint. Consequently, this
scenario formed the basis for the
preparation of the special Act in Council
which should confirm Eurooe's
commitment to International Space Station
Alpha.

Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)
In the meantime, industry confirmed that
the cost target set for the COF spacesegment development should be
technically achievable assuming
maximisation of cost benefits from use
of common elements The orooosed
configuration was based on the use of the
Italian Mini Pressurised Logistics Module
(|\/ PLN/) design as the basic structure of
the COF Cost savings were also identified
through utilisation of the Data
Management System to be developed by
the Agency for the Service Module of the
Russian segment of the Space Station,
and re-use of the Environmental Control
and Life Support System (ECLS) to be
developed by the Ageny for the MPLM

A completely revised statement of work
for the COF development phase,
updated to reflect the COF designto-cost
approach, was released to industry in
December In response a committing
Phase-C/D industrial offer was delivered
rn February.
COF baseline industrial activities
continued under contractual coverage
which expires at the end of March 1995.
Activities after that time deoend uoon the
unblocking of the budget associated with
the uodated Columbus declaration.

Complementary Columbus Orbital
Facilities (CCOF)
The DMS(R) and ECLS for the Mini
Pressurised Logistics Module (MPLM)
programme proposals were submitted to
Council for aooroval in October For
various reasons, final approval of both
programmes was delayed and so, due to
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UC, et le Conseil directeur du programme
a decidd ou'elle representait Ie
programme viable minrmal sur Ie plan
technique Ce scenario a donc 6td pris

pour

base pour prdparer I'Acte en Conseil

special qui devrait confirmer l'engagement
de l'Europe dans Ie projet de Slatlon
spatiale internationale Alpha.
El6ment orbital Columbus (COF)
Pendant ce temps, l'industrie a confirme
qu'il devrait 6tre techniquement possible
de tenir I'objectif de co}t fixe pour la
realisation du secfeur sp atial du COF,
dans l'hypothdse d'une optimisation des
co?ts grdce d I'utilisation d'eldments
communs. La configuration proposde
reprenait la conceptton du mini-module
logistique pressurlsd (MPLM) de I'ltalie
pour la structure de base du COF. En
utilisant /e sysldme de gestion de donndes
a mettre au point par I'Agence pour le
module de servitude de la composante
russe de Ia Station spatiale et en reprenant
/e systdme de rdgulation d'ambiance et de
soutien-vie (ECLS) a mettre au point par
I'Agence pour le MPLM, d'autres
r6ductions de co0t devarent 1galement
dtre posslb/es. Un descilptif des travaux
entidrement remani1, mis d jour en
fonction de la formule de conception d
objectif de colt adopt1e pour le COF, a
6td communiqud d l'industile en
ddcembre pour la phase de rdalisation
En fdvrier, I'industrie presentait une offre
ferme de phase C/D.
Les activit6s tndustrielles de r1fdrence

relatives au COF se sont poursuivies dans
le cadre contractuel valable jusqu'd fin
mars 1995. Aprds cette date, les activites

seront subordonndes au ddblocage du
budgef associe d la Declaration Columbus
mse d jour

mende d bien en ddcembre, avec la
participation de I'Agence spatiale russe
(RKA), de /a NASA et de I'industrie russe
Par Ia suite, les premidres /ivrarsons des
moyens logiciels au sol du DMS(R) ont ete

recepteur GPS et de detecteurs optiques
de rendez-vous

faites d I'industrie russe.

aux plans, couvrant une large gamme de

Aprds I'accord de principe tntervenu entre
l'ESA et I'Agence spatiale italienne sur
l'utilisation de I'ECLS pour le COF et pour
le MPLM, des tdches specifiques li6es d

technologies de transport spatial et
comprenant des dfudes confi5es d des
socldtds russes. La passation de contrats
industriels relatifs d un parachute-voile
et d un systdme d'atterrissage en
douceur tdtrofusded a dt6 autorisde en

I' harmonisation

des imperatifs techniques

et des specifications de l'ECLS commun
au MPLM et au COF ont 4galement 6td
mises en route dans I'industrie.
La fusion des activit1s industrielles
relatives d la base de donndes mission,
a livrer a court terme, et au banc de
rdfdrence de ddveloppement au sol de
logiciels, faisant partie des dlements
compl5mentaires, avec les activit1s de
r6fdrence en cours sur le COF a 6td
men6e e rcrme; les travaux ont progresse
de faqon salislaisanle dans I'rndustile.

Vehicule de transfert automatique (ATV)
La phase B de I'ATV s'est ddroul1e
conformdment au calendrier Lors de la
revue de concept et programmatique au
niveau systdme, /es avis se sonl rejoints
sur une architecture unique pour l'ATV,
reposant sur un concept modulaire
(modules de propulsion el de ressources),
une interface standard avec la cargaison
et deux elements porteurs (l'un non
pressunsd, I'autre mixte pour cargatson
p ressu risde/rav itai lle ment e n e rgo ls/
reh ausse ment d' orbite)
La NASA et I'ESA ont poursuivi leurs
echanges de vue techniques afin de
consolider les interfaces de I'ATV et Ia
msslon de rdapprovisronnement
logistique de la station en mode non

Installations orbitales comol6mentaires
Columbus (CCOF)

pressurirsd.

Les propositions de programme relatives
au DMS(R) et a /'ECLS du mini module
logistique pressunsd (MPLM) ont 6td
soumises d I'agrdment du Conseil en
octobre Pour des ralsons diverses,
I'approbation des deux programmes a 6t6
ajournee et, vu l'urgence, des activit1s
ind ustrielles prel im i naires o nt ete
engagees dans /es limites des posstbt/tles
juridiques et financieres dont disposait

La ddfinition de la missron de transport de
cargaison pressurisde/ravitaillemen t en
ergols/rehaussement d' orbite par I' ATV
au bdnefice de la partie russe de Ia station
s'esf poursulvie dans Ie cadre de I'etude
de flotte mixte en cours qui englobe les
mlssions de la navette amdricatne et des
v6hicules Progress, Soyouz et ATV

I'Executif

.

Les activit6s relatives au DMSB) ont
commencd dans I'industrie en novembre;
une revue des imperatifs systdme a ete
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Le programme relatif au
predeveloppement et d la verification du
rendez vous ATV (ARP) a 6td lancd dans
I'industrie Des conlrats ont 6te passds
pour les activit1s relatives au noyau
sysldme et pour la mise au point d'un

D6veloppements tech nologiques
Les activit1s ont progress1 conformdment

lanvrcr
Bras t6l6manipulateur europ6en (ERA)
L'Executif a requ en janvier 1 995 une
proposition de l'industrie portant sur Ie
bras telemanipulateur europden revise Le
demarrage du contrat industriel est pr6vu
pour le second trimestre 1995
Les discusslons qui se sont poursuivies
avec I'industrie russe sur les interfaces
avec les 6l6ments russes de /'/SSA
devraient parvenrr d leur aboutissement
avant le d1marrage du contrat tndustriel
de ddveloppement

D6monstrateur de rentr6e
atmosph6rique (ARD)
La conception de I'ARD el /es analyses
connexes ont progress6 de fagon
substantielle;/es revues qui ont 6td faites
du secteur spatial et du secteur sol ont
confirme les choix conceotuels et oermis
de consolider le concept opdrationnel. La
definition des interfaces avec Ariane-S a
avanc1 et I'on ne pr6voit aucun probldme
maleur.
Des 1chantillons de protection thermique
ont ete soumrs d des essais qui ont donnd
de bons r1sultats

V6hicule de sauvetage des
6quipages/V6hicule de transport
d'equipages (CRV/CTV)
Bien que le CTV n'ait pas finalement 6td
retenu pour faire partie de la contribution
europdenne d Ia Station spatiale
internationale, ce projet a
considdrablement avanc1, passant d' un
concept qui reposait sur une d1finition
unique de vehicule devant servir d Ia fois
au sauvetage et au transport des
equipages de la station it un nouveau
concept selon lequel chacune de ces
deux mrssions donne lieu d une definition
Cette r5orientation a etd decidde devant le
regain d'inter)t de Ia NASA pour un
vdhicule strictement rdservd au sauvetage
de I'equipage de la station, sdjournant

programmes & operations

the urgency, preliminary industrial
activities were initiated within the legal
boundaries and aooroved financial
capabilities available to the Executive
The DMS(R) activities in industry were
initiated in November, and a System
Requirements Review was successfully
completed in December, with the
participation of the Russian Space Agency
(RKA), NASA and Russian industry
Subsequently, the first deliveries to
Russian industry of the DMS(R) ground
software environment were completed
Following the agreement in principle
between ESA and the ltalian Space
Agency to use the ECLS for both the COF
and MPLM, specific tasks related to the
harmonisation of MPLM/COF ECLS
technical requirements and specifications
were also initiated in industry

Tech nology developments
Progress has been as planned, covering
a wide spectrum of space{ransportation

technologies, including investigations
assigned to Russian companies. Industrial
contracts for a parafoil and a soft landing
system (retro rockets) were authorised in
January.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)
An industrial proposal on the revised
European Robotic Arm was received in
January 1995, and the start of the
industrial contract is planned for the
second ouarter of 1995.
Discussions with Russian industry on the
interfaces with the Russian ISSA elements
have continued and are exoected to be
finalised before the start of the industrial
develooment contract.

NASA and RKA on possible co-operative
developments in this area
I

nternational cooperation

The formal steps needed to finalise the

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
negotiations in the framework of the
Space Station Multilateral Consultative
Working Group continued, resulting in the
release to the Russian Space Agency,
RKA, of an agreed text related to
programme management and
documentation. The partners also agreed
on the aooroach for Utilisation Distribution
and Common Systems Operations Cost
Obligations. The concept was presented
by NASA to Russia in December and
was the main subject of NASA/RKA
negotiations in January 1995 Finally,
concerning transportation and
communication, agreement was reached
and will now be presented to Russia

Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator
The merging into the ongoing COF
baseline activities of the industrial tasks for
the Mission Data Base early delivery item
and the Ground Software Reference
Facility enhancement item has been
comoleted and industrial work is
prog ressi ng satisfactorily

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
The ATV Phase-B has proceeded on
schedule A convergence to one ATV
architecture based on a modular concept
(propulsion and resource modules),
standard interface with cargo, and two
Carriers (unoressurised and mixed
pressurised/ref uel/reboost cargoes) was
reached at the System Concept and
Programmatic Review
NASA and ESA continued the technical
interchanges to consolidate the ATV
interfaces and mission for the
unpressurised logistics re-supply of the
station.

The definition of the ATV reboost/refuel/
pressurised cargo mission to the Russian
side of the station continued as part of
the on-going Mixed Fleet Study, which
includes the missions of the ShuttleOrbiter, Progress, Soyuz and ATV
vehicles.
The programme for ATV Rendezvous
Pre-development and Verification (ARP)
has started in industry. Contracts were
placed for the System Kernel activities,
and for the development of a GPS
receiver and rendezvous optical sensors.

(ARD)
The design of the ARD and related
analyses have made substantial
progress, and reviews of the space and
ground segments have confirmed design
choices made and allowed the
operations concept to be consolidated
The definition of interfaces to Ariane-5
progressed, and no major problems are
exoected
Thermal-orotection samoles have been
tested and the results were satisfactorv

Crew Rescue Vehicle/Crew
Transportation Vehicle (CRV/CTV)
Although not finally retained as part of
the Eurooean contribution to the
International Space Station, considerable
progress was achieved on the CTV
project, which evolved from a concept
based on a single definition of a vehicle
for both station crew rescue and
transportation, to a concept with one
definition for each of these two missions.
The reorientation was decided because
of the revived interest from NASA in a
Crew Vehicle strictly dedicated to Station
Crew Rescue, with a five-year stay time in
orbit, launched and operated by NASA
The new development approach was
bsed on the development of a Crew
Rescue Vehicle to be launched by the
Space Shuttle in 2002, followed by the
evolution of thic CRV towards a Crew
Transport Vehicle (to and from orbit) to
be launched by Ariane-S in late 2004.
Discussion were undertaken with both

Concerning the ESA/NASA bilateral MOU
negotiations, an update of the first draft
of the ESA/NASA MOU is in preparation
to take into account the multilateral
agreements related to programme
management, documentation and the
above-mentioned approach for the
operations and utilisation sharing
The Agreement on co-operation between
ESA and RKA on the manned space
infrastructure and space transport
systems during the period 1993 1995,
was signed in Moscow on 5 October
1994 by the Directors General of the
two Agencies. Also in October, ESA and
RKA agreed on the principles for the
cooperation on the European Robotic
Arm and the Data Management
SVStemS.

Microgravity
The 'first slice' of the current European
Microgravity Research Programme EMIR-1 - willend in 1997 The
programme proposal for the continuation,
EMIR 2, covering the period up to the
year 2001 has been further refined and
was well received by the Microgravity
Programme Board. In parallel, a
programme proposal for M icrogravity
Multi-User Facilities on the Space Station,
known as the MFC programme and
covering the period 1997 to 2002, was
revised after consultations with those
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cinq ans en orbite et lanc€ et exploitd par

la NASA
La nouvelle voie ainsi tracde pour le
ddveloppement du v6hicule comprend la
rdalisation d'un vdhtcule de sauvetage
des equipages d lancer par la navette
spatiale en 2002, suivie de la
transformation de ce CRV en un vdhicule
de transport d'equipages (d destination
et en provenance de l'orbite) d lancer par
Ariane-S fin 2004 Des 1changes de yues
ont ete engages avec la NASA aussl bien
qu'avec la RKA sur la conduite 1ventuelle
d'activites de ddveloppemen t en
cooperation dans ce domarne.

Coop6ration i nternationale
Les dtapes de la procedure officielle d
suivre pour I'aboutrssement definitif des
n egociatio ns d u M 6 mo rand u m d' accord
(MOU) dans le cadre du Groupe de travarl
consultatif multilateral sur la Station
spatiale se sont poursuivies, debouchant
sur la communicatton d l'Agence spatiale
russe (BKA) d'un texte arr)te en commun
sur la gestion du programme et la

documentation Les partenalres sonl
egalement convenus de la ligne de
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conduite d suivre en ce qui concerne les
obligations relatives d la rdpartition de
l'utilisation et aux co)ts d'exploitation des
systdmes communs. Ce concept, prdsente
par la NASA d /a Russle en decembre, a
etd le pilndpal objet des negociations
NASA/RKA de janvier 1995 Pour finir, un
accord s'est ddgagd dans le domarne des
transports et des t6l6communic ations, et
va maintenant 6tre prdsentd d /a Bussie
Fn aa ar ti .^n.arna

The International Space Station 'Alpha'

La Station spatiale internationale Alpha

coopdration pour le bras tel6manipulateur
europden et le systdme de geslion des
donnees

lac n6nnrialinnc

bilatdrales du MOU entre l'ESA et la
NASA, une mise d jour du premier projet
du MOU ESA/NASA est en cours de
preparation en vue de prendre en compte
/es accords multtlatdraux relatifs a la
gesilon du programme, e h
documentation et d I'aooroche
susmentionnde quant au partage de la
gestion et de I'utilisation de la statton

L'accord de coop1ration entre l'ESA et la
RKA en matidre d'infrastructure spatrale
habitee et de sysfdmes de transport
spatial au cours de la p6riode 1993-1 995 a
6td signe a Moscou le 5 octobre 1994 par
le Directeur gdndral de chacune des deux
agences En octobre 1galement, /'ESA et
la RKA sont convenues des orincioes de

Microgravit6
Le programme europden de recherche en
microgravitd en cours
- EMIR 1 (premidre tranche) arrivera d son terme en
1 997. La proposition de programme ayant
pour objet de luifaire suite (EMIR-2), qui
couvre la pddode allant jusqu'd 2001 , a
etd affinee plus avant et bien accuerllie par
le Conseil directeur du programme de
recherche en microgravitd Dans le m€me
temps, une proposition de programme se
raDDortant aux rnstallatrons a utilisateurs
multiples destlndes A Ia Station spatiale, le
programme MFC, et couvrant la periode
de 1997 a 2002 a ete revisee aprds

programmes & operations

Member States interested and discussed
at a third meeting of Potential Participants
in February 1995.
Biobox, a multi-user facility for biological
experiments, was launched aboard the
Russian unmanned retrievable satellite
Foton-10 on 16 February This flight was
nominal and all systems worked well, with
a successful landing on Russian territory
on 3 lVarch. However, the satellite was
subsequently badly damaged in an
accident during helicopter transport
A failure investigation is in progress
On 30 November 1994, the Texus 33
sounding rocket carrying three ESA

experiments was successfully launched
from Kiruna in Sweden.
The 21st ESA parabolic{light campaign
with the Caravelle airplane took place
ln March. Nine exoeriments were
conducted, most of them in preparation
for the Euromir-95 mission
The next major opportunity for ESA
microgravity experimentation will be
the Euromir-95 mission, to be launched
in August Two multi-user facilities are
being developed for, and twenty-four
ESA microgravity experiments will be
flown on this mission, Preparations for
this time-critical mission are oroceedino
according to plan.

Euromir
Following the successful completion of the
Euromir-94 flight, and ESA astronaut Ulf
Merbold's work on board the Russian
Space Station Mir, the work of the Euromir
Project Team has concentrated fully on
the preparation of the next flight,
Euromir-95, planned for launch on
22 August 1995,
DLR's Space Operations Centre (GSOC)
was selected as operations centre for the
Euromir-95 mission, and efforts are under
way to link GSOC with the various user
sites in Western Europe,
Major efforls in January in industry and at
various institutes were concentrated on
completing the experimental facilities
needed for training the astronauts and
cosmonauts.
Crew training on the experiments
involving the ESA astronauts and their
Russian cosmonaut colleagues started
in January/February at the astronaut
training centre in Porz-Wahn.
The ESEF support structure for
Euromir-95 experiments to be mounted
outside of the Spectr module has been
shipped to RCS-Energia for launch by

mid-May

G

In September 1995, the Advanced Protein
Crystallisation Facility (third flight), and the
Glove Box (second flight), will be flown on
the USML-2 Soacelab mission.

For 1996, the fourth flight of Biorack is
planned for the MM-03 Shuttle mission to
Mir and the flight of four multi-user
facilities is foreseen on the LMS Spacelab
mission. The multi-user facilities are the
Bubble, Drop and Particle Unit, the
Advanced Gradient Heating Facility,

two units of the Advanced Protein
Crystallisation Facility and the Torque
Velocity Dynamometer
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consultation des Etafs membres rntdressds
et a 6t6 examinde par les participants
potentiels lors de leur troisidme reunion ,
en fdvrier 1995
L'installation d. utilisateurs multiples Biobox
destinde d des expdriences biologiques a
et6 lancde dans l'espace d bord du
satellite automatique rdcuperable russe
Photon 10 le 16 fevrier 1995. Le vol s'est
d6roul6 dans des conditions nominales et
lous /es systdmes ont bien fonctionn1.
Le satellite Photon 10, revenu sur Terre le
3 mars 1995 en territoire russe, a
malheureusement ete trds endommagd d
la suite d'un accident survenu pendant
son transport en hdlicoptere Une enqu€te
est en cours

Euromir
Apres le d6roulement satisfaisant du vol
Euromir-94 et le travail de I'astronaute Ulf
Merbold d bord de la station spafr,a/e russe

Mir,

les

activitds de l'1quipe projet Euromir

se sont entidrement tourndes vers la
preparation de la prochatne mrsslon,
Euromir-95, dont le lancement est prdvu
oour le 22 ao1t orochain.

Le Centre allemand d'op1rations spatr,a/es
(GSOC) du DLR a 6t6 s6lectionn6 pour
diriger les opdrations de la mission
Euromir-95; on s'emploie actuellement d
relier le GSOC aux diff6rents sites
uti I isateu rs d' Eu rope occid e ntale.
D'importants efforts ont 6td consacres en

Le 30 novembre 1994, la fusde-sonde
Iexus 33 emportant d son bord trois
expdriences de I'ESA a ete lancde avec
succds de Kiruna (Sudde)
La vingt-et-unieme campagne de vols
paraboliques de l'ESA en Caravelle s'est
d6roul6e en mars 1995 Neuf expdriences
ont ete conduites, dont la plupart prdparait
Euromir-91 Euromir-91 sera la prochaine
g rand e misslon d' ex pe rt mentation e n
microgravitd de l'ESA Deux rnstallatrons d
utilisateurs multiples sont actuellement
mises au point pour cetle mission sur
laq uelle se ront em barq udes v in gt-q uatre
expdriences de recherche en microgravit1
de I'ESA Les pr6paratifs dont le calendrier
esf frds send se d1roulent conform1ment
aux plans

septembre 1995, I'instailatton de
cristallisation de protdines de pointe, dont
ce sera le troisidme vol, et la boite a gants,
dont ce sera /e secon d, seront
embarqu6es dans le cadre de Ia mission
Spacelab USML-2
En

Pour 1996, on prevoit un quatridme
emport du Biorack sur la mission de la
Navette S/MM 03 d destination de Mir ainsi
que l'emport de quatre installations d
utilisateurs multiples sur la mission
Spacelab LMS Les quatre installations d
uti I isateu rs m u lti ples so nt

I'

ensem

b

le

d'6tude des bul/es, gouttes et particules,
le four d gradient de haute technologie,
I' i nstal I ati o n d e c r i stal I isati o n d e p r ot6 i n es
de pointe en deux exemplaires et le

dynamomdtre d'etude du couple
force-vltesse 5

janvier, dans I'industile et diff1rents
instltuts, d l'achdvement des installations
ex p 6 r i m e ntal es ndcessaires d
l'entrainement des astronaules et des
cosmonautes. Les astronaufes de /'ESA et
Ieurs colldgues russes ont commencd en
janvierfeviler, au Centre de formation des
astronautes de Poz-Wahn, d s'entrainer
au fonctionnement des exodriences dont
ils auront Ia charge.
La structure de soutien de l'ESEF destinde
aux exp1riences de la misslon Euromir-91
d monter d l'ext5rieur du module Spectre a
ete expddiee d RCS-Energia pour 6tre
lancee a la
G

mi-mai.
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ERS-2 Opens New Era in
Earth Observation
Early in the morning of 21 April,
ESA launched its most complex
Earth-observation satellite to date, the
second European Remote Sensing
(ERS 2)satellite, marking the beginning of
a new era in Earth observation by radar.

In Brief

ERS 2's task originally was to take over the
work begun by its sister craft, ERS-1: to
provide scientists and application-oriented
users with Earth-observation data. The
four-year-old ERS-1 however, has
remained technically operational well
beyond its 3O-month design life and it was
thus decided to allow the two satellites to
operate in tandem for a period of nine
months ERS 1 will now be kept in service
until the end of 1995,
In keeping with the thought that 'two eyes
are better than one', for the next nine
months, the two satellites will pass over the
same regions of the Earth in quick
succession, doubling the number of
radar-altimeter measurement points and
gathering digital data for a highly precise,
three-dimensional map of the Earth's
continental surface. Producrng such a
digital map using conventional methods
would be very difficult and for some of
the regions of the Earth for which
topographical maps do not exist, it would
be impossible

Although the first ERS satellite
revolutionised many areas of the Earth
sciences, the second satellite will offer
even more features. Most notably, it is
carrying a new instrument, called the
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment or
GON/E, that will monitor changes in the
ozone content of the atmosphere The
measurements made will allow a complete
ozone map of the world to be generated
every three days Because the
measurements are made independently
of variations in solar intensity and of the
sensitivity of GOME s sensors. they are
expected to be three to five times more
accurate than results obtained with
existing monitoring systems,

lntegration of ERS-2 tn preparatton for launch
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Other instruments on board include a
radar altimeter to measure the distance
between the satellite and sea or ice
surfaces as well as wave height; a
radiometer to measure sea surface
temperatures and vegetation on land
surfaces, for example, for crop forecasting

First Combined
ERS-1/ERS-2 lmage
Produced
ERS-2 acquired its first experimental
image with its Synthetic Apenure Radar
(SAR) about 10 days after the satellite was
launched The image covers the
Campania region in central ltaly, and
shows the rough seas of the Gulf of Gaeta
and the mountains alongside it
It was combined with two images acquired
by ERS 1 as it passed over the same
region, to produce the first multitemporal
SAR image of the region

The town of Gaeta is in the centre of the

image (in white), at the foot of the
mountains, and extends to the promontory
of Gaeta On the left side of the image,
near the coastline, the long and narrow
lake of Fondi (black) is surrounded by the
Aurunci limestone mountains On the right
side of the image, a volcanic structure, the
Roccamonfina, rises.

or to monitor deforestation; and a wind

scatterometer to measure wind speed and
wave height to enable ships to steer clear
of headwinds and heavy seas
Similar data collected by ERS-1 has been
used to keep a watch on oil slicks following
tanker disasters or to detect illegal
dumping of oil into the ocean, to monitor
the world's many active volcanoes, and to
predict the extent of flooding during the
recent catastrophe in The Netherlands as
well as along the Mississippi in 1994.
ERS-1 has also contributed toward new
research findings such as those on the
El Niffo and its impact on the climate, and
the first-ever topographical description of
the ocean floor beneath the Arctic icecap.

next issue of the ESA Bulletin (August
1995) will focus on the ERS 2 misslon 13

The

in brief

The Rome-Naples highway crosses the
upper part of the picture, following the Liri
valley The Abbey of Cassino (white box) is
located along the highway, in the upper
central part of the image
Although they were acquired at the same
hour, the ERS-1 image of 1 May and the
ERS-2 image of 2 lVay reveal a difference
in soil moisture
- shown by the greenish
colour of the land
- due to changed
weather conditions
The colours of the sea correspond to
different wind and current conditions at
the time of the three acquisitions; black
indicates where the sea was calm at all
+i-^^
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A multitemporal image of the Gulf of Gaeta
in the Campanta region in central ltaly,
produced by combining an EBS-2 image
with two taken by ERS-1

Blue

ERS-1

Green:

ERS-1

Red:

data,27 March 1995

data,

1

May 1995

ERS-2 data, 2 May 1995
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ESA Opens Permanent

Mission in Russia
ESA has opened its permanent mission in
Moscow after signing an agreement with
the Russian Government on 10 April
formalising ESA's status in Russia

The office will be headed by ESA's Alain
Fou rn ie r-Sicre lt will faci itate cooperation
with Russia and with the Russian Space
Agency in particular in a wide range of
science and technology projects,
including flights by ESA astronauts on the
Russian space station Mir.
I

The agreement marks 'a further step in the
convergence of Russia's and ESA's space
activities', stated ESA's Director General,
Jean-lVarie Luton after the signing
ceremony, 'and will be of decisive
importance in developing international
space cooperation in the years ahead
The agreement includes provisions
recognising ESA as a public-law
intergovernmental organisation with the
legal characteristics required to conduct
cooperative space activities with Russian
institutions and industrial concerns. G

G E Mamedov, the Russian Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs (seated, left), and J -M Luton, ESA's
Director General (seated, right), sign the agreement establishing a permanent ESA mission in
Fuss/,a, at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Moscow
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ESA Names Astronaut
for EuroMir 95

Ariane Launches
Resumed

Thomas Reiter has been selected as the
ESA astronaut to fly on the EuroMir 95
mission this August. He will become the
non-Russian astronaut to have spent the
longest time in orbit
- 135 days - and
the first ESA astronaut to 'spacewalk'

Ariane flight 71 took place successfully
during the night of 28Io 29 March,
marking the resumption of flights following
the failure of flight 70 last December. Two
other flights have since been launched
successfully

EuroMir 95 is the second ESA mission to

Flight

the Russian space station Mir with an ESA
astronaut on board and is part of ESA s

Flinht 71 rrsecl the 441 P launcher version.
The two telecommunication satellites
Brasilsat 82 and Hot Bird 1 were placed in
geostatronary transfer orbit with good
accuracy,

preparations for the International Space
Station, lt follows EuroMir 94, the
month-long mission last October with ESA
astronaut Ulf Merbold and 28 European
experiments on board
EuroMir 95 is currently scheduled to be
launched on 22 August from the Ba konur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan, and Reiter is
scheduled to return to Earth more than
four months later, on 4 January 1996 The
mission will be the longest in European
space history.
Reiter, from Germany, and another ESA

astronaut, Christer Fuglesang, from
Sweden, have been training for the
mission since August 1993 at the Yuri
Gagarin Cosmonauts Training Centre at
Star City, near Moscow, and at the
European Astronauts Centre in Cologne,
Germany. Christer Fuglesang has been
named to the back-up crew and must be
ready to fly in case a member of the prime
crew cannot. Their training has been
intensive because, for the first time, the
ESA astronaut will serve as the flight
engineer on the mission and will be
responsible for some Mir and Soyuz
systems Both the prime and the back-up
crew will continue to follow the same
training until the launch day.
One of the high points of the mission will
be Reiter's five-hour Extra Vehicular
Activity (EVA) when he ventures outside
Mir on a 'spacewalk' During the
excursion, he will install material samples
in a European experiment mounted on the
exterior of the Spektr module, which is
scheduled to be launched in late May, The
samples will be exposed to the harsh
space environment as part of an
experiment to test the hardiness of
materials used in the construction of
spacecraft
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Thomas Reiter, the ESA astronaut to fly on
EuroMir 95

Reiter. 36, holds a lVaster's Degree in
aerospace engrneering and was a test
pilot in the German air force before being
selected as an astronaut Fuglesang, 37,
has a science background and holds a
Doctorate in experimental particle physics

EurolVir 95 will carry 41 European
experiments. lt will also use more
European equipment than the first
mission, which mainly relied on hardware
already onboard Mir. An unmanned
Progress cargo craft will deliver about
350 kg of equipment to the station this
July, More equipment and samples will be
sent aboard a Progress craft in
September. Reiter will take only a small
amount of equipment with him to Mir, The
specialised equipment will include a
device for measuring bone density since a
reduction in bone thickness is one of the
major physiological problems faced by
astronauts during long-du ration flights,
The research may also be helpful in
understanding other bone disorders such
as osteoporosis
G

71

Following the failure last December, an
extensive plan of action was implemented
An inquiry board concluded that the most
probable cause of the third-stage engine
failure was a partial obstruction by
pollution of the gas generator LOX feeding
line The board, however, did not rejectthe
possibility of a leak in the line. In
compliance with the board's
recommendations, numerous measu res
were taken to improve the cleanliness and
leaktightness processes and controls of
the third stage at all steps in the
production line in both Europe and
Kourou In addition and as a precaution, a
filter was introduced at the inlet of the
more critical component of the LOX circuit,
the injection block Such a measure was
not considered to be necessary on the
LH2 side because the elements
concerned are much wider in section than
those of the LOX circuit
All of those process and hardware
changes were qualified in strict

compliance with the formal procedures of
the Ariane management specification The
hardware for flight 71 was retrofitted in
Europe according to the improved flight
standard,

fhe subseguent tlights
Two other launches have since been

successfully achieved Flighl 7 2, carrying
ESA's ERS 2 satellite, lifted off on the night
of 20 to 21 April, and flight 73, carrying the
ntelsat 706 telecommunications satellite,
was launched during the night of 16 to
I
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Prrnting material
Usable material:

Copy date:
(in Noordwilk)

Screen:
Pano cizo'

Bleed amounl

Copy dates

1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsron
side down)
Negatrve, artwork ready for reproduction
All productron charges are invoiced separately
Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines after
reservation should be notified immediately
fax (31) (0)1719 85433
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Type area

-

(31) (0)171e 837e4
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185/265 mm high
185/131 mm high
91/131 mm high

185/ 65 mm high

60/cm 1SO/inch
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Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Argentina
Austra ia
Austria
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
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Honduras

Belize
Benin

Italy

Rates in Dutch Guilders
1x

4x

1/1 page B/W

2 000

1
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1200-

1/2 page B/W

1 200

1

000-

800

1/4 page B/W

800

700

600

Bx

-

Extra charge for 4 colour processing: 1 5OO Dutch Guilders
Loose inserts (by application only) 1/A4 Dfl 3 000
- plus
Dfl 129 per thousand bookbrnder's handling charge

Hungary
lceland
India
lndonesia

Sao Tome
& Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia

Sino:nnre

tran
rraq

Slovakia
Slovenia

lreland

South Africa

lsrael

Spain
Sri Lanka

lvory Coast
Jamarca
Japan

Botswana
Brazil

KOrea

Kuwait

Tahiti

Bulgarra

Latvia
Lebanon
Liechtenstein
Libya

Tarwan

Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Commonwealth of

February, May, August and November

Hong Kong

Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria

Bhutan
Bolivia
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Burkina Faso
(Upper Volta)

lssue dates
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JOrOan

Kenya

Lrthuania
LUXemDOUTg

Macedonia
Ir^!^^^^^^"
tvtdudgd-udl
Mali
Malta

Mauritania
Independent States Mauritius
Mexico
Congo
Monaco
Costa Rica
Mongolia
Croatia
lvlontenegro
Cuba
Morocco
Cyprus
Mozambrque
Czech Republic
Nepal
Denmark
Netherlands
Dominican Republic
Netherlands Antilles
Dubai
New Caledonia
Ecuador
New Zealand
Egvpt
Nicaragua
El Salvador
Niger
Estonra
Nigeria
Ethiopia
Faroe ls ands
Norway
North Cyprus
Frjr
Pak stan
Finland
France
Papua New Guinea
Peru
French Gu ana
Philipp nes
Gabon
Poland
Gambta
Portuga
Germany
Puerto Rico
Ghana
Gibraltar
Qatar
Romania
Greece
Rwanda
Guatemala

Tanzania

Thailand
Togo
Trinidad
^^tru T^h^^^
ruudgu
dt
Tunisia
Turkey

Uganda
UAE

United Kingdom
Uruguay
USA

Vietnam
Yemen

Zaie
Zambia
Zimbabwe

esa

european space agency
agence spatiale europ6enne

